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2015 FINAL RANKING [300]

CHL BY DB METRICS
NOTE: DATA OMITS OVERAGERS AND IS CREATED WITH RAW DATA AND
NO EXTRAPOLATION. PLAYERS WITH LESS GAMES PLAYED STILL
PLACING IN ANY OF THESE CATEGORIES IS HIGHLY IMPRESSIVE.

CHL SEASON FINISH RATE
PICTURED ARE TWO GRAPHS OF HAND CALCULATED PERCENTAGES OF TOP
10 PPG % INCREASE OR DECREASE FOR FORWARDS SPLITTING THE
SEASON INTO THE FIRST 2/3’S AND LAST 1/3.
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CHL SEASON FINISH RATE
PICTURED ARE TWO GRAPHS OF HAND CALCULATED PERCENTAGES OF TOP
10 PPG % INCREASE OR DECREASE FOR DEFENSEMEN SPLITTING THE
SEASON INTO THE FIRST 2/3’S AND LAST 1/3.
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CHL CLUTCH SCORING
PICTURED ARE TWO GRAPHS OF TOP 5 GWG AND SHG FOR BOTH FORWARDS
AND DEFENSEMEN.
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CHL SCORING CONTRIBUTION
PICTURED IS A GRAPH OF PERCENTAGE OF SCORING FOR FORWARDS BASED
ON A PLAYER’S TEAM’S TOTAL GOALS FOR ON THE SEASON. MEIER AND

DEBRUSK TIED FOR HIGHEST GF% AT 19%. MARNER HAD THE HIGHEST
PTS% AT 44% [OVERAGER GARLAND DID BEAT HIM AT 45%].
GF% = PLAYER’S TOTAL GOALS/TEAM’S TOTAL GOALS FOR
PTS% = PLAYER’S TOTAL POINTS/TEAM’S TOTAL GOALS FOR
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CHL SCORING CONTRIBUTION
PICTURED IS A GRAPH OF PERCENTAGE OF SCORING FOR DEFENSEMEN
BASED ON A PLAYER’S TEAM’S TOTAL GOALS FOR ON THE SEASON. DUNN
AND CAPOBIANCO TIED FOR HIGHEST GF% AT 7%. CAPOBIANCO HAD THE
HIGHEST PTS% AT 27%

GF% = PLAYER’S TOTAL GOALS/TEAM’S TOTAL GOALS FOR
PTS% = PLAYER’S TOTAL POINTS/TEAM’S TOTAL GOALS FOR
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SCOUTING REPORTS [210]

DRAFTBUZZ #1

DRAFTBUZZ #2

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: ERIE (OHL)

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: BOSTON U (NCAA)

HEIGHT: 6' 0.75''

DATE OF BIRTH: 1/13/1997

HEIGHT: 6' 2.0''

DATE OF BIRTH: 10/28/1996

WEIGHT: 195 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: ON/CANADA

WEIGHT: 196 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: MA/USA

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 5M, 13D

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 7M, 29D

CONNOR MCDAVID has met expectations
his entire draft journey and will continue to do
so after being selected #1 overall in 2015.
Whether you are judging the unreal draft year
PPG, his topping the WJC scoring, or him
scoring 5 goals in an OHL playoff game, his
feats are real and continue to be special. He is
the type of world-class forward who is on
another planet and could have played in the
NHL at 17 years old. Any way you could
imagine he can beat defenders, he does so
with grace, power, and wow factor. An
amazing quality he has is his vision for the
entire shift around him in that he can adjust to
as simple or complex a movement he feels is
necessary, all in a split second. A full rink
threat, he is hard to track as he can handle his
body at top speed as if it weren’t at top speed.
An offensive juggernaut, you can’t help but be
envious Erie has had him for 3 years, but at
the same time also feel bad for the aftershock
they will endure from losing him. For a guy
whose off games include hat tricks, the hockey
world can’t wait to get McDavid on NHL ice
and he won’t disappoint.

JACK EICHEL is the king of consolation prizes
having blown up the NCAA circuit with BU and
elevating that club singlehandedly. In any other
year, the former NTDP star would have gone #1
overall having done unthinkable things as a
young freshman in college hockey. #1 in PTS,
tied for 3rd in G, 1st in A, bringing BU to 2nd in
the country with 3.85GF/game. He is an elite
forward who can control the game every shift
with a long reach, powerfully elegant long
strides, and first rate IQ that processes events
briskly. Not one to chase the puck around the
rink like a chicken with his head cut off, he
prefers to follow the play patiently and move in
at the right time. He thrives in a reactionary
sense where he can take advantage of his
anticipation and quick hands. A renowned
passer, he has also scored some goal scorers
goals that show you just how elite of a talent he
truly is. There is not much he can’t do in any
one of the zones with the puck. He still has
some questions to answer on big stages, and he
can get thrown off of his game when his team’s
down late. A big finesse center, Eichel is ready
to graduate straight to the NHL in 2015 and
immediately stabilize his team down the middle
with excitement.
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DRAFTBUZZ #3

DRAFTBUZZ #4

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: LONDON (OHL)

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: BOSTON COLLEGE (NCAA)

HEIGHT: 5' 11.0''

DATE OF BIRTH: 5/5/1997

HEIGHT: 6' 2.75''

DATE OF BIRTH: 1/25/1997

WEIGHT: 160 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: ON/CANADA

WEIGHT: 203 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: MA/USA

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 1M, 21D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 5M, 1D

MITCHELL MARNER lit non-stop fireworks
this season for London and wowed his way
above the ‘rest of the pack’ in the top ten this
year. Coming into this season a little bigger,
and off of an impressive Ivan Hlinka
camp/tournament, he was ready to amplify the
dynamic game he showed as a rookie to star
level. A potent trickster, he can burn you with a
palate of shot out of a cannon speed, jaw
dropping moves, and high level vision/passing
that made an ridiculous amount of clips for
highlight reels this season. His rookie season
entry on the Knight’s 4th line built his chops
and instilled a fierce hunger for the puck that
now makes him a slam-dunk pick. Not just all
flair, he has substance as a star willing to do his
own dirty work and stands out for his
backchecking strength. He tends to leave his
skates a lot more than one would like, likely as
a protection mechanism that will decrease as he
adds more weight and can absorb more contact.
He went off in the playoffs for 9G and 7A in
7GP, making it obvious Erie swept London
because of his absence. Marner will not last
long at the top of the draft reminding brass of
Patrick Kane and offering a tantalizing skillset
of ingredients NHL stars are made out of.
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NOAH HANIFIN fastracked himself to Boston
College and continued to show why he is the
top defender of the 2015 NHL Draft class with
NHL poise and maturity. A+ under duress, he
packages different distances of passes with
knife like precision and the right amount of
velocity. An already thick, tall blueliner, he can
handle forwards bearing down on him and is
able to move the puck without fear of being hit.
He toned down the full-length fireworks that
we saw at NTDP and really focused on batting
100% in a structural short-range transition. He
is very comfortable in reverse, and correlates
the play he reads rapidly with the body
positions he needs to switch to. Don’t sleep on
his wheels, which he can flip the switch on
instantly and dazzle carrying the puck as leader
of the pack. Not opposed to playing physical in
his own way, his excellent skating and
puckhandling mannerisms keep him from
needing to defend much. In order to become a
more dangerous offensive threat, he needs to
get more confident shooting, as it is not the
strongest. Hanifin has the size, skating, passing,
and head game you look for in a cornerstone
defenseman, and has the makeup to jump to
the NHL soon.
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DRAFTBUZZ #5

DRAFTBUZZ #6

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: SEATTLE (WHL)

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: MICHIGAN (NCAA)

HEIGHT: 5' 11.25''

DATE OF BIRTH: 5/26/1997

HEIGHT: 6' 2.0''

DATE OF BIRTH: 7/19/1997

WEIGHT: 175 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: BC/CANADA

WEIGHT: 206 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: MI/USA

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 1M, 0D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 17Y, 11M, 7D

MATHEW BARZAL is a wizard in possession
who can tease even the best defenders with
great one-on-one skill. As one of 2015's most
anticipated prospects at the top after McEichel,
his early November kneecap injury certainly
knocked some wind out of his draft sails.
Showing no ill effects from the injury besides a
short span of rust, he has proven to be a heavy
puck carrier reminiscent of William Nylander
with more strength at the same age. He moves
to a script on the ice, showing great lateral
movement and cuts that help him deke
defenders and slip the puck through tight
holes. With hands and vision well beyond his
years, he is leaned on to lead the attack and
spearhead plays on his own. His shot has been
inconsistent throughout his junior years, but
may blossom in an environment where he
doesn’t feel the need to always set up for those
skating with him. He needs to work on battling
a bit harder once he loses his options, seeing
the odd turnover and lost puck as a result.
With 1.67PPG in the last 1/3rd of WHL play and
finishing 3rd in scoring at the U18, Barzal gave
scouts reason to believe his top line, NHL grade
skillset will terrorize the WHL next year.

ZACHARY WERENSKI went to Michigan with
ringing endorsement from Red Berenson and
went on to blow up modest expectations as a
sickeningly smooth rearguard. He is a textbook
example of ‘well you wanted to see offense and
I gave it to you’ in getting out of Hanifin’s
shadow at NTDP and building his own brand
of defender. At his best maneuvering when he
already has the puck, he can back off, twist, and
side step his way to the exact play he wants to
make. He really owns the point with a hard
snap wrister that is hard for goalies to see
because it is successful at getting through
screens and comes with velocity/elevation. Not
a true two-way defenseman yet, it seems he
lacks a bit of communication and is too liberal
with roaming especially in his own zone. With
forwards coming at him, he needs to get better
at facing the play and tracking targets in
reverse, as he likes to go stride for stride, side
by side, facing his net. Not a true puck rusher,
but he does like jumpstarting his forwards and
following behind. An athletic kid that can
handle the puck, Werenski has already shown
competence at the NCAA level giving him
allure as a more NHL ready pick than most.
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DRAFTBUZZ #7

DRAFTBUZZ #8

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: ERIE (OHL)

POSITION: LEFT WING

TEAM: CAPE BRETON (QMJHL)

HEIGHT: 6' 3.0''

DATE OF BIRTH: 3/7/1997

HEIGHT: 6' 1.75''

DATE OF BIRTH: 10/31/1996

WEIGHT: 185 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: ON/CANADA

WEIGHT: 199 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: NEFT/RUSSIA

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 3M, 19D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 7M, 26D

DYLAN STROME shattered expectations tying
Conor Garland for CHL scoring leader and
winning the OHL race. A lanky, toolsy, gangly
skater, he ran on bloodlines and future hope
last year in a smaller role that pales in
comparison to his breakout year. A big,
centerman with room to grow and improve his
skating, he has very good offensive zone
instincts. A hard to read threat for duality in
shot vs. pass, he has a very good release on all
pucks off his stick. Great at making subtle
positional changes to free himself up, he gets to
pucks that other forwards wouldn’t even with
questioned skating ability. You will often see
him take subtle opposite direction steps to
increase his pass radius or de-clog his shooting
lane. His IQ is shown through his quick puck
movement after he camouflages himself into
the play. His weak top end/acceleration as well
as inclination to press affect his backchecking
and involvement defensively. As a result, a twoway label is more of a potential progression for
him than current truth. Strome has the look of
a very big facilitator down the middle who
doesn’t
yet
have
the
dominating
personality/traits to star at the NHL level.

EVGENY SVECHNIKOV went out of his way
to prove himself on Canadian soil, and he did
so in top form. Coming in as an international
high flier, Cape Breton was blessed to get him
as an import after his U18 destruction as an
underager. After an extremely hot start in the
Q, he endured a fractured first half due to
separate lower body injuries. Once he healed
up, he ended up managing a PPG that matched
Marner and Barzal exactly [1.67] - both
considered top ten talents. He is a
thoroughbred winger/center who wants the
puck on his stick at all times. He is an ox to
contain in close, and is very hard to track even
at 200+ lbs. He is a puck specialist who gets to
open space without fail using an innate ability
to shift his weight and spread out all within a
single stride. The Godfather of using his body
to keep opponent’s at bay against the boards,
he is a skilled competitor defenders hate to play
against. A fused shooter and passer, he
orchestrates with an NHL pace as he has top
body control as it relates to his stickhandling
and touches. Svechnikov is a well versed
offensive juggernaut who has no concerns of
the dreaded ‘Russian Factor’ and is lauded for
his dedication to the game.
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DRAFTBUZZ #9

DRAFTBUZZ #10

POSITION: RIGHT WING

TEAM: TPS (LIIGA)

POSITION: RIGHT WING

TEAM: LADA TOGLIATTI (MHL)

HEIGHT: 6' 3.5"

DATE OF BIRTH: 10/29/1996

HEIGHT: 6' 2.5"

DATE OF BIRTH: 6/7/1997

WEIGHT: 211 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: NOU/FINLAND

WEIGHT: 183 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: TOG/RUSSIA

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 7M, 28D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 0M, 19D

MIKKO RANTANEN is a huge winger with a
nonstop motor that may be even bigger than
his unique skills. A lone bright spot on a 13/14
placed TPS squad that scored 30G below
league average, he had 4G and 8A in 14GP after
February giving him a hot finish. Physically
developed at 6’3.5 211 pounds, he was Team
Finland’s best forward with 4G at the WJC in
addition to handling himself well in LIIGA. A
dangerous winger from the center ice in, his
physique adds to his skill game by allowing him
to make cuts to the middle of the ice without
the fear of getting lit up. He has mastered one
on one deception to freeze the defender and
side step him wide where he loves to drive to
the net. He constantly uses skate to stick
footwork and has a lightning fast release on his
shot. As a big body who is tough to control, he
has character and will fight for every inch of
the ice. He isn’t the most high end
stickhandler, but he makes enough one on one
plays to believe he will translate his offense at a
higher level. Rantanen everything you look for
in an NHL forward including the will to make a
difference.

DENIS GURYANOV emerged at the WJAC as
a blistering attacking threat who was promptly
rising. Now cemented as a big, fast, top 6 talent,
he kept bringing a first round game to the ice
in the second half. Regardless of production,
his efforts were all top notch at the WJAC, 5
Nations, and U18. He opened eyes as a
dominant winger who could explode off the
blocks and create unbelievable separation from
the D in minimal strides. He’s a super fast
sniper who got better as the season wore on.
Towards the end of the year, he was juking and
moving around like a top ten pick. With
diversity in goal scoring, he was able to show
proficiency in short-range positions as well as
on the fly. Not enough can be said about
forwards who can create their own luck and
finish it as well. A PK nuisance, there isn’t
much to dislike about him. The conviction with
which Guryanov skates and scores is enough to
forget the Russian factor and lump him in with
first round talents.
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DRAFTBUZZ #11

DRAFTBUZZ #12

POSITION: LEFT WING

TEAM: YOUNGSTOWN (USHL)

POSITION: RIGHT WING

TEAM: CHARLOTTETOWN (QMJHL)

HEIGHT: 6' 1.0''

DATE OF BIRTH: 12/9/1996

HEIGHT: 6' 0.0"

DATE OF BIRTH: 3/17/1997

WEIGHT: 177 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: MI/USA

WEIGHT: 180 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: AMS/NETHERLANDS

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 6M, 17D

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 3M, 9D

KYLE CONNOR was a hot shot Michigan
recruit known throughout the US circuit last
year who really emerged with a PPG
performance at the U18. The USHL PTS [80],
GWG [9], and PP Assist leader [25], he is a rink
rat who mixes clutch goal scorer with magnified
lens playmaker. An alpha male on the ice, he
has spent the last few seasons leading at the
USHL level with outstanding straight-line
speed and hands to do whatever he wishes with
the puck. His diversity as a player offers
Youngstown a different threat in different
situations. His ability as a goal scorer is
optimized out in the open, with speed and
moving pieces. On the powerplay with things
slowed down, the offense is run through him
and he really emerges as a passer with skating
range contained and things at a standstill. He is
very smart and gives effort on the backcheck –
with max speed, you notice. His development
will come with playing up in level and learning
how to mesh with the elite. Connor is an
offensive speed demon who snaps pucks with
top pick nonchalance and precision.

DANIEL SPRONG is an electric, almost greedy
offensive catalyst who can strike in the blink of
an eye. Traversing the realm of being a hot shot
rookie last year, to selfish one dimensional
player early in this season, he ended the year
with sparks and substance. An unquestionable
talent, he needed to show [a] that he could
score and lead with conviction – he did; and [b]
that he could acknowledge team responsibility
and execute things selfish divas won’t – he did
also. A game breaking winger, he has strength
in his stride and ability to stickhandle even
with changes of direction. He is a master at
shifting bodyweight and gaining space, and
firing off shots or passes while in midst of a
change of movement. The fact that he enjoys
lugging the puck puts him at a classification
crossroads that may end up hurting his
perception a bit. He’s a pure goal scorer who
likes the puck so much he also ends up being a
high-end playmaker. Ending the year inching
closer – read: still work in progress – to being a
better defensive player, and one who will even
fight to get pucks back fortifies his prospect
status.
Though
many
wonder
about
coachability, you don’t pass on the maxed out
speed, scoring, and puck possession Sprong
has.
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DRAFTBUZZ #13

DRAFTBUZZ #14

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: BRANDON (WHL)

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: FARJESTAD (SUPERELIT)

HEIGHT: 6' 0.5''

DATE OF BIRTH: 1/13/1997

HEIGHT: 6' 1.75"

DATE OF BIRTH: 1/29/1997

WEIGHT: 201 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: YARO/RUSSIA

WEIGHT: 180 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: KARL/SWEDEN

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 5M, 13D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 4M, 28D

IVAN PROVOROV developed an offensive
side to his game that took the 2015 NHL Draft
landscape by storm. Always considered an
above average defender for his well-rounded
nature, he took the backend reigns of the team
from well-known WHL 2015 in Ryan Pilon. He
asserted himself with new dimension in 20142015 as a sultry puck mover with phenomenal
vision and emphatic passing. A composed
troubleshooter with the puck, he can execute
the breakout in any manner needed with poise,
springy mobility, and a special vantage point
that’s magnified. Thick on his skates at 200 lbs,
he can accelerate into his checks along the
boards to separate forwards from the puck. As
seen in the TPG, he is willing to step up in
open ice and lay a big, momentum-changing
hit. Truly an elite skilled option with edge, he
provides energetic support once in the
opponent’s zone, always roving and looking for
opportunity. His exciting talent can be seen in
his spinoramas and high-speed stick tricks.
Some doubt his low % of PTS [18%] vs. team
goals for [340], but Brandon saw an increase of
70 goals from last season to this. With he and
Patrick being the most notable additions, you
can infer the older, foundational player is the
engine behind the high goal total. Provorov has
the goods to become a beloved top pairing
defenseman in the NHL.

JOEL EK-ERIKSSON didn’t even need a full
season to dominate SuperElit after having just
13GP last year, demonstrating how rapidly he’s
torching Sweden’s system. With 19 ES goals in
25GP at the J20 level, he was promoted and
ended up playing 37 pro games with Farjestad
scoring 4G. The writing was on the wall with
his U17 performance as lead forward - it’s just
the points weren’t there, which makes sense
after seeing Sweden’s U18 unit flub hard
internationally together all year. A power
forward who shifts at both center and wing, he
has one of the best collections of talent, grit,
and effort in a player for this year’s draft. With
the mentality of a grinder, and skill of a top
6’er, he brings a fused game consistently every
night. His skating is a stiff kind of powerful,
and while it isn’t the most graceful out there, it
will become a strength as he works the kinks
out with more reps. He’s not a puck hog, but
can transport it well and has good body control
as he twists and turns his way to the net.
There’s not much to doubt in this package,
other than being paranoid he isn’t a purely
skilled, pop you out of the seat guy. EkEriksson, Eriksson-Ek, just Ek, translated as
Oak, whatever he wants he better notify NA
soon about listing because they will be rushing
to praise this NA styled Swede.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

60

15

46

61

36

42

Regular

25

21

11

32

13

20

Playoffs

19

2

11

13

-4

10

Playoffs

6

5

5

10

4

6

WJC U20

7

0

1

1

2

0

WJC U18

5

5

1

6

-4

2

DRAFTBUZZ #15

DRAFTBUZZ #16

POSITION: LEFT WING

TEAM: KINGSTON (OHL)

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: OTTAWA (OHL)

HEIGHT: 6' 4.0''

DATE OF BIRTH: 6/23/1997

HEIGHT: 5' 9.75''

DATE OF BIRTH: 3/11/1997

WEIGHT: 215 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: ON/CANADA

WEIGHT: 177 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: ON/CANADA

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 0M, 3D

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 3M, 15D

LAWSON CROUSE was a shoe in first rounder
in preliminary rankings last year across the
board, so this isn’t your average grinder
prospect being overvalued. A blue chip power
forward prospect with defensive care, he came
into the year propelled by stunning flashes of
skill and raw skating. He opened the year
scoring the most ES and GW goals at the
Hlinka tournament, and HC fell in love with
him bringing him to the Super Series and later
WJC [where he 2 out of 3PTS in 3GP in playoff
round]. His regular season production was
fantastic if you consider he was on the 6th worst
CHL team in terms of GF. Offering sheer size,
skating ability, and complimentary top 6 skill,
he may entice with NHL readiness next year.
To his credit, he really pulled his individual
skills together quickly over the summer.
Understanding his physicality supports his
offensive push is imperative to him growing as
a threat. Crouse is simply too big and not handsy enough to become an outright offensive star,
but he sure will turn into a freight train of a
winger who can ride with them.

TRAVIS KONECNY stumbled a bit out of the
gate but persevered true to his personality and
finished like the game breaking forward
everyone expected him to be. With 38PTS in
26GP from the New Year, he really shook up
his draft stock at the TPG where he was the #1
player of the game. The guy who had a 5 game
point streak in the 2015 playoffs was a battle
tested, gritty, lightning quick dynamo. One of
the best at going from stationary to full flight,
he obliterates any remaining coverage and is a
premier breakaway threat who finishes
American Sniper style. He showed great
attention to figuring out why he was getting
stifled earlier in the year, and really became a
rounded offensive creator. He had some
electric moments where, while he may not have
been the most natural passer, his speed and
agility allowed him to pull fans out of their
seats. A highflying gnat with exciting willpower,
it is only a matter of longevity (not a question of
if) with Konecny as his sub 5’10 physique has
already taken a sizeable toll at the junior level.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS
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PIM

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

56

29

22

51

10

70

Regular

60

29

39

68

-1

34

Playoffs

4

2

1

3

-7

18

Playoffs

5

3

7

10

4

6

WJC U20

7

1

2

3

-1

0

Hlinka U18

5

5

1

6

3

2

DRAFTBUZZ #17

DRAFTBUZZ #18

POSITION: RIGHT WING

TEAM: WATERLOO (USHL)

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: SARNIA (OHL)

HEIGHT: 6' 0.5"

DATE OF BIRTH: 2/25/1997

HEIGHT: 6' 0.5''

DATE OF BIRTH: 4/6/1997

WEIGHT: 191 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: MN/USA

WEIGHT: 201 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: BRNO/CZECH REP

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 4M, 1D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 2M, 20D

BROCK BOESER opened up the year tied for
first as leading goal scorer in the Ivan Hlinka
tournament with Team USA and never
relinquished his hold as a top prospect for
2015. Consistent as timed delivery, he was
Waterloo’s top point getter radiating on the ice
with a score at will mentality. Scoring 18% of
Waterloo’s goals, and tying two other for most
goals in the entire USHL [35], he showed
expertise on the PP [15] as well as at ES [19]. If
you needed any more proof he is money
burying the puck, he had 10G in 9GP in a
tournament venue. Owning a great feel for the
game, he sets up his skating patterns with
ultimate focus to the ongoing play. His skating
is good; his deceptive stick skills are what give
him room to operate as he has really fine
movements with the puck in tight. He’s not
really a dangler in the truest sense, but can
deke the heck out of a D if he needs to. He’s a
good all around player with sense off the puck,
as he calculates distance, reach, and tracking
well to throw opponents off. Headed to North
Dakota in 2015, Boeser is an easy to read, pro
player with sharp shooting in an NHL sized
frame.

PAVEL ZACHA came into this year ahead of
the curve physically and unfortunately wasn’t
able to cash in on his tools as much as he
would have liked. Coming as a surprise to most,
he showed a NA physical edge that got him
suspended twice [slewfoot/charging] and plays
with an edge to win. A leader for Sarnia, he was
relied on to carry the team end to end and he
did well transporting the puck from defensive
to offensive zone. With soft hands and lateral
quickness, he was a challenge for OHL
opponents to defend against because [A] he
could make them miss at 6’3 and [B] set up his
teammates without losing a step. A generally
smart player, he must show he can remove the
careless physicality from his game. Even
though he didn’t have the season imagined, his
production was a success in itself for how
disrupted his season was and will hopefully
improve markedly next year. He needs to break
the pattern of having the same concerns and
show development somewhere in his game.
Zacha is a power center with ample talent who
just needs a better environment to break out as
a star forward.
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G

A

PTS
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TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

57

35

33

68

-1

30

Regular

37

16

18

34

5

56

Hlinka U18

5

6

2

8

6

10

Playoffs

5

2

1

3

-4

10

WJAC U19

4

4

1

5

N/A

6

WJC U18

5

5

0

5

2

10

DRAFTBUZZ #19

DRAFTBUZZ #20

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: USA NTDP (USDP)

POSITION: RIGHT WING

TEAM: KELOWNA (WHL)

HEIGHT: 6' 0.0"

DATE OF BIRTH: 1/30/1997

HEIGHT: 5' 10.5"

DATE OF BIRTH: 5/23/1997

WEIGHT: 183 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: MA/USA

WEIGHT: 191 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: AB/CANADA

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 4M, 27D

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 1M, 3D

COLIN WHITE started the year afflicted by
mono and ended with the U18 GWG, as
testament to the special blend of character and
skill he possesses. One of the draft’s best
faceoff men, most attentive centermen
defensively, and most durable in the trenches,
he has shown offensive burst in the past
making him a very safe selection on draft day.
An important statistical note is how he did in
the past in a normal circumstance because this
year was a rollercoaster. Some nights this year
he looked like the 5th best NTDP draft eligible
so it is really helpful to know he shattered the
U17 last year with 3PPG, pointing to something
being off this year. He has good hockey acumen
and a splash of skill as a no nonsense linear
forward. Just because he doesn’t overhandle
the puck doesn’t mean he can’t hang as a 2C.
His linemates rely on him to transport the puck
with efficiency as well as come off the boards in
possession and ready to decide on an option.
He has ice in his veins around the net scoring a
good amount of goals in close range. White is a
potential steal in the first round ala David
Pastrnak as he is a winner whose natural talent
may have been disguised by illness and delayed
recovery.

NICHOLAS MERKLEY is a stocky, rugged
competitor with elite playmaking ability. As a
pure passer who was so apple oriented it was
worrisome in the first half, he excels at every
type of pass known to hockey. He is a reliable
long distance outlet man in his own zone, and
his patent move attacking is to drive the right
wing and hook behind the net looking for a way
to get the puck to a quality chance. His vision
and patience to make a play is top in the class
as he can spend an entire shift with the puck
on his stick. He is a physical winger who likes
to hit, and barrels no hesitation straight to the
boards to pick up loose pucks. Even if you
don’t like his size at 5’10 and change, you have
to commend the fact that he is a stable bet in
traffic and does well with less space. He’s tree
trunk leg speedy with the right amount of
deception and gear changes at the right times.
He absolutely needs to shoot the puck more
and become a more diverse elite forward once
Kelowna graduates some players. Pushing
opponents back on their heels in ES, PP, and
SH situations, Merkley is one of the top
wingers from this class with warrior guts,
meaningful speed, and x ray vision.
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A
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TYPE
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G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

USHL

20

4

13

17

17

10

Regular

72

20

70

90

29

79

USDP

54

23

31

54

N/A

28

Playoffs

19

5

22

27

12

18

WJC U18

7

6

3

9

8

0

Hlinka U18

5

0

4

4

9

8

DRAFTBUZZ #21

DRAFTBUZZ #22

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: SHERBROOKE (QMJHL)

POSITION: RIGHT WING

TEAM: HALIFAX (QMJHL)

HEIGHT: 6' 0.0"

DATE OF BIRTH: 5/14/1997

HEIGHT: 6' 1.0''

DATE OF BIRTH: 10/8/1996

WEIGHT: 188 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: QC/CANADA

WEIGHT: 209 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: BAD/SWITZERLAND

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 1M, 12D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 8M, 18D

JEREMY ROY is a franchise player who would
have challenged for #1 CHL defenseman had
he not missed 22 games over the course of the
season. Forever billed as a 2015 top prospect,
he maintained the supreme hockey sense
driven game that made him a young hotshot.
Logging massive time on ice when healthy, he
has been playing 25 plus minutes for almost 2
years in the Q. A guy whose defensive zone
ability directly influences the flow to the
offensive zone, his general hockey capability
fuels his handiwork in his own end. Equipped
with A+ mobility, agility, and footwork to keep
up with shifty forwards, he can gain regulate
and shutdown a variety of plays defensively. His
hands are quick and his ability to locate targets
once he wins the battle, because he inevitably
will, is sharp. He can transition or outlet, and
mans the point with confidence seeking to
enact the right play as fast as possible. His
linear speed is okay, but needs to improve in
explosiveness and he knows it. For his type of
defensive style, he needs to add more strength
and prove better durability. Roy is a pure
hockey athlete who would stand out as a top
competitor even if the game didn’t have
positions.

TIMO MEIER shot out of a cannon to start his
QMJHL season and didn’t look back
entrenching himself as a 1st round, miserable to
play against PF. His awesome WJC going stride
for stride with Finland’s Mikko Rantanen for
best [non-McDavid] 2015 forward solidified his
year. Look at his tremendous statline [entire
CHL]: tied for #1 in team GF contribution
[19%], Top 3 in %PTS, Top 5 in PPG [1.49], #1
PP goal scorer [23], #1 in GWG [10]. A full year
threat with no dropoff, he showed up at the
rink game in and game out with moxy, skill,
and desire to win. Like a mini-Messier, he will
grab the bull by the horns and get the job done
however fits, whoever is in his way. Recall the
famous beatdown he gave Charlottetown’s big
defenseman Henley after he hit Ehlers in open
ice. He hits to hurt, and crosses the offensive
line intent on scoring. He is a close range
scoring God, with size to position, quickness to
pounce, and a release to beat. Weakness is
there concerning a high amount of PP scoring,
as well as how much of his skill is actually
translatable. For all the racy highlights, there
are quite a few clips of pucks lost right off his
blade or thrown away carelessly. Concerns exist
about the Ehlers-effect, but you can’t deny
Meier is hard forward to contain who is born to
wear the C.
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G

A

PTS
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PIM

Regular

46

5

38

43

-2

37

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Playoffs

6

1

4

5

-3

0

Regular

61

44

46

90

20

59

WJC U18

7

1

3

4

-6

2

Playoffs

14

10

11

21

1

18

WJC U20

6

2

4

6

2

2

DRAFTBUZZ #23

DRAFTBUZZ #24

POSITION: RIGHT WING

TEAM: USA NTDP (USDP)

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: PRINCE GEORGE (WHL)

HEIGHT: 5' 9.25"

DATE OF BIRTH: 3/17/1997

HEIGHT: 6' 1.25''

DATE OF BIRTH: 5/23/1997

WEIGHT: 173 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: NY/USA

WEIGHT: 185 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: OH/USA

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 3M, 9D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 1M, 3D

JEREMY BRACCO is a much-debated smallish
winger whose reported value is all over the
map, which ironically is something that hasn’t
changed since last year. The NTDP record
holder of 122 for career assists (34 more than
next), is also third in points to Phil Kessel and
Patrick Kane to give you an idea of the
offensive company he is in. Just a shrewd
player overall, his sense of the developing play
is one of the main reasons future Americans
will chase his assist record at NTDP. He’s a
very good skater, but opts to keep pace with his
teammates and dives in and out of lanes to find
the perfect pass or shot. A patent move on
display is his go to technique of back leg push
off and edging, be it along the perimeter or out
to the circles. This is something that maxes out
the puck’s time on his stick, but can also take
too long to materialize, as it can get predictable.
Even though he’s relied upon to set up the
zone, he has a damn good shot arsenal making
him a potentially bigger shooting threat with a
natural playmaking centerman. He’s a bit light
against resistance, but stands in there and gives
effort in all 3 zones. An impressive TPG
performance illustrates Bracco is the type of
offensive forward who will lift his game with
better players.
TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

USHL

24

14

18

32

USDP

65

30

64

94

WJC U18

7

3

10

13

10

JANSEN HARKINS is a minute munching
forward who appears as if he never leaves the
ice. Harkins has a well-rounded portfolio of
skills wrapped in a two-way package. His effort
and hands to make plays on the puck have
always been exceptional. This year he
developed his goal scoring and is now a wellrounded offensive and defensive threat. For a
forward whose skating was suboptimal entering
the year, he has made leaps and bounds in this
department
while
showing
off
insane
endurance. Perceived as slow and boring, he
carried PG on his back factoring in 36% of
Team GF. It may be overlooked, but with the
amount of PT he gets one has to like the idea of
Harkins maximizing his potential as a prospect.
A top flight forward who can put his team on
his back and carry them to wins, he didn’t have
the greatest end to the season [failed to score in
playoffs] as he looked spent. With some added
leg strength and coordination, Harkins will
round out into a huge, two-way, relentless,
playmaking monster.

PIM

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

20

6

Regular

70

20

59

N/A

10

Playoffs

5

0

4

79

7

45

4

-2

2

2

WJC U18

7

3

2

5

3

10

DRAFTBUZZ #25

DRAFTBUZZ #26

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: FROLUNDA (SUPERELIT)

POSITION: LEFT WING

TEAM: SWIFT CURRENT (WHL)

HEIGHT: 6' 2.0"

DATE OF BIRTH: 4/29/1997

HEIGHT: 5' 11.75"

DATE OF BIRTH: 10/17/1996

WEIGHT: 191 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: LJUN/SWEDEN

WEIGHT: 174 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: AB/CANADA

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 1M, 28D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 8M, 9D

JACOB LARSSON is a complete defender
whose trajectory took off mid season going
from fairly bland to having this exciting aura
around him. He doubled his PPG scoring 8PTS
in his last 8GP in SuperElit action and took in
20GP at the SHL level for Frolunda. The top
defenseman out of Sweden, he’s expansive and
very limb-y cutting the ice sharply on pivots,
reversing, and angling. Showing range of
motion in his arms as he adjusts his positions,
he’s a showy presentation receiving passes,
giving passes, or stick checking. With express
improvement, he is learning on the fly how to
best channel pinching and rushing the puck,
which manifests in him getting caught up ice.
His passing is sometimes astounding as he has
the vision and range to hit his forwards in
stride in the neutral zone from his own zone,
through converging coverage. He defends with
energy, though he doesn’t need much as his
rejections usually are swift and stick based
because he’s that much better than his
competition. Being lanky may have limited him
at the start of the season, but he is fully flexing
now and getting very comfortable with his
body. Larsson is a quiet riser as a blueliner
with exciting individual NHL traits that are
magnifying by the day.

JAKE DEBRUSK emanates an intimidating
aura, not because he’s a physical nightmare to
play against like his father, but because he
plays like someone who won’t be denied. A
well-rounded, top line winger, he is a small
power forward who excels at owning ice around
the cage. He’ll take a straight line to the goal,
and he’ll work his bag off to get back to it when
the play requires it. A strong presence on the
puck, he doesn’t get thrown off by contact and
pushes through checks preserving the offensive
chance he has in mind. With nice breakaway
speed, his skating is still materializing as he has
an unorthodox stride that kicks up and looks
like he is running on the ice. He gets criticized
for looking disinterested and distant [true to
some degree with scoreless streaks of 3GP – 2x
and 6GP – 1x], but that is what drives his
success. If you ask him to chase the play, you
lose out on the natural sense he has to follow,
strike, and pull away with the puck because
he’s that much better than everyone else. He
should work on his recognition of the ice shift
to become even more dominant. DeBrusk is
money in the tough areas, as a beast near the
net and overall facilitator for his teammates.
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G

A

PTS
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PIM

Regular

30

8

11

19

7

49

Regular

72

42

39

81

-9

40

Playoffs

8

0

4

4

8

6

Playoffs

3

0

0

0

-4

10

WJC U18

5

0

3

3

-1

0

DRAFTBUZZ #27

DRAFTBUZZ #28

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: TRI-CITY (WHL)

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: WATERLOO (USHL)

HEIGHT: 6' 0.25"

DATE OF BIRTH: 8/24/1997

HEIGHT: 6' 0.5"

DATE OF BIRTH: 4/28/1997

WEIGHT: 171 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: BC/CANADA

WEIGHT: 179 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: WI/USA

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 17Y, 10M, 2D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 1M, 29D

PARKER WOTHERSPOON quickly rose from
the heap of non-first round defensemen, and
without question distinguished himself as one
of the top WHL D. Towards mid year it was
starting to become clear that not only was he
more effective offensively than highly regarded
Tri-City draftmate Brandon Carlo, he was
seriously in consideration for a high draft pick.
With a top 5 team contribution in %PTS for
CHL defensemen [22%], his 42PTS in 72GP for
a sub200 GF CHL team was outstanding. Better
than most of his forward lineup, he is an above
average rearguard with tools, smarts, and
production. Such a smooth skater, he is fun to
watch navigate up ice on rushes and he likes to
support his forwards with fervor in the neutral
zone acting as an extra forward. He can make
all of the necessary reads defensively, be it
stickchecking one on one, driving his attacker
to the wall and pinning him with strength, or
plain reducing time in his own zone by skating
the puck out on his own. His vision and passing
are above average, and he has the conviction to
explore the whole offensive zone for chances.
With nothing specific to dislike, Wotherspoon
is a surefire NHL defenseman who is a
potential steal if he falls past 30.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

72

9

33

42

-13

Playoffs

4

0

1

1

-6

WJC U20

7

1

4

5

9

THOMAS NOVAK came into this year as an
exciting prospect from St. Thomas Academy
who had promise in pure skill and some risk in
quality of competition. Though he missed
about a quarter of his USHL season, he proved
his glowing reports were accurate as a game
controlling forward. With 48PTS in 46GP at
the USHL level, he put an exclamation point
on his play with better teammates scoring
18PTS in 9GP across the Hlinka/WJAC
tournaments. Puck possession, patience, and
touch on the puck are trademarks of his game.
A natural center who has played wing in
different situations, he was relied upon to have
the puck on his stick a lot for Waterloo. He
isn’t a world-class skater, and he’s not overly
defensive, but none of that matters because of
the special qualities he impacts the game with.
His body approach in all aspects of receiving,
giving passes as well as puck carrying and
deking, is tremendous. He is a fluid
stickhandler who can manufacture attacks that
feed at just the right moment for conversion.
Pick any cliché you have heard about a first rate
passer and that’s him. He will mature at U of
Minn nicely, rounding out with more intensity
shift to shift and edge. Novak is an imaginative
forward whose time with the puck is a sign of
his productive capability.
TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

93

Regular

46

14

34

48

14

12

4

Hlinka U18

5

5

6

11

6

2

6

WJAC U19

4

3

4

7

N/A

0

DRAFTBUZZ #29

DRAFTBUZZ #30

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: EVERETT (WHL)

POSITION: LEFT WING

TEAM: SHAWINIGAN (QMJHL)

HEIGHT: 6' 1.5"

DATE OF BIRTH: 4/2/1997

HEIGHT: 5' 10.25"

DATE OF BIRTH: 6/8/1997

WEIGHT: 174 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: BC/CANADA

WEIGHT: 173 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: QC/CANADA

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 2M, 24D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 0M, 18D

NOAH JUULSEN is a spunky right defenseman
who is going to fill out and slap his mainstream
rankings silly in a few years. Laid out in front of
everyone is a kid who has a great muscle
attracting frame, ample puck skills, more than
ample desire to press offensively, and a
willingness to hit you can’t teach. His statistics
are rock solid going from .17PPG to .77PPG in
a year, and he still found room to improve in
the last 1/3 of this season by 13%. With a long,
vast stride that covers a lot of ice, he is a good
skater who can evade checks on the rush and
doesn’t get thrown off by whacking and
jabbing. His swooping pivots keep him on edge
at the point ready to pinch or retreat. He keeps
his head on a swivel and stays close to the play
giving his teammates a boost in support. A
stout defender, he absorbed some huge hits
where he remained standing looking over his
fallen aggressor. Interestingly, he shows his
lankiness on attempted hits where he’ll oddly
enough bounce off checks. He needs to
improve his strength/power in a giving sense.
With a BMI of 22.6, he’s nowhere near his
physical capacity, which is frightening
considering how productive he was this year.
Juulsen offers a rare to find package of
competitiveness and skill with size that is
nowhere near maturity.

ANTHONY BEAUVILLIER has steadily risen
with checkpoints at every major event along the
way to now being considered a high-end
prospect for the 2015 NHL Draft. Using the
U17 last year as a coming out party to most, he
showed a non-stop motor that was the engine
behind a very skilled forward who could make
plays on the puck. Going from energy guy with
hints of ability to full time force [4SHG,
8GWG] for Shawinigan is exactly what he did
this year. Keeping up his solid two-way play, he
utilizes his low center of gravity to get to busy
areas and come through defensively. Using
quick, short strides, he jets up ice and cuts
through lanes with the confidence of a leader
all while maintaining his hold on the puck. He
can manufacture plays on his own, and thread
the pass right before his opening closes and
opponents collapse his avenue. With an absurd
shot volume [337SH], he is a shot generator
with a very believable shooting percentage
[12.5%]. Beauvillier has the all around skill to fit
in any type of offense and rightfully has his
place amongst the best of the pack of smaller
players.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

68

9

43

52

22

42

Regular

67

42

52

94

16

72

Playoffs

6

0

1

1

5

8

Playoffs

7

2

5

7

1

14

WJC U18

6

3

0

3

0

2

DRAFTBUZZ #31

DRAFTBUZZ #32

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: ERIE (OHL)

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: BAIE-COMEAU (QMJHL)

HEIGHT: 5' 11.25"

DATE OF BIRTH: 12/22/1996

HEIGHT: 6' 2.5"

DATE OF BIRTH: 7/18/1997

WEIGHT: 197 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: ON/CANADA

WEIGHT: 204 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: QC/CANADA

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 6M, 4D

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 17Y, 11M, 8D

TRAVIS DERMOTT is an intelligent,
throwback defenseman who can do it all – hard.
Equipped with the perfect center of gravity and
a manly belief in himself, he does quite well
physically when he’s not dodging contact with
skill. With elite agility and footwork, he can get
himself out of trouble with ease that most
couldn’t. As good as he is escaping
forecheckers, he is unusually strong even if he
doesn’t. Owning pro one on one tactics when
the play gets to the boards, he can win battles
despite being a shade under 6. A real treat to
watch quarterback the point; he is disgustingly
slick as he dances the line, toys with hungry
penalty killers, and moves the puck deftly to
difficult targets. An area he needs to develop is
taking the puck the distance, and taking it with
authority, as he has the feet and hands to do so.
Too often he abruptly stops his beautiful coast
to _____ rush to defer to McDavid and
company. Though surrounded by mega talents,
and buried below high-end 2015 defensemen,
Dermott emanates sure fire pro in his own way
with a precise array of tools.

NICOLAS MELOCHE is a unit stabilizing
defenseman with no blatant strength or
weakness. At 6’2.5, he patrols BC’s blueline
with this sense of ‘I’m better than you’ and his
absence reverberated throughout the lineup
this year when he was out. The game comes
very easy for him, and contributes to the
nonchalant way he skates and acts on the puck.
Two way, and all-purpose, he has great poise in
all three zones to pull opponents to him and
make a quick pass. Seen in his handling of the
puck, he can take on forecheckers and move
the puck by using his body position and
counterweight effectively. He is physical,
antagonistic, and will fight if needed though his
matches aren’t fighters. Though he is well
rounded, he needs to prove he’s not injury
prone and can redefine his physicality and take
fewer minors. At times, when he is pushing the
attack, he can be overconfident and oversell
himself to the play and get caught. His skating
also needs to get sharper and faster in all facets.
Regarded as one of the better bets to translate
to pro hockey, Meloche still needs to clarify if
he’s dynamic enough to rise in ranks.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

61

8

37

45

23

53

Regular

44

10

24

34

-3

99

Playoffs

19

5

12

17

8

20

Playoffs

12

4

6

10

0

22

WJC U20

5

0

1

1

6

6

DRAFTBUZZ #33

DRAFTBUZZ #34

POSITION: LEFT WING

TEAM: PORTLAND (WHL)

POSITION: GOALIE

TEAM: STALNYE LISY (MHL)

HEIGHT: 6' 4.0"

DATE OF BIRTH: 11/4/1996

HEIGHT: 6' 3.0"

DATE OF BIRTH: 2/22/1997

WEIGHT: 204 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: MN/USA

WEIGHT: 200 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: MAG/RUSSIA

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 7M, 22D

CATCHES: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 4M, 4D

PAUL BITTNER is a polarizing prospect who
has tantalizing traits, yet for some often didn’t
give enough in different areas on nights this
season. Hurt by the idea that he would compete
with Barzal for top WHL’er from this class, he
gets overscouted for what he is. A big, sharp
shooting power forward who can skate like the
wind as a top 6er is the report on him – not an
elite star, or currently atleast. With a poor start
to the season [9PTS in first 15GP], he improved
his PPG thereafter and was firing by the last 1/3
[1.45] scoring at near top 10 level. A competent
forward who actually executes a lot of detail
work over 200 feet, he doesn’t seem as smart as
he is because he’s not a stickhandling type. Get
him in front of the net, spring him up the ice,
get him working the boards and he will make a
nice pro. Always a safety net in his own zone,
his D can rely on him to receive passes and
beeline for a zone exit with speed. Towards the
end of the year, he went deeper and deeper
towards his goal showing a newfound
commitment to taking care of his own end.
Bittner could be downright dominant, but isn’t,
so you question if it’s just not in his personality
to elevate against better peers.

ILYA SAMSONOV has been an international
savior for Russia with crazy endurance and net
antics that point to a charismatic star in the
making. With repeated Herculean efforts, we’re
talking series of 40-55 save barrages, he has
carried his Russian teams as a lone force.
SVS% posted: .918 [MHL], .934 [U18], .952
[WJAC], .937 [MHL PO’s]. The statistics
reinforce a top level goaltender who can
perform on a big platform. A proportionate
goalie currently, he has close to ideal size at 6’3
and is already filled out. Even though he is near
the top in terms of weight as most draft goalies
are lanky, his athleticism is through the roof.
Able to make stops in a variety of ways, he has
the lateral quickness to flash pads, reflexes to
flash glove, and has the attitude to chase tough
shots others give up on. The only downside to
his style is his intense push off and sliding can
take him out of position and unable to recover,
which is something that can’t happen facing
elite passers. A touch reckless yet unfazed,
Samsonov has instilled confidence as a flashy
#1.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

TYPE

GP

GAA

SVS%

Regular

66

34

37

71

39

52

Regular

18

2.66

0.918

Playoffs

17

4

8

12

-2

6

WJAC

3

1.67

0.952

WJC U18

3

2.67

0.934

DRAFTBUZZ #35

DRAFTBUZZ #36

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: SAINT JOHN (QMJHL)

POSITION: RIGHT WING

TEAM: HC PARDUBICE (CZECH)

HEIGHT: 6' 0.75''

DATE OF BIRTH: 2/21/1997

HEIGHT: 5' 11.0"

DATE OF BIRTH: 4/9/1997

WEIGHT: 184 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: BRNO/CZECH REP

WEIGHT: 187 LBS

BIRTHPLACE:MARI L/CZECH REP

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 4M, 5D

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 2M, 17D

JAKUB ZBORIL launched his draft year at the
Hlinka Memorial with an offensive eruption
[4PP goals/2PP assists] and was one of the most
buzzed about 2015’s. The defining attributes of
his game that emerged over the season were his
shot and mean streak. He has the type of
cannon you look to feed at the point on the PP
shot after shot [10/13 goals were on PP], until
he’s blue in the face. It’s hard, placed aerial or
low, and he can convert. He’s a pretty
stationary shooter, which was a good
juxtaposition to his jumpy, roving teammate
Chabot. His stick skills are above average, but
he isn’t the most agile of passers further
magnifying his strength as a shooter. He can
rush the puck and does so at a slow, controlled,
navigational pace. It is a little off-putting to
watch, but you can actually see his strength on
the puck as he splits the neutral zone and gets
in clean. He’s a nasty SOB when triggered, hits
to hurt, really drilling guys and even taking
penalties when he’s into the hit. Some of the
simple miscues he has had called into question
his processing, as well as his overall mobility
and focus on the ice. Dominant shooting, PP
ace defensemen will always be in demand, even
if there may be underlying flags on his top end
translation at a faster tempo.
TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

44

13

20

Playoffs

5

1

2

33

2

3

-3

Hlinka U18

5

4

2

6

-1

MICHAEL SPACEK has a mature skillset and
confidence to be a puck-possessing leader.
With one of the top European resumes, he
posted 12PTS in 40 Extraliga games this year
and has topped it off with impressive
international showings. Czech hockey won’t
leave this kid home and for good reason, as he
is wise beyond his years and unshakeable with
the puck. With guts to carry the puck full
length and go one-on-one to gain a scoring
change, he always charges the attack. He is a
mixed offensive threat, with a lean towards
playmaking as his style draws in opponents and
opens up the ice for his teammates. A
competent forward in the transition game, he is
the type to pick up speed in possession. He
doesn’t really have much weakness as natural
centerman with a hockey disposition you can’t
teach. A good skater with just enough shiftiness
and slick hands, Spacek’s game is already
developed and battle tested at men’s level.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

73

Regular

40

5

7

12

-11

12

18

5 Nations

4

2

4

6

N/A

N/A

8

WJC U18

5

1

4

5

3

0

DRAFTBUZZ #37

DRAFTBUZZ #38

POSITION: RIGHT WING

TEAM: SAULT STE MARIE (OHL)

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: NIAGARA (OHL)

HEIGHT: 6' 1.0"

DATE OF BIRTH: 3/30/1997

HEIGHT: 5' 11.75"

DATE OF BIRTH: 10/29/1996

WEIGHT: 192 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: ON/CANADA

WEIGHT: 187 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: ON/CANADA

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 2M, 27D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 7M, 28D

ZACHARY SENYSHYN is one of the CHL’s
most
beloved
prospects
who
gained
considerable draft momentum over the course
of the season. He is a strapping power winger
with a rare skating and shot combination you
don’t normally see in late risers. He is one of
the fastest skaters out of the blocks, and on the
rush for his breathtakingly long legged
acceleration. Showing good mechanics that
produce powerful mix of shots, he can finish
shootout style or from a distance on the move
[noted by 23ES goals]. A somewhat choppy
stickhandler, he masks this potential flaw by
keeping his time with the puck short and
snappy. Because of his physique and skating
strength, he is a force along the boards with an
ability to take contact and explode out of
crowds with the puck looking to pass. Though
he embraces going to the front of the net, he
needs to gain strength to become more of a
fixture in stationary positions with defensemen
pushing and shoving him. Like most junior
wingers, he could stand to get more involved
defensively, but he is likable for exiting the
puck rapidly. As sexy of a pick as Travis
Sanheim, Senyshyn has the goods to match his
post draft progression as well.

VINCE DUNN is one of the most explosive
skaters in this draft for his breakneck skating,
missile firing shot, and interest in catching
forwards in open ice with heavy hits. Early in
the year, it was clear he was a project with great
tools and questionable decision-making. Once
the TPG hit, his rapid improvement took him
from project to top 30 prospect with his own
zone IQ taking a turn for the better. He is a
sight to see gear up from coast to coast, and to
top it all off has a striking ability to get into
scoring areas and connect. A pure rusher, he
doesn’t telegraph his paths as he can
stunningly 360 and pirouette his way out of
gridlock. He plays fearlessly and with edge, and
doesn’t mind taking a risk to make a play
showing big league swagger. Boasting a
ridiculous playoff run [6G in 8GP] and last 3rd
of the season [1.26PPG vs. 1st 2/3’s at .6PPG]
has surely sold some scouts on Dunn’s ability
to be a top offensive defenseman.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

66

26

19

45

30

17

Regular

68

18

38

56

8

59

Playoffs

14

4

3

7

5

2

Playoffs

8

6

4

10

0

22

DRAFTBUZZ #39

DRAFTBUZZ #40

POSITION: LEFT WING

TEAM: SEATTLE (WHL)

POSITION: LEFT WING

TEAM: METALLURG (KHL)

HEIGHT: 6' 2.0"

DATE OF BIRTH: 9/16/1996

HEIGHT: 5' 9.0"

DATE OF BIRTH: 4/26/1997

WEIGHT: 187 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: BC/CANADA

WEIGHT: 185 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: NOVO/RUSSIA

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 9M, 10D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 2M, 0D

RYAN GROPP is a lynchpin winger who is a
standout forward in the transition game. While
his offensive improvement from last year to this
year is not as steep as other 2015's, he still
offers a certain dependability that suggests he
truly is earning his points. He is not a showy
guy with the puck, but his rink wide awareness,
ability to hit full throttle, and his success rate
with the puck is noticeable. Though he has a
bit of an awkward skating style that at full blast
looks like he is running on ice, his output is
strong. Because some of the passes he converts
from the flick of his wrists suggest an
underlying playmaking ability not fully
matured, his stats may be blunted by his
surroundings. We certainly saw this in the
playoffs where he hit for over PPG. A winger
you can rely on to lug the puck, he can add a
bit more flair and finish to his offensive
blueprint once he gets in the zone. Treat Gropp
like the two way veteran he has shown himself
to be, and hope he has hit another level in
juniors that he will keep up next year.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

67

30

28

Playoffs

6

1

7

58

9

8

-3

KIRILL KAPRIZOV is a top 6 winger who
spent his draft year playing against men in the
KHL for Metallurg. Just playing KHL puck as a
5’10 17 year old means a lot let alone having
some scoring relevance with 8PTS in 31GP. A
highly skilled puck hoarder who can run an
offense, he played in 4 tournaments this year
scoring 17GP, 8G, 9A, 17PTS. Small, but
sturdy, he is elusive and shifty with the puck,
and doesn’t script his offensive path. Because
of the amount of time he possesses the puck, he
ends up as a defacto passer and is a very strong
playmaker. His size on paper is an issue at 5’9,
but you wouldn’t know watching him as he is
built wide and is hard to knock off the puck. He
even will throw some hard checks and is quite
good at gaining force on them. His skating
could improve as his feet are heavy and stride
incomplete as of now. Kaprizov is Russian, so
don’t expect a high draft pick, but that won’t
stop him from rising to top of this draft class if
he wants to play in the NHL.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

44

Regular

31

4

4

8

-4

6

8

Hlinka U18

4

5

2

7

1

0

WJC U18

4

1

3

4

0

2

DRAFTBUZZ #41

DRAFTBUZZ #42

POSITION: RIGHT WING

TEAM: USA NTDP (USDP)

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: SAINT JOHN (QMJHL)

HEIGHT: 6' 0.5"

DATE OF BIRTH: 1/29/1997

HEIGHT: 6' 1.5''

DATE OF BIRTH: 1/30/1997

WEIGHT: 182 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: OH/USA

WEIGHT: 180 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: OH/USA

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 4M, 28D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 4M, 27D

JACK ROSLOVIC opened the year with a TPG
showing that hinted towards a more elite
collection of tools than originally thought. Sure
enough, he didn’t even expect much from
himself and was oblivious to the natural talent
he possessed. It is reported that a late October
meeting with NTDP coach Don Granato saw
his coach encourage him to drop the ‘happy to
be here’ feeling and adopt a higher self
expectation. One of top 6 ability, which is
something he started to show after being
moved to a line with 2016 studs Auston
Matthews and Matt Tkachuk. With great top
end speed, he has an unusual skating style that
is pigeon toed and very short, low to the ice.
Seen as an above average offensive forward, he
spent a lot of time driving the play and dishing,
but is a surehanded scoring threat. Showing a
clutch side, if he was found near the net, he
usually finished, and finished hard. Though
he’s still getting to know himself, Roslovic
boasts impressive versatility and an ability to
merge his game with elite personalities on the
ice.

THOMAS CHABOT saw his draft stock get
readjusted heavily within the first month of
regular season play and positive opinion never
wavered from that point forward. A rangy
defender who shows unique separation ability
in burst, he is a safe two way conscious player
still on the upswing developmentally. With
equilibrium in use of skating as an asset, he
really calls on it as a strength in both defensive
and offensive situations. He has utmost
confidence in his ability to start the transition
with his feet, preferring to lug the puck no
matter what the opponent’s layout is. In his
own zone, he can accelerate to pucks along the
walls and in the corners and exit cleanly with
possession. Roaming from a geared up stride or
a standstill mark set on the point, he is a spark
and tactical consideration whenever he’s on the
ice. His passing is a product of what his skating
ability affords IE he can make some really high
end dishes because of his agility and
explosiveness. If he can manage to add some
more finish, he will be a deadly puck rusher.
With NHL skating already, Chabot is a secure
draft pick who will earn his high ranks as his
STJ supporting cast around him ages.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

25

11

27

38

19

8

Regular

66

12

29

41

6

62

Playoffs

65

27

52

79

N/A

28

Playoffs

5

0

1

1

-3

6

WJC U18

7

6

5

11

11

4

WJC U18

7

1

4

5

1

0

DRAFTBUZZ #43

DRAFTBUZZ #44

POSITION: LEFT WING

TEAM: KARPAT (LIIGA)

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: SKA-1946 (MHL)

HEIGHT: 5' 9.25"

DATE OF BIRTH: 7/26/1997

HEIGHT: 6' 4.0"

DATE OF BIRTH: 9/27/1996

WEIGHT: 165 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: RAU/FINLAND

WEIGHT: 200 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: LANG/RUSSIA

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 17Y, 11M, 0D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 8M, 30D

SEBASTIAN AHO fought a little obscurity this
year even though he did really well at the
Hlinka tournament and was noticeable for
Team Finland at the WJC. His 13PTS in 30GP
in LIIGA isn’t all that unforeseen considering
he has torn up every level of Finnish juniors
the last 3 years – [C] 2.07PPG, [B] 1.58PPG, [A]
1.34PPG. His lean as a playmaker and assist
man [except for Hlinka with 5GP in 4GP], is
exactly the type of game he plays. Always a
moving target and threat, he has the hands to
give and receive difficult passes at full speed
without losing momentum. He can drive the
outside with speed and calculate and hit his
options across wing with his head up. He’s a
crafty, speedy player who likes to sneak and
strip pucks on the forecheck. His dexterity in
his hands is seen from corralling pucks on
backhand to forehand. He plays with a quick
pace, always getting in and out of the fray and
never gets caught. One of his unique qualities
is no matter what the checker throws at him, he
always finds outs on plays. One of the only
critiques that stand out is he doesn’t find
himself in finishing positions enough.
Deserving of more press, Aho’s effectiveness
and scoring history indicate he will be a value
pick this year.

ALEXANDER DERGACHYOV is a power
center with just enough finesse to draw
illusions of the perfect playoff performer. For
two years, he has performed in visibility of NA
scouts with nicest combination of skill and
effort. At the MHL level he has been a leader
who stepped up in the playoffs giving SKA 10G
and 6A in 14GP. Internationally he has instilled
an unwavering confidence unbefitting of a draft
eligible player. Relied on the PK at the WJC,
he is trained with great defensive tendencies
and will lay himself out there to make a play for
his team. He is a courageous shot blocker.
Remember that iconic board battle between he
and Nurse. He is a horse plain and simple who
can play the game. Being a chameleon
offensively and doing well as both a goal scorer
and playmaker is a good thing, as he has
flexibility in his approach. His hands are good
and so is his coordination under fire as he
pulled off some pretty passing plays. He doesn’t
have any flaws other than some mystery about
whether his name will be listed as –CHYOV or
-CHEV. Dergachyov isn’t extremely flashy, but
the two-way ability fueled by passion makes
him an attractive RUS option just like Kamenev
was.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

30

4

9

13

6

8

Regular

45

10

29

39

5

52

Playoffs

10

1

2

3

3

2

Playoffs

19

11

7

18

11

10

Hlinka U18

4

5

2

7

2

0

WJC U20

7

1

3

4

2

2

DRAFTBUZZ #45

DRAFTBUZZ #46

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: CHARLOTTETOWN (QMJHL)

POSITION: RIGHT WING

TEAM: AIK (ALLSVENSKAN)

HEIGHT: 6' 1.0''

DATE OF BIRTH: 6/3/1997

HEIGHT: 6' 0.0"

DATE OF BIRTH: 11/16/1996

WEIGHT: 196 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: PRAHA/CZECH REP

WEIGHT: 172 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: STOCK/SWEDEN

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 0M, 23D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 7M, 10D

FILIP CHLAPIK is an above average
distributor with an aesthetically below average
skating style. His skating looks awkward, goofy,
and unathletic in the way his legs flail out after
striding, but it doesn’t nearly affect his game as
much as led on. There are some moments
where he loses a footrace, or can’t react quickly
enough because his footwork is lethargic.
However, what makes him special is his mind
and puck carrying, both of which he is able to
keep separated from his mechanically
distasteful skating technique. His hands go at
their own fast pace, and his brain automatically
calculates the next step willing himself to make
the move. He shows great vision, and
anticipation of player movement – for passing
targets and space seeking for himself alike. He
backchecks and gets deep, and is the type of
calm competitor to come out of traffic with the
puck. Learning how to co-exist with a star like
Sprong and adjust to CHL life from Czech says
a lot about his desire. With great history as
controlling centerman, expect Chlapik to pull
his s***ing together and become an exciting,
hardworking top line prospect.

ROBIN KOVACS took his game to
HockeyAllsvenskan and extraordinarily led the
second worst AIK in scoring. With team highs
in 28PTS, 17G, and 7GWG, he did mighty fine
for a young forward stuck with a team who had
the least amount of GF during the regular
season. With team adjusted numbers that
match top 5-15 picks [Marner, Strome, Crouse]
in %GF [14] and %PTS [24] that match 2nd
rounders [Roy, Bittner, Stephens, Korostelev],
it is amazing he factored in these equivalencies
at men’s league play. Seen in his SuperElit
play, he came to play as top dog and looked a
very confident top liner. Dictating play, he took
his HA experience and became an all around
threat actually leaning more towards setting his
teammates up with technical bullets of passes.
He is a very good skater who uses full body
quickness to swivel and position himself as a
target in all 3 zones. He has an inclination to
play very physical making it no surprise he did
well in HA. Kovacs plays hard, can skate, and
has goal scoring instincts, what’s not to like?

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

42

Regular

52

17

11

28

-6

63

10

Kvalserian

10

2

5

7

2

4

2

SuperElit

9

5

5

10

5

8

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

64

33

42

75

-16

Playoffs

9

1

8

9

-7

Hlinka U18

5

1

4

5

-1

DRAFTBUZZ #47

DRAFTBUZZ #48

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: SAGINAW (OHL)

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: SUDBURY (OHL)

HEIGHT: 5' 11.25"

DATE OF BIRTH: 2/5/1997

HEIGHT: 6' 1.0"

DATE OF BIRTH: 8/13/1997

WEIGHT: 188 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: ON/CANADA

WEIGHT: 178 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: ON/CANADA

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 4M, 21D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 17Y, 10M, 13D

MITCHELL STEPHENS is an attacking
nightmare for defenses as he can turn the puck
up ice in an instant as a speedy shot generator.
Improving individual scoring by 87% while
team GF dropped around 20%, nearly a full
goal/game, shows he may have more sleeper in
him than 2014-2015 breakout teammate Dylan
Sadowy. At average hockey height, the Spririt’s
assistant captain combines explosive wheels
with a heavy shot wrapped in a lot of heart.
Showing leadership already, he throws his
weight around almost too much considering his
frame. Most of his points come from plays
where he barrels with no fear to the front of the
net or takes punishment along the boards to
spring his teammates. Punching in a little bit of
clutch in GWG, and utility goals on PP [5] and
PK [2], he is a good candidate to blow up in
2015. Lacking a bit in puck handling, he has
rough handle at times leading to lost
possession. A late riser with 10PTS in 7GP at
the U18, he puts answers in the mouths of all of
those questioning his potential with better
surroundings [Barzal]. Gritty players with speed
are usually always the type to improve markedly
post draft, so bet on the previously streaky
Stephens to do so in 2015.

KYLE CAPOBIANCO had a draft year that
bucks reason registering as a top 15 CHL D in
PTS when he really shouldn’t have. Playing on
a Wolves team that had the lowest GF out of
ALL 3 CHL leagues, he factored in 27% of his
team’s offense and was a top 3 scorer for
Sudbury. An effortless skater, he has a buttery
stride that melts scout’s eyes with quickness,
agility, and zone entry speed. Shining for a
transition game that puts opponents on alert as
soon as he recovers possession in his own zone,
he has dual ability to pass or rush in an instant.
He likes to push the pace and step up in the
offensive zone and force his teammates into
creating looks with him cutting in and out of
traffic. No pass is too difficult for him as he is
an accurate passer who can fire even in off
positions. With a bit of an all around golden
stick, he is one of the most prominent at using
his stick to defend. Staying stride for stride in
reverse he can get his stick on pucks, or even
drop down and lay his stick flat for the break
up. He needs significant strength development,
and tends to play too laid back in situation he
needs to press more. Capobianco was a top
producer on a terrible team still in a teen’s
body – all parts of a recipe for finding a draft
day sleeper.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

62

22

26

48

-17

44

Regular

68

10

30

40

-49

54

Playoffs

4

0

0

0

-2

0

WJC U18

7

1

1

2

2

2

WJC U18

7

5

5

10

1

10

DRAFTBUZZ #49

DRAFTBUZZ #50

POSITION: GOALIE

TEAM: BARRIE (OHL)

POSITION: RIGHT WING

TEAM: USA NTDP (USDP)

HEIGHT: 6' 4.0"

DATE OF BIRTH: 12/9/1996

HEIGHT: 6' 1.0"

DATE OF BIRTH: 4/15/1997

WEIGHT: 215 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: ON/CANADA

WEIGHT: 212 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: IL/USA

CATCHES: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 6M, 17D

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 2M, 11D

MACKENZIE
BLACKWOOD separated
himself from the pack of top goalies during the
year as top CHL’er and never looked back. The
bizarre part about writing a profile about this
top goaltender is he’s not uniquely exceptional
at anything – his steadiness defines him. With
ideal size that has him both tall [6’4] and filled
out [215] currently, he owns an above average
blend of reflex, glove, positioning, and calm. If
there’s an accurate shot that’s catchable, he’s
snaring it glove side with ease. His lateral pad
movement is excellent as he flushes his pads
horizontally quickly and with appropriate
location relative to the shot. With a history of
plus .900SVS% at literally every level he’s
played at, don’t overscout this stud. He
increased his SVS% from.904 in the regular
season to .922 in the playoffs, having 4/9 games
over .944SVS%. With no real weaknesses, he
stands out as a guy who finds himself defeated
by goals he had no chance saving. Blackwood is
a premier goaltending prospect with NHL
composure.

CHRISTIAN FISCHER is the prototypical
power forward who has mastered how to be
forceful without taking penalties. Playing a
heavy game that defensemen have trouble
containing, he is a wrecking ball who keeps to
his preset track that leads right to the net. He
owns an innate ability to get to the dangerous
areas in the offensive zone and score with a
quick, hard release. A dominating winger at
times, he gave NTDP flashes of brilliance both
in open ice and along the walls. An attentive
forward who is a takeaway threat because of his
reading the play, he actually has good top end
speed even though his coordination and
fluidity is still a work in progress. When he’s
grinding, he’s so comfortable using his body
and gaining position on the puck that he slows
down and almost dares opponents to come and
take it from him. A 200-foot strong guarantee in
possession, there isn’t much to dislike in his
game other than rounding out his skating.
Fischer is going to be a unanimous type of rank
in the top part of the draft for his beefy game.

TYPE

GP

GAA

SVS%

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

51

3.09

0.906

USHL

25

15

15

30

16

10

Playoffs

9

2.88

0.922

USDP

66

31

33

64

N/A

22

SSS

1

1.00

0.969

WJC U18

7

1

7

8

2

0

DRAFTBUZZ #51

DRAFTBUZZ #52

POSITION: RIGHT WING

TEAM: BRYNAS (SHL)

POSITION: LEFT WING

TEAM: SHAWINIGAN (QMJHL)

HEIGHT: 6' 0.5"

DATE OF BIRTH: 4/11/1997

HEIGHT: 6' 1.25"

DATE OF BIRTH: 4/14/1997

WEIGHT: 180 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: GAV/SWEDEN

WEIGHT: 184 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: OR/USA

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 2M, 15D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 2M, 12D

JENS LOOKE is a dangerous threat as a
forward with exceptional skating and evasive
open ice techniques. With a year of SHL
experience already, he has shown to be
complete enough to play above his age bracket
and fit in. While his skating is top notch all
around, it’s his first step quickness that propels
him to scoring chances from the tough areas.
He made his mark all year accelerating off the
wall or corners with a burst and soft handle
that opponents couldn’t defend. Elsewhere, he
is patient and hawks the play finding soft spots
to stealth his way to and wait for an opportunity
to strike. He is a guy who can push defenders
back with speed and has enough stickhandling
and vision to playmake some. He has good size,
but doesn’t initiate physically and prefers to
manipulate the flow of the play without contact
– more because he’s dependent on awareness
and not because he’s soft. Looke has the speed,
instincts, and swag to develop into a clutch
NHL player.

DENNIS YAN made the move from USA
NTDP to QMJHL and it paid off handsomely
for him as he formed a nice duo with fellow
2015 Anthony Beauvillier. Still behind in
charm due to just blending in at Ann Arbor last
year, he received very good visibility this year
for his play across the board. A balanced
forward, he has a good command of the ice and
patience to let the play unfold. He’s not the
most aggressive, but has a general attraction to
the play and vice versa because he positions
himself well as parts are moving. A very leggy
skater, his footwork and pickup need attention,
but his hands buy him time and real estate.
Holding onto the puck is a strength, as his
superior stickhandling ability allows him extra
time and space with the puck. His skates follow
his stick for now, making it hard to tell if it will
have a long-term effect on his growth in
impact. Going off in the playoffs for 7G in 7GP
gives a good indication of his makeup and what
he’s capable of. Yan is a historically slanted
goal scorer, giving him a predictability that you
don’t often get in junior players.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

43

2

4

6

-5

2

Regular

59

33

31

64

23

71

Hlinka U18

5

0

4

4

2

2

Playoffs

7

7

1

8

5

6

WJC U20

7

3

0

3

-1

0

Hlinka U18

5

4

4

8

4

4

DRAFTBUZZ #53

DRAFTBUZZ #54

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: OMAHA (OHL)

POSITION: RIGHT WING

TEAM: KALPA (LIIGA)

HEIGHT: 5' 10.0"

DATE OF BIRTH: 2/11/1997

HEIGHT: 5'10.0''

DATE OF BIRTH: 8/5/1997

WEIGHT: 182 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: ON/CANADA

WEIGHT: 180 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: YLIV/FINLAND

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 4M, 15D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 17Y, 10M, 21D

MITCHELL VANDE SOMPEL is a complex
rank for his massive talent, yet myriad of
questions even the most astute evaluator may
not be comfortable predicting answers to. He
can skate like the wind, with every technical
skating ability known to hockey man wrapped
in grace and power. He’s actually physically
stable, as seen in his sturdy lower body, and
can deter forwards bearing down on him in
reverse. He led CHL defensemen in PPG and
was a consistent contributor for Oshawa all
year. He leans towards puck rusher and likes to
lead his unit up ice, for obvious reasons.
Because of his sheer skating ability, he’s always
around to get his hands on the puck and finds
himself starting and interjecting on plays that
end as goals. An explosive weapon for his team
to employ creatively, he found himself playing
forward on the Gens 1st PK unit. He owns some
serious injury concerns with fractured seasons
[47,58] due to different ailments [including a
rookie season concussion]. Mitchell Vande
Sompel is a dynamite first round talent who is
5’10 and comes with troubling games missed
that may scare teams away.
TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

Regular

58

12

51

Playoffs

16

3

9

Hlinka U18

4

1

1

JONNE TAMMELA is a wildcard talent who
hasn’t gotten any attention and screams
sleeper. Blessed with high-end skating ability,
he can take off with insane acceleration and
blow the pants off defenders. A constant threat,
even if he isn’t outright beating his opponents,
he is the type of speedy forward who can cause
them to take last resort penalties in the process
of attempting to stop him. The type of direction
changes he’s able to make at top speed are
remarkable. He’s not a puck possessive forward
in a good way IE he has the skill to make plays,
but only does as much as he needs to
stickhandling wise expertly splitting energy
between speed and handle. He’s small, no
doubt about it, but the way he positions his
arms and adjusts his body to contact while still
keeping his stick on the puck shows he will be
able to get it done in the bigs. He will hit and is
competitive in the right way. A natural
playmaker, Tammela is just a super player who
will break out soon.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

38

Regular

32

4

0

4

3

6

2

Hlinka U18

4

1

0

1

3

4

0

WJC U18

7

1

4

5

-1

4

+/-

PIM

63

31

12

-10

2

4

DRAFTBUZZ #55

DRAFTBUZZ #56

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: TR-CITY (WHL)

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: OMAHA (USHL)

HEIGHT: 6' 5.0"

DATE OF BIRTH: 11/26/1996

HEIGHT: 6' 0.75"

DATE OF BIRTH: 10/31/1996

WEIGHT: 196 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: CO/USA

WEIGHT: 190 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: STOCK/SWEDEN

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 7M, 0D

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 7M, 26D

BRANDON CARLO is a hulking defender who
has earned the affection of USA Hockey over
the last year with his swiftly stifling game. A
human eraser, he really sinks his reach on the
opposition all over the ice. He mans the point
with ease because he is mobile for his size and
able to stretch out with a long stick to stop
exiting pucks. Defensively, he is a major pain in
the ass to try to get around untouched as his
stick is on the forward and ready to slap the
puck away. Not the most graceful stickhandler,
he gets the job done with enough accuracy and
cradling to move the play forward. He likes to
step up and pinch deep and flashes the odd
rush that makes you wonder how much more
he has in him. Considering Tri-City had the
second lowest GF in the WHL, his individual
improvement
while
nothing
major
is
commendable. Ironically, he is not really that
much of a project, as he knows his position and
checklist unlike most lanky towers. Really just
needs to get more edge in shooting and
stickhandling. Carlo is a sure bet for his steady,
low risk play at 6’5, with the only question
being what will his NHL offensive contribution
look like?

JAKOB FORSBACKA-KARLSSON dealt with
a wall as his ceiling because no matter how well
he played he never rose in public perception.
He may not be a highlight reel shooting off
hype generating clips, but the USHL’s Swedish
Colin White plays a lock down game that is
always the same. A basics on roids kind of
centerman, he comes with a rich background in
Sweden, most notably with .52PPG in a
SuperElit season when he was 16 to 16.5 years
old. Pass oriented, everything he does is meant
to open his teammates up for a better play. A
balance driven skater, his technique may throw
some off for aesthetic, but he isn’t affected by it
and is fast enough. With 100% of his goals at
ES [15], he strikingly wasn’t able to cash in on
the PP making it unclear if it was a result of his
preference for playmaking. A real forechecking
menace, he is the type of attacker who
accelerates through his turns to get the puck
faster. He has a nose for disruption, and
crashes the net and boards with a gentle
attitude that he’s not going to be denied. A
noticeably above average center defensively, he
sticks his man hard and stays with him until the
play is turned up ice. Forsbacka-Karlsson has a
2-year USHL degree and tailor made game that
will help BU ease the loss of Jack Eichel.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

63

4

21

25

-15

90

Regular

50

15

38

53

10

38

Playoffs

4

0

1

1

-1

4

WJC U20

5

0

1

1

1

0

DRAFTBUZZ #57

DRAFTBUZZ #58

POSITION: LEFT WING

TEAM: REGINA (WHL)

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: CHICOUTIMI (QMJHL)

HEIGHT: 6' 1.0"

DATE OF BIRTH: 6/23/1997

HEIGHT: 6' 4.0"

DATE OF BIRTH: 2/5/1997

WEIGHT: 178 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: AB/CANADA

WEIGHT: 195 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: QC/CANADA

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 0M, 3D

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 4M, 21D

AUSTIN WAGNER is a turbocharged skater
who was an emerging WHL sleeper on many
lists at the halfway point of the season. A bent
over skater, which disguises his 6’1 frame, he
generates overwhelming power in his stride
making him a monster in transition. A wellbuilt winger who rips through the neutral zone,
he was a bit of a PK legend, cashing in on his
speed and shot release, leading CHL draft
eligibles in shorthanded goals [5]. A good
defensive player, he gets great forward
momentum on his checks with his body and
stick often creating his own rushes up ice.
Because of this he has an intangible benefit of
relieving pressure in his own zone. Equipped
with an understanding of how to work the
boards, once in the zone he is a complimentary
winger who relies on his effort and awareness
of where to be. His natural skill is ordinary, but
still very much improving, and he is more
known for pouncing on opportunities and
burying them with a sharp shot. With 15 out of
20G as ES, and no PP goals, he has massive
opportunity for growth as 3 of Regina’s 6 top
scorers are ‘94s. Wagner will improve based on
his speed alone; don’t underestimate the
influence top 2016 pick Sam Steel will have on
his breakout giving him an unbelievable 2015
team atmosphere [see OHL’s Marner à Dvorak].

NICOLAS ROY made scouts YO-YO more
than the old school toy this year and owns scars
from it now. Reportedly receiving Mackinnon
hype back in the day, he was already in
questionable diva territory after forcing a Q
trade from Cape Breton to Chicoutimi before
even playing a game in the league. To kick the
year off, he dominated the Hlinka camp and
showed no signs for concern with PPG at the
tournament. His season was then characterized
by a horrific start [14PTS in first 27GP], with
something finally clicking in December [12PTS
in 8GP]. He continued in this new state and
finishing with at or close to PPG in the playoffs
and U18 tournament. A big-bodied centerman
who offers untouchable faceoff mechanics [65%
at U18], he is known for his possession ability
with reach and soft hands. An all situations
player even down to the chosen 5on3 forward,
he has his moments where he controls the puck
and taunts opponents with protection and
wingspan. His skating is average in a straight
line, and below average everywhere else. It
looks like it takes every ounce of energy on
pickup and direction changes. With no urgency
to his game, he’s not getting maximum return
from his puck skill. Roy clearly has talent, but
everything points to a player on the outside
looking in to the draft position he was
supposed to earn and didn’t.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

61

20

19

39

13

53

Regular

68

16

34

50

-3

40

Playoffs

9

1

2

3

0

8

Playoffs

5

2

3

5

-3

8

WJC U18

7

3

3

6

2

6

DRAFTBUZZ #59

DRAFTBUZZ #60

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: GATINEAU (QMJHL)

POSITION: RIGHT WING

TEAM: PRINCE GEORGE (WHL)

HEIGHT: 6' 1.75"

DATE OF BIRTH: 1/13/1997

HEIGHT: 5' 11.5"

DATE OF BIRTH: 1/4/1997

WEIGHT: 194 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: CHEL/RUSSIA

WEIGHT: 154 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: BC/CANADA

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 5M, 13D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 5M, 22D

YAKOV TRENIN is a broad shouldered tank
from Chelyabinsk who comes with the classic
Russian offensive ingredients. A confident
player carrying the puck, he has been in on
quite a few highlight reels that support his
CHL statlines. He was 20th in PPG for entire
CHL, and 13th out of CHL forwards in percent
change of PPG from first 2/3 to last 1/3 [38%
increase]. The truly eye opening statistic is his
last 1/3rd PPG [1.42], which was on the heels of
Bittner/Meier [1.45] and close to top performers
Sprong, Marner, Svechnikov, and Barzal [1.611.67]. Needless to say, he is a darkhorse talent
in this draft who spent the last part of his first
year in NA turning into a junior star. He
possesses an all around offensive profile – the
hands to make the deke, the vision to see the
difficult against the grain pass, and body
control to elude defenders. An area that he will
need to heighten is his skating punch, which is
erratic and not always in high gear. He loafs a
bit and it takes a few strides to get his big body
in motion. Trenin is attractive as a finesse
forward in a man’s body who may have even
more room to improve as this was his first
season in NA.

BRAD MORRISON offers a unique package of
raw skill in a boy's body. Being nowhere near
maturation,
specifically
weight,
he
is
undervalued because the end product is not
really all that visible. What scouts and fans can
see is the gamebreaking ability that is
unleashed every so often when things click. He
is agile and can reach top speed quickly, which
is a good combination with his quick hands. He
can create full-length rushes out of thin air
with a persistence and lust to keep the puck on
his stick. Even if he wasn’t driving the play, he
demonstrated he could contribute on the fly
with a quick stick. When things don't work, he
is susceptible to rushing his plays in order to
save his ass from getting creamed. Some of his
passes aren't well thought out, as he can blindly
get rid of the puck. As he grows, expect the
jumpy style on the ice to calm down and see
more execution of high-end artwork. Similar to
2014’s Francis Perron, Morrison currently
presents as the perfect choice to stash and
watch take off in his post draft year.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

58

18

49

67

17

34

Regular

67

23

26

49

-3

30

Playoffs

11

3

8

11

1

10

Playoffs

5

2

5

7

-1

4

DRAFTBUZZ #61

DRAFTBUZZ #62

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: USA NTDP (USDP)

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: SASKATOON (WHL)

HEIGHT: 5'10.5''

DATE OF BIRTH: 9/10/1997

HEIGHT: 5'10.75''

DATE OF BIRTH: 1/21/1997

WEIGHT: 160 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: CO/USA

WEIGHT: 178 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: SK/CANADA

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 17Y, 9M, 16D

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 5M, 5D

TROY TERRY is one of the youngest athletes in
the entire draft with impressively projectable
factors: limited skill surroundings and
opportunity, complete game, good production
in season, stands out in tournaments, and is a
puck leader. Nearly every shift he carries the
puck like a top line center and is the one to
spur the attack. In any zone, he can pick it up
and go with sticky hands that never seem to
lose control of the puck. The type of player who
is ahead of the opportunity afforded him (on
the low end), he was providing NTDP with top
6 play from the bottom lines. Not waiting
around for the puck, he wants it bad and
consistently scoops pucks up in open ice
because he skates hard and can make the quick
deke to shake opponents. Once the puck is in
the offensive zone, he is routinely able to get
free from the corners with a tight handle on the
puck ready to shoot/pass. He PPG’d the 5
Nations tournament with 4-1-3-4 and 13/14 of
his USHL points were at even strength. As one
of those prospects who you just can’t stop
gushing about, the sky is the limit for a young
Terry who is a hidden treasure with pure skill
that isn’t so obvious.

CAMERON HEBIG is a burner who has been
unjustly written off, or not written at all,
because of playing on one of the worst WHL
teams [Saskatoon Blades] this past year. Not
just a pretty exterior of speed, he competes
hard and smart and has offensive flexibility to
raise him from being just cast as a mucker. An
assistant captain, he is gritty and at just under
5’11 isn’t affected by size as he shows will to
make a difference. Ending the year with last 1/3
PPG of .71, an increase from the first 2/3 of .48,
he is improving and on an uptrend. He will
undoubtedly become a bigger threat on the PP
[5G] and PK [1G] as he will cash on his pure
explosiveness and ability to improv on the
attack. For a guy whose major weakness was his
surrounding, he has a lot of excitement driving
his draft stock. Hebig is a gut feeling whose
NHL future is just as bright as his potential to
become a WHL breakout player next year.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

TYPE
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G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

USHL

25

6

8

14

3

4

Regular

72

18

22

40

-28

36

USDP

66

19

25

44

N/A

8

WJC U18

7

3

2

5

3

0

DRAFTBUZZ #63

DRAFTBUZZ #64

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: ROUYN-NORANDA (QMJHL)

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: SKELLEFTEA (SUPERELIT)

HEIGHT: 6' 1.7.5"

DATE OF BIRTH: 4/28/1997

HEIGHT: 5' 9''

DATE OF BIRTH: 3/4/1997

WEIGHT: 175 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: QC/CANADA

WEIGHT: 172 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: ASELE/SWEDEN

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 1M, 29D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 3M, 22D

JEREMY LAUZON is a mini-Jakub Zboril who
comes with less hype. At almost 6’2 and 193
lbs, he’s an offensive minded defender who has
good overall hockey ability. Amongst draft
eligible CHL’ers, he tied 2nd in most goals [15],
had the most goals at ES [12], had the 2nd
highest % of team goals as a D, and had the 6th
best % increase in the last 1/3 [42%]. With long,
low accented strides that seem to stay on the
ice, he has okay linear speed that is helped
along in transition by his tight puck control and
body shielding. His feet seem a little awkward
and heavy, which has a domino effect on his
acceleration and crossovers. He isn’t a true
puck rusher, but that doesn’t stop him from
being a real rover who likes to push the play
when he sees an opening. With an amazing
shot with release, lift, and accuracy, his 3PP
goals are a marvel and may signal he has huge
growth potential with more man advantage
efficiency. Defensively, he can get too
distracted playing the puck in front of his net
and needs to come harder at his assignment.
He’s great physically, and will take a hit to meet
the puck first and ensure it gets moved. Armed
with a nasty shot and tools that are still
maturing, Lauzon shows a statistical profile that
may hint to significant upward growth next
year.
TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

60

15

21

36

12

88

Playoffs

1

0

0

0

0

0

SEBASTIAN OLSSON is on track to becoming
an NHL draft steal with a late season surge and
top pick type of impact skills. Armed with a lot
of dance, he’s fast, shifty, quick thinking, and
can playmake at high speeds. He may be one of
the most decisive passers due to the speed and
accuracy with which he gets rid of the puck. He
can take the defense head on and find ways to
slip by, as well as 360 spin his way past them.
Like most risers, he saw a huge spike in his
numbers in the last 3rd of the season [12PTS in
13GP] and had 6PTS in 5GP for U18 SWE in
April. He’s short, like character tiny, but has
good weight on him and isn’t affected by it. No
inch of the ice is off limits as an in your face
winger, and he follows through on assignments
small guys usually don’t such as screening the
goalie and protecting the puck when pinned
along the boards. Olsson is a slippery forward
who is too good and consistent at getting the
job done to dismiss because of his size.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

36

12

13

25

7

14

Playoffs

5

1

1

2

-1

0

WJC U18

5

3

3

6

-3

2

DRAFTBUZZ #65

DRAFTBUZZ #66

POSITION: LEFT WING

TEAM: USA NTDP (USDP)

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: HC KOSICE (SLOVAKIA)

HEIGHT: 6' 4.75"

DATE OF BIRTH: 2/16/1997

HEIGHT: 6' 3.0"

DATE OF BIRTH: 5/28/1997

WEIGHT: 222 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: NY/USA

WEIGHT: 203 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: KOS/SLOVAKIA

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 4M, 10D

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 0M, 29D

JORDAN GREENWAY is a monstrous even
paced skating forward whose portfolio reads as
a grinding nightmare who can deftly pass the
puck. Many see an inconsistent big guy, but
that is only because the things he does on the
ice aren’t eye catching top ten highlights. As
long as he is getting to the boards and wearing
the defense down with prolonged cycling and
bump and go, which he is consistent with, he is
a load to handle in his own workman like way.
His skating is fine, lacking in an extra gear, but
not slow by any means because his huge legs
drive power. In fact, he is comfortable with the
puck and can transition on his own when the
opportunity arises. Finishing is not a strong
suit, as he relies on his vision and playmaking
skill, which is uncanny for someone his size. It
is highly unlikely he develops into a top line
dynamo, but the components are there for a
highly desirable power winger with some
finesse. Because he works hard in the trenches,
Greenway has a future as a complimentary
NHL winger who can draw the opposition’s
coverage and make plays with closing space.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

USHL

22

5

15

USDP

53

9

35

WJC U18

7

1

6

ERIK CERNAK made tremendous strides over
the summer where he went from an oversized
loose cannon kid playing out of his league to a
mean, two way defenseman with offensive
upside. A huge on ice presence, he loves laying
into opponents and is the type of defender who
can unexpectedly destroy opponents with little
to no acceleration/speed. A surprise point man
for his size and reach on the line, he uses good
mobility to seek the right pass and/or move into
his hard shot. Defensively, he is a strong force
on the puck who can stand a play up on his
own and win battles to move the puck safely.
His skating is a point of contention, as he needs
to improve in a few areas, which are his straight
line and crossover power. Too often it looks
like he isn’t generating enough speed forward,
and is just weakly shuffling his feet on cross.
This puts him at a disadvantage against
forwards with speed, as he does have a problem
letting forwards slip behind him in lapses. With
13PTS in 43GP and a dose of nasty in
Slovakia’s top men’s league, Cernak shows a
growing offensive game and potential as a multi
dimensional #3.

+/-

PIM

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

20

15

16

Regular

43

5

8

13

7

16

44

N/A

50

Playoffs

7

0

1

1

6

6

7

6

4

WJC U20

6

0

2

2

1

4

DRAFTBUZZ #67

DRAFTBUZZ #68

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: PRINCE ALBERT (WHL)

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: ZSC (NLA)

HEIGHT: 6' 1.75"

DATE OF BIRTH: 5/19/1997

HEIGHT: 5' 8.0"

DATE OF BIRTH: 1/18/1997

WEIGHT: 184 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: STOCK/SWEDEN

WEIGHT: 163 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: OLT/SWITZERLAND

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 1M, 7D

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 5M, 8D

BRENDAN GUHLE was an all tools not much
to show for it defender at the mid year who
revved things up to finish the year. Improving
his PPG 80% in the last 1/3 of the season, his
statistical change was verification of the
fantastic on ice transformation. Scoring 15PTS
in his last 22GP, he grew his overall game really
well by channeling his powerful skating stride
and working both ends with equal attention.
Unfocused offensively and behind defensively
in the beginning of the year, his strong two-way
play was a breath of fresh air. He has efficient
reverse skating making him the perfect
defensive shadow with a mix of size and stick
work to shut down attacks. He plays with a
certain calm that enables his passing to be crisp
and decisions strong. He can jump up into the
play as 3rd defenseman with effortless
acceleration and long accented strides. He
thrives on stepping up from the point and has
confidence in doing so because his skating is so
good. His shot is fine and should yield more
with experience. If you only caught the first
half, you may be missing the excitement Guhle
now brings to the draft table.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

72

5

27

32

-6

36

DENIS MALGIN is tiny, yet will smack you in
the face with embarrassing skill if you focus too
much on his stature. Having insane, rarely
spoken about credentials, he has topped off
years of fantastic underage tournaments [17GP,
8G, 8A, 16PTS in U18 since 2012-2013 as a
fresh 16 year old] with a draft year season in
NLA with relevance [8PTS in 23GP in regular
season, 4G in 18GP in playoffs]. Pure finesse in
the body of a PeeWee hockey player, he has
dancers hips and can in all seriousness take on
entire shifts of opponents solo. Owning
supreme confidence with the puck, he can toy
with defenders one on one and gain ground for
a disguised play that you can’t predict. He has
such high skill level he will regroup, circle, and
re-attack if he doesn’t like what he sees the first
time. Defensively, he’s light…actually he’s light
all over the ice and will never be mistaken for a
defensive stud. He makes up for this somewhat
by slipping in and out of hot zones, while
paying attention and getting his stick on plays
keeping himself whole. Malgin has the majority
against him, but the Gaudreau amount of skill
keeps his flame burning bright.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

23

2

6

8

4

8

Playoffs

18

4

2

6

3

4

WJC U20

6

1

6

7

6

0

DRAFTBUZZ #69

DRAFTBUZZ #70

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: BARRIE (OHL)

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: SAULT STE MARIE (OHL)

HEIGHT: 6' 0.0"

DATE OF BIRTH: 10/27/1996

HEIGHT: 5' 11.0"

DATE OF BIRTH: 1/2/1997

WEIGHT: 212 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: MALMO/SWEDEN

WEIGHT: 181 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: ON/CANADA

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 7M, 30D

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 5M, 24D

RASMUS ANDERSSON took the leap to CHL
hockey off of a notable Allsvenskan draft year
campaign and fell on draft rankings [93 in CSS
NA alone] – so go figure. Undeservedly falling
while basically Ekblad-ing the Colts with
.96PPG, he performed to his pre draft year
limitation showing he could lead with offensive
minded charisma. Always a stout, good skating
D, he showed overall competence missing
mastery as a scoring option. At Barrie, he was
committed to being a great point man and
stepped up as their number one puck mover.
His skating is razor sharp, getting every inch of
his blade on the ice and looking able to adjust
to any directional change coming at him. His
linear speed lacks, as does his pickup. His
intelligence is high, as his leadership ability,
which is likely because he has been a top
prospect
for
awhile
having
SuperElit
experience dating back to 2011-2012. A late
October DOB with settled physical features, a
perceived downside could be he is close to a
finished product. Andersson has a good skillset
with the potential to show he can translate
completely to higher levels of play utilizing his
feel for the game.

BLAKE SPEERS is the perfect boyfriend of
draft picks with smooth gears, touch on the
puck, and flow manipulation of all 3 zones. For
most players, benefitting off of elite talent like
Ritchie, McCann, Bailey, DeAngelo would
normally be bad thing in their draft years, but
not for this versatile forward. His enabling style
blended well throughout the lineup as he
flipped between wing and center, PP and
PK…you get the point. A real clever player, he
doesn’t feel the need to molest the puck and
uses extremely smart tips and taps to progress
the play. He’s not small, but does get edged out
of physical battles here and there. Not for lack
of trying, however, as he shows great character
in fighting through resistance others his size
wouldn’t. He’s not terribly flashy, and in a
business of future projection based on
potential, that is a tough sell. With a great
rookie season backing up his OHL top 35
scoring draft year, Speers’ bright mind and
complimentary skill will be a pleasant sell on
draft day.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

67

12

52

64

14

88

Regular

57

24

43

67

25

12

Playoffs

9

1

3

4

-1

6

Playoffs

14

3

6

9

-2

4

DRAFTBUZZ #71

DRAFTBUZZ #72

POSITION: RIGHT WING

TEAM: SARNIA (OHL)

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: AIK (ALLSVENSKAN)

HEIGHT: 6' 1.25"

DATE OF BIRTH: 2/8/1997

HEIGHT: 6' 0.0"

DATE OF BIRTH: 5/19/1997

WEIGHT: 195 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: MOS/RUSSIA

WEIGHT: 180 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: STOCK/SWEDEN

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 4M, 18D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 1M, 7D

NIKITA KOROSTELEV showed he could lead
the team at tough points when the Sting lineup
hit rough patches and came through as an
offensive centerpiece. Not without his own
injury issues, he lost a month and missed
playing in the TPG because he slammed his
shoulder into the end boards on a partial
breakaway. Though teammate Pavel Zacha is
far and away the higher rated 2015 Sarnia draft
prospect, the Canadian raised Russian had
identical pro rated total team goals contribution
[13%] and slightly higher PTS% [28% to 27%]. A
power forward with sweet hands and armed
with a serious trigger, he is a chronic offensive
zone threat who can juke pretty well. With no
real blemish to his year in terms of production,
the real art of scouting comes in with assessing
his output vs. his skillset. Nothing really
changed individually from last year to this year,
and that is not a good thing. His skating is still
slow, and prevents him from getting to some
plays. His physical play is inconsistent, as is his
effort shift to shift. The question is can he
make it if his skating doesn’t improve? Slow
pure talent Oskar Lindblom taught everyone
downgrading him a lesson, and the same
applies to Korostelev who has a special
attacking sense despite his skating troubles.

OLIVER
KYLINGTON
is
a
widely
misunderstood prospect expected to evolve into
the next big Swedish star and has disappointed
severely. If you look at his profile without bias,
you see a mixed picture showing turbulent
movement having played in 3 leagues this year
and been loaned out to AIK. The truth behind
it is he unraveled with Farjestad – SHL in the
fall where he became so erratic, no one cared
about his points, his PT dropped, and then he
was jettisoned in a nice way. All the scouting
misconceptions: smart, two way, and dominant
offensively. What he is is a high-end skater who
can strike offensively in rapid situations where
he doesn’t need to think. If given time, the kid
will implode and is very unstable with the puck.
In addition to the countless miscues he’s
bound to make, players have outright stolen the
puck off of his stick as he was busy drifting off
to La-La land. Kylington is overrated and
doesn’t have a defensive bone in his body,
making him a potential faller (and some fan
base’s huge draft day steal ;).

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

55

24

29

53

4

18

Regular

17

4

3

7

-2

6

Playoffs

5

1

2

3

-1

6

Hinka U18

5

1

2

3

5

2

WJC U18

5

0

2

2

-7

4

DRAFTBUZZ #73

DRAFTBUZZ #74

POSITION: GOALIE

TEAM: QUEBEC (QMJHL)

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: ACADIE-BATHURST (QMJHL)

HEIGHT: 6' 2.75"

DATE OF BIRTH: 5/21/1997

HEIGHT: 6' 1.7.5"

DATE OF BIRTH: 7/21/1997

WEIGHT: 199 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: QC/CANADA

WEIGHT: 175 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: QC/CANADA

CATCHES: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 1M, 5D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 17Y, 11M, 5D

CALLUM BOOTH was well on his way to
keeping pace with the top goalies in the draft
when the Remparts dashed his starting bulk
and brought Zach Fucale in mid December.
Sharing the net the rest of the regular season
and becoming a backup in the playoffs had him
watching as a fan in his team’s Memorial Cup
run. In a season that was up and down, his
.900SVS% is a drop from last year’s as he dealt
with 4GP with 6+ GA. Likely feeling pressure
from Fucale presence, he had a rough January
and February posting sub .890SVS% and above
3.70GA. A fiery goalie that won’t hesitate to
chop and hack forwards that try to intimidate
him, he shows good detail work and a pro
attention to the play. He is very quick in
movement dropping down and recovering a
standing pose. He shows the effort to go above
and beyond on plays, as he holds his post with
endurance and sucks pucks in that other
goalies wouldn’t attempt to. He has great
reflexes and muscle action, with a great glove
that has ability to catch anything crossbar to
ice. He does have trouble with shots, especially
low blocker side that go against the grain and
catch him moving. Booth is a #1 caliber goalie
whose valuation by the NHL won’t be affected
by his playing situation.
TYPE

GP

G

A

Regular

41

3.05

Playoffs

4

2.49

Hlinka U18

1

1.00

PTS

+/-

PIM

GUILLAUME BRISEBOIS started the year as a
toolsy defender seeing a lot of hype and ended
it as a toolsy defender with a lot of projection
still needed. A skinny guy with a lot of physical
headroom and July DOB, he is a smooth
skating defender who is a young captain
already. With only two teammates scoring
above 40PTS, and a league low of 158GF, his
draft year environment was extremely poor. He
finished contributing to 18% of his team’s GF,
the same as Ivan Provorov. A tight carrier, he
was one of the best in the BMO TPG for full
zone exit to entries, as well as zone exits,
showing he may have a different profile when
surrounded better. His defensive zone active
work is pretty good, as he keeps a close tail and
looks to disrupt the opponent with
stickchecking. He was relied on to quarterback
the powerplay and did a decent job considering
the lack of firepower. Over the year, he worked
on his maddeningly bad decision making with
the puck and corrected to average. His reaction
time is slow, and his non-chalance works
against him often. Brisebois is not without risk,
and has some IQ concerns, but stays in a
competitive rank because of the data having
upside with a better team and individual
growth.
TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

0.900

Regular

63

4

24

28

-40

34

0.904

Hlinka U18

5

0

3

3

8

4

0.923

WJC U18

7

1

0

1

-5

2

DRAFTBUZZ #75

DRAFTBUZZ #76

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: ASSAT (LIIGA)

POSITION: LEFT WING

TEAM: BRANDON (WHL)

HEIGHT: 5' 10.5"

DATE OF BIRTH: 1/7/1997

HEIGHT: 5' 10.75"

DATE OF BIRTH: 6/7/1997

WEIGHT: 198 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: HELS/FINLAND

WEIGHT: 205 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: SK/CANADA

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 5M, 19D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 0M, 19D

ALEKSI SAARELA has conjured up every type
of description known to man scouting
prospects so far and kind of unfairly. He has
already been labeled injury prone, past his
peak, a faller, and now a riser? Bluntly, he has
been the same player since day 1 - a very skilled
forward who dealt with some tough
environments, but never lost his skill and
maturity to execute vs. men. All it took was one
play last year in the U18 to show how dynamic
he was showcasing pure speed, body control to
jump around his check, and finish for the
highlight reel goal. Playing a full year in Liiga,
just like Mikko Rantanen, he had an okay year
production wise that he put an exclamation on
with 8PTS in 7GP at the U18 in April. A fast
skater, with twofold aptitude to playmake or
finish, he showed plus faceoff ability at the U18
with 54% at the dot. Coming up clutch on a
solo fast break OT scoring rush to send Team
Finland to the gold medal game was a fantastic
moment for a kid who needed it. He plays hard,
and is good defensively, leaving him with no
major flaws other than being rough around the
edges. His skating and shooting can be refined
over time. Saarela is now a Finnish undercard
who could gain a lot by making the jump to NA
and begin writing his future under NHL eyes.

JESSE GABRIELLE may not have had the draft
year he envisioned but the fact that he played
92% of a full season while being injured for a
good portion proves he is the same beast of a
competitor we were projecting last year.
Dealing with tough circumstances [scratched
cornea, strained hand ligaments, nasty virus]
and improving his PPG by 26% is testament to
keep alive the dreams of the goal scoring
physical tank we saw last year. After his trade to
Regina, he kept his same team contributions of
%GF and %PTS in a worse environment. A full
package who plays a heavy, nasty game topped
with a snipers mentality, he showed a full rink
commitment this year. A fast skater with bursts
of acceleration, he can create his shot off the fly
or standing still posted on the circles IE
powerplay formation. He is a low maintenance
scorer who doesn’t need the perfect set up. He
scores in variety - NHL caliber shots, tip ins,
rebound jams, etc. The will to win isn’t in
question, so he will need to stay out of the box
to continue ramping up his offensive skill. It
would be nice if he held onto the puck a bit
more and added playmaking dimension. In
addition to the goal scoring, Gabrielle will fight
[6 regular season tilts] his way to the NHL if he
needed to, likely making him an NHL team’s
dream selection despite the rough season.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

51

6

6

12

-7

18

Regular

66

23

21

44

-8

43

Playoffs

2

0

0

0

0

0

Playoffs

9

1

3

4

-3

8

WJC U20

7

3

5

8

6

6

DRAFTBUZZ #77

DRAFTBUZZ #78

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: LINKOPING (SUPERELIT)

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: NIAGARA (OHL)

HEIGHT: 6' 4.0"

DATE OF BIRTH: 1/2/1997

HEIGHT: 6' 3.25"

DATE OF BIRTH: 1/13/1997

WEIGHT: 183 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: OR/SWEDEN

WEIGHT: 190 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: ON/CANADA

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 5M, 24D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 5M, 13D

GABRIEL CARLSSON is a mobile freak of a
defender at 6’4, still extremely raw, light, and
not used to utilizing his talent for offense.
Currently a shutdown D, he relies on a mix of
agile skating, long reach, and intent shadowing.
A suffocating monster, all it takes is one reverse
crossover for him to cover a large amount of ice
and step into the building attack on his zone.
Along with his good skating, he has a very nice
handle on the puck for a big guy and doesn’t
make many mistakes getting rid of it. His
direction in passing could show better vision,
but he is not one to make sloppy passes. This is
the reason he looks to have developing,
untapped offensive potential. He doesn’t have
the straight line burst and interest right now to
become a puck rusher, but he can improve how
much of the offense runs through him. A
magnificent sight on the backend, Carlsson is
the prototypical enormous defenseman NHL
GM’s love to buy high in June and shows signs
for more.

GRAHAM KNOTT is like a cracker – boring,
but when you need it clutch it’s tasty as all hell.
A very raw winger with traces of a pro style, he
had been going back and forth with Hayden
McCool for Niagara’s best 2015 forward until
McCool was traded to Windsor. One of the top
late season escalators, he improved his PPG in
the last 1/3 by 40% [.64 to .90]. A simply good,
not great player dissecting every tool
imaginable, he is going to be a projection based
off of his size, detail work, and skating ability.
He has a nice quality of being able to cash in
near the net with awareness of the play vs. his
position, and quickness to react to the pucks
movement. Similarly, the way he acts as a
liaison to his more skilled teammates in subtle
tips and taps across the sheet implies he has
good hockey sense even though it’s not very
distinct. Defensively solid, his doubling of his
PPG from last year to this year is a good start in
adding much needed offensive punch that will
elevate him as a legit prospect. Knott is a toss
up pick who ended up exactly where he started
in rankings because he had a nice, not
outstanding, season that kept him paced with
the rest of the draft’s risers.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

39

0

7

7

21

14

Regular

59

25

18

43

1

33

Playoffs

3

0

2

2

4

2

Playoffs

11

2

2

4

4

2

WJC U18

5

0

0

0

0

2

WJC U18

5

1

3

4

0

4

DRAFTBUZZ #79

DRAFTBUZZ #80

POSITION: RIGHT WING

TEAM: KAMLOOPS (WHL)

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: USA NTDP (USDP)

HEIGHT: 5'11.0''

DATE OF BIRTH: 4/14/1997

HEIGHT: 5'11.75''

DATE OF BIRTH: 6/6/1997

WEIGHT: 171 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: BC/CANADA

WEIGHT: 174 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: TX/USA

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 2M, 12D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 0M, 20D

DEVEN SIDEROFF falls into that annoying
category of a player people downplay because
he’s neither terribly big nor elite offensively. As
a guy who has all of the makings of a mini
Rourke Chartier, he comes with a winning
attitude that will drive unexpected post draft
improvement. A real ‘blazer’ down to the core,
he is a complete player with upside that isn’t
seen in guys who take care of business off the
puck as well as he does. His hands are soft, his
touch is crisp, and he can fly through the
neutral zone with possession. He’s also a
bookend kind of forward who crashes his own
goal line hard to assist the stop, and goes
straight to the crease to position himself up for
the layups. Over the year, he was very clutch
close to the net with positioning, reaction, and
shooting skill to put it home. The one major
area of improvement aside from adding general
strength, is that he needs to transition his game
from being a supporting piece to the primary
threat as he has the ability to be. Expect
Sideroff to flirt with a late round selection and
pull in headlines in 2015.

CALEB JONES quite possibly had the least
talked about steadiest rise in the entire draft.
Kicking the draft year off, everyone got to know
him as Seth Jones’ younger brother who was
kind of buried in NTDP’s defensive core and
was still incubating. As the year got underway,
his multitude of tools took turns emerging in
play and showed his very projectable game. At
the very core, he is a risk taker who likes to
stand out and impress differently each shift. It
wasn’t uncommon to see consecutive shifts of
him laying a huge open ice hit or rushing the
puck from exit to entry. He is noticeably strong
at maintaining his composure upon contact. He
deserves a lot of credit for surging in the last
quarter of the season and really pulling all of
his individual tools together and topping it off
with consistent, smart game management.
Many noticed the wonderkid pairing of
MacAvoy and Krys, yet it was Jones who peaked
with magnificent timing helping USA to gold at
the U18. Considering the professional sport
athleticism in his family [father Popeye, brother
Seth], and how he ended the year, Caleb Jones
is a rising two-way defenseman who has just
started tapping into his potential.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

64

17

25

42

18

25

USHL

25

2

6

WJC U18

7

3

1

4

0

12

USDP

65

6

18

8

14

28

24

N/A

50

WJC U18

7

0

5

5

6

0

DRAFTBUZZ #81

DRAFTBUZZ #82

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: SWIFT CURRENT (WHL)

POSITION: LEFT WING

TEAM: CEDAR RAPIDS (USHL)

HEIGHT: 6' 0.5"

DATE OF BIRTH: 3/25/1997

HEIGHT: 5' 11.5"

DATE OF BIRTH: 6/30/1997

WEIGHT: 191 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: BC/CANADA

WEIGHT: 185 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: MA/USA

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 3M, 1D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 17Y, 11M, 27D

GLENN GAWDIN is that unshakeable player
down the middle always around and
contributing positively to the play. With a full
toolbox that radiates pro behavior, he is a
focused full rink fixture with a playmaking
angle [8 multi assist games]. Always classified as
a defensively conscious and responsible
centerman, he increased his PPG 127% and still
has more to go as he’s below PPG. A strong,
grounded skater, you ain’t moving this kid out
of the way. A potential carbon copy of Cole
Cassels, there will be one team willing to
gamble his shy offensive game will open up as
he gets better than his competition. He plays a
protective style because his offensive skills
aren’t all there yet, causing him to pass up
exploring a bit more. There is some risk
projecting his natural talent level, as he needs
to come along in execution and belief in
himself. Some plays fall off simply because he
doesn’t have enough skill. With promise to
really turn into a stifling center who can chip
in, Gawdin knows who he is and will charm a
team looking to expand on his peaceful selfconfidence.

ERIK FOLEY made a statement at the CCM
TPG in September as one of the best players
and built off of that performance early on by
having a productive USHL season. A rugged
winger for his size at just below 6’, he is a
competent player who has just the right
amount of all the necessary ingredients to make
a solid pro. He is a fast skater with good jump
to get to loose pucks, and the leverage on turns
to catch opponents off guard with quicker than
usual shifts in the play’s direction. He will use
whatever physical tactic is necessary to beat you
if he doesn’t have the puck. His passing is very
underrated as he can stickhandle with zero
space along the boards, and checks down his
radius to see who’s available, which is a skill
that you don’t often see executed to the extent
that he does. His defensive zone play is not
bad, but he’s more known to be reliable as a
passing out for his defensemen rather than
making specific stops himself. There is some
concern that his linemates buoyed his output,
which is hard to discern as he does his share of
the heavy lifting too. Foley is a likeable forward
who isn’t as much of a project as player’s of his
profile usually are.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

72

15

39

54

-9

59

Regular

55

27

27

54

12

80

Playoffs

4

1

1

2

-2

0

Playoffs

3

1

0

1

-1

6

WJC U20

7

2

2

4

2

4

DRAFTBUZZ #83

DRAFTBUZZ #84

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: OWEN SOUND (OHL)

POSITION: GOALIE

TEAM: HC KLADNO (CZE U20)

HEIGHT: 6' 3.0"

DATE OF BIRTH: 10/26/1996

HEIGHT: 6' 5.25"

DATE OF BIRTH: 8/20/1997

WEIGHT: 205 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: ON/CANADA

WEIGHT: 185 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: PRAHA/CZECH REP

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 8M, 0D

CATCHES: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 17Y, 10M, 6D

THOMAS SCHEMITSCH became relevant
late, even though he is more skilled and was
more productive than some 2015 NHL Draft
household names on defense. At 6'4 with an
inclination for the offensive zone, he has been a
very reliable #2 to Chris Bigras for the Attack.
Not necessarily a puck rusher, he earns his
keep by being a quick strike decision maker in
zone play. He excels from the offensive zone
point to circles where he reads the developing
play and likes to step up to receive or drive it
there himself for a laser of a shot. With good
body control, he boasts advanced puck ability
as a D who can move the puck out of the zone
or facilitate in the offensive zone. He is an
excellent point man at his size, as he is able to
sidestep coverage and release his shot with
accuracy. Defensively, he isn't perfect.
However, over the course of the year, he has
shown a marked improvement in his tracking of
the puck bearing forward where he contains
the play with ease. Defensemen with
Schemitsch's size and ability tend to not last
long [understatement for how much GM’s like
to pluck these types].
TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

Regular

68

14

35

Playoffs

5

0

2

DANIEL VLADAR is a Praha born tower at 6’5
whose both regular season and international
body of work has been well above standard for
years. Standing with his lower back at the
crossbar, he is a vertical authority with a whole
lot of limb. For his size, he carries himself with
a relaxed aura that says he is a gamer with
experience. He is very loose, and can react
snapping his long arms and kicking out his
extended legs. He is the perfect fit for the net
when attaching to the posts and covering the
ice pads down. You can see his hockey sense as
a goalie emerge when he calculates just the
right angle vs. distance and speed of the
oncoming play, and shifts with it. While there
is literally no room off ice next to posts and
crossbar, his kryptonite are hard low shots than
he doesn’t get his pads down quickly enough
for. Vladar has ridiculous size and has proven
himself to be reliable every step of the way as
one of the draft’s top goaltenders.

+/-

PIM

TYPE

GP

GAA

SVS%

49

0

36

CZECH U20

29

2.78

0.926

2

-2

2

CZECH 2

8

1.97

0.933

WJC U18

4

3.38

0.903

DRAFTBUZZ #85

DRAFTBUZZ #86

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: GATINEAU (QMJHL)

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: ZSC (NLA)

HEIGHT: 5' 11.0"

DATE OF BIRTH: 10/8/1996

HEIGHT: 6' 2.5"

DATE OF BIRTH: 5/6/1997

WEIGHT: 174 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: QUE/CANADA

WEIGHT: 220 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: ZUR/SWITZERLAND

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 8M, 18D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 1M, 20D

ALEXANDRE CARRIER is a student of the
game whose overall hockey sense propels him
as a defenseman. A know-how defenseman, he
has one goal when he’s on the ice and that is
taking care of the puck. Factoring in on his
team’s Goals For comparably to a 2015 late
2nd round forward [24% - 2nd in CHL
defensemen], he’s influenced Gatineau in a big
way from the blueline [tied for 2nd in CHL ES
goals with 10]. A shark around the puck, he
locks in on it and has ability to steal or fend off
checking to emerge from a crowd anywhere on
the ice. Despite not being an explosive skater,
he can wiggle his way through openings and
rush the puck or gain space for his pass. A
sturdy leader, physicality doesn’t faze him from
making the plays he wants to. Fantastic on the
breakout for selection of pass, he is also a good
point quarterback. He deceivingly looks limited
in upside, but his willingness to step up as an
option to push the offensive says otherwise. If
you can juke real well, you have a shot at
beating him as his quickness needs work.
Carrier sure looks like he has all the NHL
mannerisms you look for in a D, but what you
see is what you will get…is it dynamic enough?
TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

68

12

43

55

17

64

Playoffs

11

2

3

5

1

18

SSS

2

0

2

2

-1

2

JONAS SIEGENTHALER played close to 60
games vs. men in Switzerland’s toughest league
and has attracted scouts with his advanced
readiness. A physically developed manchild at
6’2.5 220, he moves smoothly with crisp skating
and has a good base level of skill that has
projectability. With hard to gauge offensive
production at NLA level with men, and decent
stats against his own age group, the optimism
for improvement lies in his NLB work. He
scored the same amount of PTS [8] in NLB this
year in 10GP than he did all of last year in
40GP. To give this even more of a boost, he
scored only 4 less PTS than Denis Malgin [12]
on the SAME team in 14 less GP. A smothering
defender contained in the defensive zone, he
uses his mobility and reach to erase forwards
and stick to his assignments. He has a really
solid first pass that never changes in reliability
and can handle the puck well enough on his
own. His shot isn’t a strength, but will get
better given more PP work and responsibility.
His reactive speed is a bit weak, as quick
forwards can drive on him and win. How much
offensive skill development he has in him is a
curious questionmark, though he has enough
smarts and softness to get better. With more
than enough shutdown in him, Siegenthaler is
a safe pick who may just have enough finesse
now to make the pros as he currently is.
TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

41

0

3

3

4

39

Playoffs

18

0

2

2

2

4

WJC U18

7

0

4

4

2

20

DRAFTBUZZ #87

DRAFTBUZZ #88

POSITION: LEFT WING

TEAM: HV 71 (SUPERELIT)

POSITION: RIGHT WING

TEAM: VICTORIAVILLE (QMJHL)

HEIGHT: 6' 3.25"

DATE OF BIRTH: 6/12/1997

HEIGHT: 6' 4.75"

DATE OF BIRTH: 11/11/1996

WEIGHT: 211 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: JONK/SWEDEN

WEIGHT: 186 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: QC/CANADA

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 0M, 14D

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 7M, 15D

FILIP AHL is a unique power winger as a guy
whose effectiveness multiplies rapidly when the
play hits center ice. A matchup nightmare at 6’4
for most defenders, he has shocking creativity
once in the offensive zone and boasts pro
protection with lean and shielding. With soft
hands, he has finesse handle on the puck and is
good at navigating coverage to get free for an
option. Once the play is locked in the offensive
zone, he sets up around the paint and does a
really good job of getting to rebounds and or
shifting out for slam dunk set ups. His skating
is average and shows in footraces, though if
he’s near a free puck he can usually body his
way to the puck. With immature flare-ups, both
in match penalties and over the top
celebrations leaving wanting teammates in the
dust, he is an NHL question mark. His play
outside of scoring chances needs serious work
because of his skating and being unfocused.
You don’t often come across big bodies who
can do what he does in the offensive zone,
making Ahl an extremely intriguing PF who
needs a lot of fine tuning.

GABRIEL GAGNE is a skyscraping ectomorph
straight out of Jurassic Park who hasn’t been
taken seriously enough as a dependable
marksman. With an awkwardly tall high school
frame of a point guard, he has long-term appeal
as a stash and later reap forward. He’s not as
risky as he’s made out to be with 35G this
season (26 ES goals) and scoring a first round
forward rate of 14% of Victoriaville’s goals.
Likely improving as you’re reading this, he had
a flickering draft year that produced visions of a
future 2nd line power forward with sneaky jets
and dangle. For a guy who is not the most
coordinated, he attempted some elusive moves
over the year that point to a style he may adopt
with more physical development. His straight
line speed is very powerful, and is a momentum
producing winger through the neutral zone.
Because he’s light, his hits are superficial and
weak, though the willingness is there and his
overall frame seems to engulf and smother
players he checks. Gagne is a massive winger
who may have multiple phases of development
hidden inside of him.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

34

20

22

42

5

53

Regular

67

35

24

59

2

39

Playoffs

6

3

2

5

-3

4

Playoffs

4

2

1

3

-3

4

WJC U18

5

0

3

3

-6

16

DRAFTBUZZ #89

DRAFTBUZZ #90

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: JYP-AKATEMIA (MESTIS)

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: LETHBRIDGE (WHL)

HEIGHT: 6' 1.75"

DATE OF BIRTH: 1/14/1997

HEIGHT: 6'0.0''

DATE OF BIRTH: 2/3/1997

WEIGHT: 191 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: JYV/FINLAND

WEIGHT: 188 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: AB/CANADA

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 5M, 12D

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 4M, 23D

JULIUS NATTINEN is like the Nicolas Roy of
Finland as a big, steady, offensive geared
centerman whose focus is as a puck handler
and passer. With pretty good play in Mestis
against men (Liiga’s AHL), he has stamped
above average international play at Hlinka, 5
Nations, and U18 tournaments. He is a focused
two way forward whose puck ability allows him
to be just as good defensively as he is
offensively. Over the year, he has been the type
of forward to make extremely nice passes and
dekes that actually materialize into goals [longer
traveled plays]. He is hard to knock off the puck
though his skating could improve. He’s a
smooth, long legged skater, but his agility isn’t
great and acceleration lags. His overall pace can
be slow though it doesn’t really affect him
much as he has great vision, and ability to cut
back and utilize quick hands. Nattinen has
intriguing offensive upside, knows the game
well, and can create, the only question is can he
take to higher levels at as a slower paced
center?

GIORGIO ESTEPHAN is a robust, wildcard
pivot who reset his draft stock once the New
Year hit. Underestimated, he was the
Hurricane’s #1 forward in the second half and
proved it scoring 37/51PTS [73%] from January
9th on. Beaming conviction whenever he shifts,
he can do it all. He’s a great skater, with good
size, and efforts on the puck that make you
mutter compliments to yourself. The puck
usually follows him around, and when it
doesn’t, he has the chutzpah to track
opponents in possession down, and steal it with
authority. The type of center who elevates his
linemates, he isn’t a diva who needs attention
and just makes the right plays with the puck.
With nearly identical team adjusted statistics to
a player like Paul Bittner, it is safe to say he has
been undersold. Unfortunately for him,
Lethbridge was a below average team whose
environment was inhibiting, but he worked and
worked hard at that making scouts proud.
Estephan will be a huge haul at the draft for a
team looking for a #1 center who will slot in
lower than similarly valued players.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

39

11

18

29

9

8

Regular

64

23

28

51

-1

18

Hlinka U18

4

1

6

7

1

0

5 Nations

4

3

3

6

N/A

N/A

DRAFTBUZZ #91

DRAFTBUZZ #92

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: BRYNAS (SUPERELIT)

POSITION: RIGHT WING

TEAM: OTTAWA (OHL)

HEIGHT: 5' 11.25"

DATE OF BIRTH: 6/5/1997

HEIGHT: 5' 11.75"

DATE OF BIRTH: 10/21/1996

WEIGHT: 178 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: GAV/SWEDEN

WEIGHT: 182 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: ON/CANADA

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 0M, 21D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 8M, 5D

LINUS OLUND is consistently undersold
despite stabilizing every team’s forward lineup
he has played for as an all around pivot. With
historical dominance in Brynas system in J18
play and younger, there is more beneath his
merely decent stat line for J20 this year. He has
been extremely adorned by his coaching staffs,
receiving many letters as both captain [U16 SM,
J18 Elit, J18 All, Gastrikland] and assistant
captain [SuperElit, Hlinka, WJC18] already.
The thought is he plays like a top 6 centerman
with great hands, feet, and vision, but doesn’t
have the production like one. He scored 11PTS
in his last 14GP this year as opposed to 15PTS
in his first 27GP. His team improved
dramatically in the last 40% of the season, as
Brynas GF went up from 2.85 to 3.44 and GA
went down from 3.96 to 2.89. A very compact
skater, he has great coordination skating with
the puck as evidenced by his strong playmaking
skills. He sees the ice well, and is able to
capitalize on his hockey sense as he looks to
involve his teammates. A joy to watch, he
consistently shows up with the same skillset
and application. Olund is smart, skilled, and
may be undervalued because of a limiting team
effect.

JEREMIAH ADDISON is an alluring mid sized
power forward who has a good sense of himself
and is peaking at the right time. Traded by the
Spirit after two years and cited for getting a
‘fresh start’ basically meant getting him the
heck away from an environment that inhibited
his individual growth. Going from a last choice
forward in Saginaw to a relied upon big body
with honest skill in Ottawa progressed him to
the point of a 2015 playoff explosion [10PTS in
6GP]. A powerful skater, he beelines the
forecheck and uses smart angles to collapse the
defense he chases. Back in his own zone, he is a
reliable headman option as he isn’t afraid of
contact and can move the play with absorption
and pro stick tendencies. Offensively, he is a
complimentary crash and bang winger who has
better instincts, hands, and shot, than those
usually found in physical wingers. Addison
plays with a ton of heart, pays attention to
detail, and seems to have a burgeoning
offensive game – all reasons to consider him a
sleeper in the draft.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

45

15

11

26

9

10

Regular

63

19

28

47

3

49

Playoffs

2

1

1

2

-1

0

Playoffs

6

6

4

10

0

7

WJC U18

5

0

5

5

0

0

DRAFTBUZZ #93

DRAFTBUZZ #94

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: GREEN BAY (USHL)

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: HV71 J20 (SUPERELIT)

HEIGHT: 6' 1.75"

DATE OF BIRTH: 8/12/1997

HEIGHT: 6' 3.0"

DATE OF BIRTH: 9/20/1996

WEIGHT: 196 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: MI/USA

WEIGHT: 205 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: SWEDEN

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 17Y, 10M, 14D

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 9M, 6D

BRENT GATES had his season cut short with a
broken fibula late January and was unable to
capitalize on the late season improvement he
was on track to seeing. A player who has seen
growth in the past two years physically, his
game has changed to now being a nearly 6’2
center with finesse touch on the puck and a
command of the danger areas in the offensive
zone. A mid August DOB, he scored 27PTS in
33GP placing him just below the main tier of
top USHL’ers. A guy who loves to back in and
out of the paint, he doesn’t mind traveling into
traffic, but makes it a point to keep shifting his
position depending on the flow of the play.
This keeps his stick available and ready for a
quick shot, which he releases with power. With
above average hands and touch, he is a
puckhandler who can work even in the most
disadvantageous situations. It doesn’t matter if
he’s spun around, hit, or is being harassed, he
has the skill to put it on his teammate’s tape.
Heading to Minnesota, he needs to finish plays
off with more intensity and protect the puck a
bit better. He can get snippy and fight back
when challenged, but doesn’t bring a consistent
physical edge. With a differentiating skill base,
Gates is going to be a nice USHL pickup in the
mid rounds.
TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

KEVIN STENLUND is a massive, mixed breed
type of center with top line hands and skating.
A zone entry leader, one of the first things you
will notice about him is his stickhandling, and
how much he wants the puck. He is full of
confidence to make plays, and as HV-71’s
captain, actually drove the line he and Ahl
played on. He has all of the capabilities to be a
dual threat playmaker, with powerful skating
and sharp cuts to throw off D, but also plays
physical. He can be an overwhelming checker
as he really gets his weight fearlessly into his
checks. He is above average on faceoffs, and
has flashes of good defense with his speed and
reach. Reverse skating is his one mechanical
flaw as it is short and not his strong suit.
Something that will improve as he ages is the
fact that too many rushes with the puck end up
as lost attacks. He’s not nearly as effective as his
talent suggests and that is both a good and –
scary – thought. Stenlund has flown under the
radar with a package that really shouldn’t have
with NHL size and pure skill.

PIM

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

36

14

22

36

4

16

6

1

3

4

-2

4

Regular

33

10

17

27

-9

18

Regular

Hlinka U18

1

0

0

0

-1

0

Playoffs

DRAFTBUZZ #95

DRAFTBUZZ #96

POSITION: RIGHT WING

TEAM: MONCTON (QMJHL)

POSITION: RIGHT WING

TEAM: SAINT JOHN (QMJHL)

HEIGHT: 5'8.0''

DATE OF BIRTH: 3/11/1996

HEIGHT: 6'0.75''

DATE OF BIRTH: 2/9/1997

WEIGHT: 163 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: MA/USA

WEIGHT: 166 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: QC/CANADA

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 19Y, 3M, 15D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 4M, 17D

CONOR GARLAND was low man on the
totem pole last year to other 2014 NHL Draft
eligibles on his team and made it his mission to
fix that this year. A combination of being 5’8,
slender, and backseat to Ivan Barbashev and his
mid year flocker buddy Vlad Tkachev, were the
reasons he went undrafted despite having PPG.
Listed at 5’8 163, his BMI is actually standard,
but his production rate shows being an
overager may mean very little for this guy.
When most undrafted prospects were busy
improving slightly, maintaining, or even
regressing, he ended up boosting his PPG in
the last 1/3 from 1.69 to 2.41 [43%]. Scoring at a
McDavid rate in a small sample size paints an
unbelievable mosaic of the creativity that hits
the ice. He is very good skater, who employs
constant changes of pace with sticky hands that
have an insane attraction to the puck. With the
puck, he’s a distributor in the classic carrier
way. Without, he’s very good about also turning
himself into a shooting target and works to
make himself hard to read. His globetrotting
style is very fun to watch, but can become
superfluous and unrelated to the play when
he’s passing his stick through his legs for no
reason. His size only affects him forechecking
against reach and body mass. With smaller
players succeeding in the NHL, there is
something seriously wrong with the eval
process if he doesn’t get drafted this year.

MATHIEU JOSEPH was a second half of the
year darling for many who appreciated his
hodgepodge of physicality, speed, and spritz of
offense. A wide stanced skater who gets good
overall power, he makes his presence known
even at sub 170 lbs. A small power forward who
loves contact, he plays his best when he keeps
puck movement on a touch and go basis. He
doesn’t have a smooth, tight handle on the
puck, so he opts to use his physicality as a
primary means of making a decision on the
puck. That said, the interest in creating is there
and with more experience should flourish.
With more SH goals [3] than PP goals [2], and
better PPG production in the last 1/3rd than
first 2/3rds, he is a breakout candidate for 2015.
Joseph is an enticing, raw winger who has
shown clutch scoring and a willingness to play
hard and physical.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

59

21

21

42

18

46

Regular

67

35

94

129

21

66

Playoffs

16

3

22

25

-2

17

Playoffs

5

1

2

3

-2

4

DRAFTBUZZ #97

DRAFTBUZZ #98

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: REGINA (WHL)

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: SAINT JOHN (QMJHL)

HEIGHT: 6'0.5''

DATE OF BIRTH: 1/4/1997

HEIGHT: 5' 10.75"

DATE OF BIRTH: 6/21/1997

WEIGHT: 187 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: SK/CANADA

WEIGHT: 172 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: NL/CANADA

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 5M, 22D

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 0M, 5D

CONNOR HOBBS traveled a hell of a long way
in a draft year that saw him leave Medicine Hat
with discontent, and resurface with Regina as a
serious prospect with a newfound value. A
smart, capable defender it’s no mystery why he
left Medicine Hat from a depth chart
perspective. Medicine Hat wasn’t the place for
him and he proved it regenerating in Regina.
His final PT total isn’t much, but how he
finished tells a remarkable tale of difference in
opportunity as his last 1/3 of the season showed
148% change in PPG from the first 2/3. If
extrapolated over the entire season, his PPG
yield would put him in the value range of
defenders like Thomas Chabot, Parker
Wotherspoon, and Kyle Capobianco. A
defenseman with hockey IQ deeply engrained
in his movements, he is a two way staple who
can feature next year on the top pairing. He has
a dangerous stride that gives him great
acceleration, and more fluidity will make him
an even better skater. He can hit, rush the
puck, thread a first pass, and press in the
offensive zone like an O minded D. A full
package D, his only wart is needing to prove he
will sustain/better his final PPG rate. A player
you truly get excited about watching his full
rink jump on the puck, he revitalized his draft
stock in Regina and has the makings of a steep
riser.
TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

Regular

45

2

16

Playoffs

8

2

0

Hlinka U18

5

0

2

NATHAN NOEL has spent much of the last
year renewing his value as a prospect deserving
of a slot in the first half of the draft. The ride
hasn’t been smooth due to expectations he
couldn’t live up to, once being touted as part of
the ’97 group next best after McDavid. He has
fallen because his development didn’t match
that of a top ten pick, not because he’s a bad
prospect. Contrary to the write offs, he has mix
of tools that helped him lead Saint John in
scoring. He has very good speed, which enables
him to steady the middle of the ice and to chase
down pucks and opponents. He plays with edge
and is capable of producing turnovers on the
forecheck because his opponents know he will
drill them. He is the type of player who gets
better the faster he moves in the offensive zone,
spinning off checks on the cycle and employing
his vision quickly. He still fights erratic
shot/pass decisions that signal he gets flustered
by coverage he skates into. Stepping up in the
playoffs, he emerged with 5G in 5GP, putting a
stamp on his season. Noel was hyped for a
reason, and those qualities are still there to
project a gritty NHL forward who can worst
case provide depth offense.

+/-

PIM

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

18

6

36

Regular

66

24

38

2

-2

7

Playoffs

5

5

2

62

0

61

7

-3

6

2

6

2

WJC U18

7

0

2

2

1

0

DRAFTBUZZ #99

DRAFTBUZZ #100

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: SKELLEFTEA (SHL)

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: VICTORIA (WHL)

HEIGHT: 5' 9.25''

DATE OF BIRTH: 2/17/1996

HEIGHT: 5' 11.5"

DATE OF BIRTH: 2/10/1997

WEIGHT: 165 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: UMEA/SWEDEN

WEIGHT: 172 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: BC/CANADA

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 19Y, 4M, 9D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 4M, 16D

SEBASTIAN AHO was ranked #38 in the 2014
DraftBuzz NHL Draft Guide and went
undrafted in the 2014 NHL Draft. Now,
standing a little taller at 5’10 and adding 10
pounds, he still may go undrafted in the 2015
NHL Draft! A solid hockey player through and
through, he plays chess while others play
checkers. Really high IQ, can take hold of the
play and decide what he wants to happen via
breakout pass or rush. Has the ability to enact
deft footwork while changing his body angle
and passing direction. Can escape creatively,
routinely and is never a question mark near his
own net. Has improved upon main 2014 flaws
of linear skating (skating while still lacks top
end, is much better) and doing well against age
group (4PTS at WJC as lead D). Has a
straightforward grit about him where he makes
the right plays and accepts whatever hits come
his way. The NHL isn’t chock full of small
defenders, but there are some [Barrie, Krug,
Vatanen], so why not Aho who is a student of
the game and has promising SHL offensive
upside?

TYLER SOY is an unassuming center who plays
a complete game powered by instincts. A
February DOB who is middling prospect age
wise, he still looks very young and full of
upside. A true manager during his shifts, he is a
controller who is able to influence the flow of
the ice without being showy. Used in all
situations, he was noticeable for his sense of
unfolding plays, agility, and quick stickwork to
intercept passes. His skating is a little
offputting as he accents his strides with a very
long, low cadence that makes him seem slower
than he is. You can see him think his way
around the ice, but when it is time to act on the
puck he does so decisively. With IQ, he has a
secure floor as an adaptable, more skilled than
grinding, 3rd line center. If you are looking for
a physical player, look elsewhere as he would
rather beat you with his mind. A history of
prolific scoring in minor hockey tells us Soy
has a chance to be the next Rourke Chartier
and outproduce his actual draft placement.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

41

1

8

9

10

14

Regular

69

28

35

63

22

29

Playoffs

13

1

3

4

3

8

Playoffs

10

2

5

7

3

4

WJC U20

7

1

3

4

1

2

Hlinka U18

5

2

4

6

6

2

DRAFTBUZZ #101

KARCH BACHMAN is a speedy American
high schooler who can impact the game with
his engine and skill. An ultimate competitor, he
constantly outperforms expectations set by
those who aren’t sure what to expect from a kid
playing at a lower level. Fitting in with better
players, he had an impressive CCM TPG right
after a good Hlinka tournament [4PTS in 5GP].
In fact, he scored 2 shorthanded goals at the
Hlinka tournament and found a way to stand
out amongst a star crowd with Boeser, Novak,
Yan and the like. With above the hump size
[5’10.5] he has a full blend of mannerisms that
give him upside. He’s fast, gritty, has a great
shot and isn’t shy with it, can transport through
the neutral zone, and takes care of the puck in
his own end. The only thing that is missing is
more exposure, more playing time [only 20GP
with Culver], and more proof he can be a top 6
utility winger. With options up in the air to go
to Barrie [OHL] or Tri City [USHL], Bachman
may just make a seamless jump to NCAA
hockey in 2016 as an older player after
spending the next year off the grid with no
pressure again.

DRAFTBUZZ #102
POSITION: RIGHT WING

TEAM: TRI-CITY (USHL)

HEIGHT: 5'11.5''

DATE OF BIRTH: 7/10/1996

WEIGHT: 199 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: NE/USA

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 11M, 16D

CHRIS WILKIE looked like a player all this
season who should have been drafted last year.
With a commitment to U of North Dakota, and
a ridiculously unexpected propensity to shoot
[#1 in USHL shots with 300], he was Tri City’s
offensive leader and stood out at the USHL
TPG. His shot is heavy, with accuracy,
diversity, and attitude that makes a scorer a
great one. With a game that isn’t solely based
on his shot, he is good in possession with soft
hands and strong stride in flight. He has a top
liner’s mentality when he’s on the ice, and has
the body language of a guy who knows he has
the ability to change the game with one shot.
He is a very good passer against pressure, and
times his passes like a playmaker based on the
distance and speed of the coming check. He
isn’t huge, but has a solid frame that is a good
hockey size and his July DOB softens the
overager being undrafted mark. One area that
has been hard to gauge is interest as his
mannerisms on and off the puck have been
careless at times. Wilkie is further along as an
older prospect, but the scoring excitement is
there and he could get even better with more
intricate structure at a storied program.
TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

59

35

20

Playoffs

7

3

3

55

4

66

6

-2

22

DRAFTBUZZ #103

DRAFTBUZZ #104

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: OTTAWA (OHL)

POSITION: LEFT WING

TEAM: ILVES (LIIGA)

HEIGHT: 5' 8.25"

DATE OF BIRTH: 11/15/1996

HEIGHT: 6' 2.5"

DATE OF BIRTH: 11/17/1996

WEIGHT: 178 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: ON/CANADA

WEIGHT: 185 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: TAMP/FINLAND

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 7M, 11D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 7M, 9D

DANTE SALITURO is a fire hydrant who has
excelled all throughout minor and junior
hockey regardless of his 5’8 stature. With a pre
draft year season competitive with top picks
like Marner and Barzal, he has top of the line
value that no one is acknowledging. While he
could put more effort into the play in his own
zone, he tends to waft around with the breeze
at times, his intelligence with the puck is a
strong suit and guides his play. A stocky
meatball, he just rolls along the boards and
surprisingly isn’t moved easily. His offensive
effectiveness isn’t mindblowing, it’s just
lunchpail grinding with a mix of strength in
shooting and decent hands to cash in on vision
and instincts. The variety with which he scores
- be it rebound smashing or circle sniping - is
an encouraging sign that he can thrive in any
environment in different ways. If you could
only bet on one small forward to make the NHL
from this draft, bet on the natural born leader
Salituro who showed up when the actual 67’s
captain was MIA.

ROOPE HINTZ initially gained traction as an
unknown 2015 eligible with size who was doing
well in LIIGA action with Ilves. With a full pro
season under his belt, he made waves at the
WJC this past winter for his full-length speed
that paved openings for his linemates. Cutting
through the center of the ice with authority, he
stood out not for his individual efforts alone,
but the attention paid to how his actions
affected the movement of his wingers. Without
the puck, he understands how to throttle his
speed without slowing the play down.
Defensively, he is the type of thoroughbred
workhorse who takes his own zone seriously
and is a security blanket for his D with recovery
jets and will. His aggressive N-S style masked
the fact that he doesn’t have much possession
ability past simple cradling. Similarly, he isn’t
able to trouble shoot offensive moves after
lanes are closed on him. Hintz is a shutdown
center with NHL speed and energy who needs
to learn to exhaust his offensive capacity as
much as possible moving forward.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

68

37

41

78

-1

38

Regular

42

5

12

17

8

10

Playoffs

6

5

5

10

2

2

Playoffs

2

0

0

0

0

0

WJC U20

5

0

2

2

3

2

DRAFTBUZZ #105

DRAFTBUZZ #106

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: SEATTLE (WHL)

POSITION: LEFT WING

TEAM: QUEBEC (QMJHL)

HEIGHT: 5' 11.0"

DATE OF BIRTH: 6/26/1997

HEIGHT: 5' 9.25"

DATE OF BIRTH: 10/1/1996

WEIGHT: 200 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: SK/CANADA

WEIGHT: 192 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: KIRO/UKRAINE

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 0M, 0D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 8M, 25D

ETHAN BEAR handles the WHL rigors well
with a plus 200 lb frame and an exceptional
hockey sense that allows him manage the ice
with ease. A bit of an undercard wherever he
plays, he impresses as a sure handed D who
can make the difficult pass and start the rush
with precision. Seeing an error from him is a
rarity, as he is always a step ahead of the play,
and never clams up with pressure on his back.
He is a good point man who can duck and
evade pressure while getting off a placed shot.
Over the year, he was the one of the most
successful defensemen at keeping the play alive
in the offensive zone. He is the exact type of
prospect who loses out to other flashier players,
but will make those who passed on him pay. As
a tough kid who is a mature, team oriented
thinker, Bear has the kind of pro steadiness you
don't pass up on in a 17/18 year old.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

Regular

69

13

25

Playoffs

6

1

2

WJC U18

7

0

3

DMYTRO TIMASHOV had a CHL import year
that made Quebec look bright for selecting the
Swedish raised Ukrainian and giving them a
new layer of firepower. Beating some pretty big
names with 1.36PPG this draft year [Barzal,
Sprong], it wasn’t a surprise to see considering
he PPG’d the SuperElit in his pre draft year
with MODO. With a heavily slanted stat profile
towards assists [79% of PTS were assists], his
game is all about high speed, high end deking,
extreme creation, and a shot that isn’t as weak
as you would think. A skater who gets out of
bed in 6th gear, he is always pushing the play at
max speed. With a long, wandering stride that
kicks up a bit, he uses a lot of max speed to
stop patterns to evade forecheckers and make
his plays. You can guess that his passing is
above average because of the lanes his skating
opens up for him. Needing to rewire his
thinking from being strictly a set up man, he
has a strong snap and wrist shot that can totally
change his impact on the ice if he steps outside
his comfort zone more and shoots. He likes to
lean into his checks too much to try to draw a
penalty, and plays too wildly in last second
attempts to make opponents miss. The way
Timashov has dealt with physicality puts quite a
bit of risk on his helmet, but that won’t take
away from the pure speed and skill he operates
with.

+/-

PIM

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

38

1

23

Regular

66

19

71

90

17

54

3

-8

0

Playoffs

22

3

15

18

8

18

3

7

6

Mem Cup

4

2

1

3

0

4

DRAFTBUZZ #107

DRAFTBUZZ #108

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: LONDON (OHL)

POSITION: RIGHT WING

TEAM: KHL CHOMUTOV (CZE 2)

HEIGHT: 6'7.0''

DATE OF BIRTH: 9/25/1996

HEIGHT: 5' 11.0"

DATE OF BIRTH: 1/28/1997

WEIGHT: 198 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: WI/USA

WEIGHT: 169 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: KADAN/CZECH REP

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 9M, 1D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 4M, 29D

CHRIS MARTENET found his way to London
after playing in the USHL for Indiana last year,
and showed he wasn’t just around for his size.
Carving himself out a steady role and hitting
scout’s notepads for sheer potential, he
improved at an exponential rate over the
season. He didn’t score in the playoffs, but
showed he could play within himself and
contribute at both ends of the rink. Just to get
the size statement out of the way – he’s 6’7!
Listed at sub 200, that is one skinny kid with a
low BMI. He hasn’t even scratched the surface
of what he will be capable of. He’s a great
skater because of his range in his pivots and
agility/footwork with good straight-line speed.
If he needs to, he can change direction quickly.
A low cost puck mover, he doesn’t try to split
the atom with his in zone play and simply looks
to get an exit. His 3 fights show he isn’t afraid
to play physical and that he’s pretty responsible
for a massive D [32 mins in minors].
Offensively, he mans the point with an interest
in ripping shots and he does so accurately.
Scoring 7 goals, 100% were at ES, giving him a
big upside if he gets more playing time and
opportunity. Martenet is changing as you read
this, and will intensify all of his drool worthy
traits with added mass by fall.

DAVID KASE is a diminutive, sparkplug
forward who is looked upon as a leader
internationally for CZE in tournaments.
Smaller than his brother, he is speedy with
some dangle in him. He has made a name for
himself with a chameleon like ability to take
different roles in different environments. With
older competition, he relies on his work ethic,
well-rounded game, and fire to help in any way
possible IE not focused on points. With his
own age group, he has captained teams and
been one of the go to offensive guys as seen in
his 5PTS in 4GP this past U18. He’s fast
because he keeps his cadence high, but his
strides can look uncontrolled. He can be
flippant with the puck and not have the
smoothest handle/passes come off it, but can
orchestrate top line dekes when things click. A
little fierce dynamo, Kase has shown enough
over time to be a mid round selection who will
take a few years to truly carve out who he is as a
forward.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

64

7

9

16

4

49

Regular

30

7

7

14

11

10

Playoffs

10

0

0

0

-3

2

5 Nations

4

0

4

4

N/A

N/A

WJC U18

4

2

3

5

3

2

DRAFTBUZZ #109

DRAFTBUZZ #110

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: PETERBOROUGH (OHL)

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: CEDAR RAPIDS (USHL)

HEIGHT: 6' 1.5"

DATE OF BIRTH: 3/24/1997

HEIGHT: 6' 0.75"

DATE OF BIRTH: 10/3/1996

WEIGHT: 203 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: ON/CANADA

WEIGHT: 170 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: MA/USA

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 3M, 2D

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 8M, 23D

MATTHEW SPENCER has had pro size and
skating for years already as a highly regarded
defenseman from Oakville Minor Midget. Just
as Roland McKeown fell down draft boards
with an identity crisis, so has this Peterborough
Pete. With some accounting for a low scoring,
sub 500 Petes team damaging his numbers, he
saw his draft stock steadily decline over the
course of the year. Coming into the league as a
#3 overall OHL Priority Selection, he lit up
draft radar as a smooth skating, physical
blueliner. However, concern developed this
year about overall hockey sense, and just like
McKeown, overrated offensive ability that may
not be in him. What he is underneath it all is a
mobile, physical, simple blueliner who can
execute plays in different ranges as long as he is
not pressured. Showing poor judgment in
pinching, he gets beat and plays a bit of
slappuck hockey when he's closely checked.
With maximum focus, he showed a good, not
top 2 round pick, performance at the TPG and
capped his season with the same at the U18.
With pedigree, and a poor team affecting his
output, Spencer is an ideal 3rd rounder who
needs NHL guidance to help him settle on a
style of play.

ADAM GAUDETTE spent the year in Cedar
Rapids as a very consistent puck lugger with a
defensive conscience. Usually playing with
forwards not named Oglevie, Foley, and Fronk,
his low PTS [30] are put in perspective
understanding who he has played with IE not
the top 3 scorers. A strong skater who is a
jersey flapper because of his feet and hands
combination, he evades often going exit to
entry with ease and sometimes goal line to goal
line. He is quick on the puck, and knows how
to accelerate in stride off of retrieval to get a
step on beating his check. Because of this, he is
a strong defensive zone player below the circles
and extremely helpful to his D. He had the
tendency to get thrown off the puck because he
lacked the full body strength to fend off checks,
as well as send some really weak passes that he
didn’t think through enough. However, scoring
at nearly 2.50PPG at Thayer Academy in his
pre draft year + his possession ability hints to a
guy who just needs to get his sea legs before
taking off. Gaudette will look very good with
more strength and a college pedigree, as some
NHL team will reap the benefits of just letting
him slow cook at Northeastern.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

67

6

24

30

-15

64

Regular

50

13

17

30

23

55

Playoffs

5

1

0

1

-4

2

Playoffs

3

0

0

0

-4

4

WJC U18

7

0

2

2

2

4

DRAFTBUZZ #111

DRAFTBUZZ #112

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: BRANDON (WHL)

POSITION: RIGHT WING

TEAM: CHICAGO (USHL)

HEIGHT: 6' 2.0"

DATE OF BIRTH: 10/10/1996

HEIGHT: 6'0.0''

DATE OF BIRTH: 6/1/1997

WEIGHT: 206 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: SK/CANADA

WEIGHT: 174 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: IL/USA

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 8M, 16D

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 0M, 25D

RYAN PILON is a classic early bloomer who
had the size [6’2 209] and age [Oct 96] and stood
out last year because he was further along in
development. Still holding onto the amazing
pre draft year hype, most don’t want to let him
fall too far. The unfortunate truth is many draft
eligibles have surpassed him, and Provorov’s
emergence has diminished his stock even
further. There is no we in that excellent
Brandon backend, and he is a clear passenger
living off of the past. His passing will be his
ticket to the NHL if he can work on his flaws as
his saucers in the spirit of transition/attacking
are pro quality. He’s a stiff, odd skater who is
slow in a straight line, he’s not that agile, his
reaction time is down in a lot of movements
such as tracking a forward and stopping within
appropriate contact distance, and his decisions
are average at best. With statistics nosediving
from the last 1/3 of regular season [34%
decrease in PPG], he certainly isn’t getting
better. His playoff goal output dropped
considerably in the playoffs [.16 to .05], and
PPG slightly [.77 to .63], which is not
something you want to see in a late DOB on a
great team making a run. The NHL will
recognize Pilon is not the player he is cracked
up to be, but will still select him with a decent
floor value to encourage his redemption.
TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

68

11

41

52

36

Playoffs

19

1

11

12

-8

TANNER LACZYNSKI is a bull with finesse
whose offensive zone tactics really took off in
the 2nd half of the year. Starting the year as a
projected two way forward with limited upside,
he smashed the limited part and showed off
NHL mitts and dribbling in terms of puck
protection, battle winning, and making chess
style decisions in attack. Taking in the Chicago
Steel, it became comical how easy and
guaranteed it was for him to retrieve, maintain,
and steal the puck in areas many can’t. He is a
level skater with an even pace who keeps his
speed when he has the puck on his stick. He’s
not a magician with the puck in terms of flair,
but if you count time and quality of possession
he’s top. In manually tracked carry zone exits
and entries from the CCM TPG, he was tied 2nd
for most exits hinting he’s relied upon to
relieve defensive zone pressure. Laczynski may
lack in the areas that make traditional
highlights, but his size, sense, and veteran like
ability to get things done gives him a uniquely
elevated floor at the very least.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

40

Regular

57

18

28

46

-7

10

10

Hlinka U18

5

1

1

2

-2

2

DRAFTBUZZ #113

DRAFTBUZZ #114

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: WISCONSIN (NCAA)

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: CHICAGO (USHL)

HEIGHT: 5' 11.5"

DATE OF BIRTH: 10/9/1996

HEIGHT: 6' 2.25"

DATE OF BIRTH: 10/30/1996

WEIGHT: 163 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: AB/CANADA

WEIGHT: 201 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: NY/USA

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 8M, 17D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 7M, 27D

CAMERON HUGHES was a highly regarded
young AJHL star who was forgotten as a draft
year NCAA freshman just like Eichel, Hanifin,
and Greer. With 4PTS in his first 14GP, and
9PTS in his last 20GP, it is safe to say he had a
rough transition into college hockey on a very
poor team, but learned and grew as the season
wore on. Wisconsin was RPI ranked 55 out of
59, with 4 wins out of 35GP, and a horrifically
measly 59 total goals. To prove how costly his
team environment was to his 2015 value, he
picked up 13PTS on 59G = 22%, or 2% more
involvement on goals than SSM’s Blake Speers
at 20% and 1.18PPG. Just like Speers, he has a
great hockey mind centered on vision and
creation for his linemates. Seeing things others
can’t and cashing in with superb passing, he is
a two way, playmaking rock who developed
physically over the year and became more
comfortable with the NCAA rough and tumble
- as per Coach Eaves. Hughes is a potential
diamond for his natural skill, and playing
situation so rock bottom that things can only go
up.

DENNIS GILBERT is a multi-tooled, rangy
defenseman who has not developed into the
sum of his parts just yet. Claiming short term
titles of puck mover, puck rusher, shutdown,
and punishing blueliner to name a few, he has
shown all of the tools to become an impact
player at differing times. Impressive point totals
for players his age, at his position, in his league
are rare, so grilling his production negatively at
this point undershoots his potential. A strong
forward bearing skater, he can better his stops
and starts and smooth out his overall direction
changes. He has fire and cares to impact the
game as seen in his long reaching pinches,
smart keep-ins, and phases of nastiness. He
wasn’t the most consistent draft prospect this
year, but Gilbert is going to be a fun NCAA
defenseman to watch blossom as he has
everything you want in a new age blueliner.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

34

3

10

13

-17

35

Regular

59

4

23

27

2

89

DRAFTBUZZ #115

DRAFTBUZZ #116

POSITION: GOALIE

TEAM: BBA (QMJHL)

POSITION: LEFT WING

TEAM: BOSTON (NCAA)

HEIGHT: 6'2.5''

DATE OF BIRTH: 10/30/1996

HEIGHT: 6' 2.5"

DATE OF BIRTH: 12/14/1996

WEIGHT: 173 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: QC/CANADA

WEIGHT: 204 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: MA/USA

CATCHES: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 7M, 27D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 6M, 12D

SAMUEL MONTEMBEAULT is a raw
goaltending prospect despite his late DOB with
flashes of high-end ability. A marked
puckhandler, he is one of the draft’s most
confident at moving the puck giving him an
added dimension. He likes to get his stick on
the puck even if he’s not really doing much
with it, in a way that connects him with his
teammates. He shows standard positioning for
a 6’3 goaltender, but really lives off of his push
off and ability to athletically get across the
crease like fellow 2015 NHL draft eligible Ilya
Samsonov. He doesn’t mind going as far as
spinning around, somehow finding a way to not
let affect his vision. He can eat up pucks in a
higher stance than most, although he doesn’t
have a problem dropping down for them either.
With a flair for highlight reel saves predicated
on great physical reaction, he doesn’t care what
his stops look like and will fight to make a play.
His lateral slide is about 20% overdone. If he
gets coached in how hard he’s pushing off and
cuts down on the radius that he travels, he will
become much harder to beat. Montembeault
has potential as a flashy netminder with ability
to handle the puck, and rely on stopping
fundamentals while getting to pucks with
unmatched energy.

AJ GREER is a strapping power winger whose
NCAA fast tracking has disguised how much
upside he truly has. The former Kimball Union
captain and star power forward stepped up at
the right time in this year’s Frozen Four, giving
BU a hounding forecheck to pound teams back
with. Not overflowing with skill, he plays an
economized, physical game. He does have an
above average shot with velocity, and really
sinks his teeth below the goal lines. He’s a
horse who NHL teams will get bullish on for
his ability to crash and bang. His defenders can
rely on him holding down his post in his own
zone, as he has the size and interest to exit with
success. As he progresses through college, he
will need to hit less and keep the puck longer
to maximize his prospect development curve.
Greer may be a candidate for steal in the draft
as scouts may have sung a different tune if he
PPG’d the USHL like other highly rated 2015’s:
Boeser/Novak.

TYPE

GP

GAA

SVS%

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

52

2.59

0.891

Regular

37

3

4

7

1

18

Playoffs

6

2.38

0.878

DRAFTBUZZ #117

DRAFTBUZZ #118

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: USNTDP (USHL)

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: LEKSAND (SUPERELIT)

HEIGHT: 6'0.0''

DATE OF BIRTH: 2/17/1997

HEIGHT: 6'0.0''

DATE OF BIRTH: 12/12/1996

WEIGHT: 181 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: NJ/USA

WEIGHT: 174 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: UPPS/SWEDEN

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 4M, 9D

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 6M, 14D

JOSEPH MASONIUS was an all business D
throughout the season for USNTDP and went
through a mid year stretch where he emerged
from the carousel as the best 2015 eligible
defenseman for NTDP. A smart, hardworking,
two way D, he’s a powerful skater with pro
body language. He always stays square to the
play and ready to explode in whatever direction
he needs. With good strength and balance, he
is a physical kid to play against who will shut
you down if you try to go through him. His
character shows through on the ice as he
relishes being last line of defense, and will give
multiple efforts, nasty if needed, on the puck in
a stand until it’s won. With the USHL Top
Prospects as a highlight in the year, he scored a
goal and was a top defender at the event. His
shot is great, and didn’t showcase it nearly
enough [32S in 24GP vs. USHL]. Because of his
mobility and crisp passing, he’s just as good of
a puck mover as he is an offensive zone catalyst.
He is aggressive in pinching and stepping up
with his team attacking, which will only
increase in effectiveness as he ages and plays
with better players. Even with his strength in
skating, he has potential to improve as his
stride is open and cadence a bit drawn out.
Masonius is a kid who will see tiers of
improvement as he moves up in level and the
expectation is he will round out quickly at
UNH.

FREDRIK FORSBERG is the less liked, more
peculiar younger brother of Nashville’s Filip
Forsberg. Juxtaposing both of their draft years
shows: Fredrik is older and less decorated,
smaller though still decent sized at 6’, and
unable to match Filip’s progression to
Allsvenskan. Not playing in the same league
isn’t the cause for concern, it’s the fact that he
scored less this year than last and played in less
SHL games as well. Though this indicates there
is a possibility that his game has stagnated, he
is still one of the better offensive threats in
SuperElit. A decent skater, his intellect, soft
hands, and quick reactions more than make up
for his lack of skating power and acceleration.
Not as prolific as Filip, his scouting report still
reads the same in the sense of him being a
high-end offensive player who pitches in off the
puck because his hands are so good. Leksands
loved using him on the PP point because he
uses a variety of shots that fly off his stick with
velocity and precision. A sneaky forechecker,
he uses smart routes to cut off opponents and
enacts quick stick lifts that leave his prey
stunned. Forsberg may not be the Swedish
stud hoped, but he’s better than given credit
for with a comparable skillset to a CHL’er like
Nikita Korostelev.
TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

36

19

17

36

-1

22

USHL

24

0

10

10

10

45

USDP

65

6

23

29

N/A

87

Playoffs

3

3

1

4

-6

2

WJC U18

7

0

1

1

9

4

DRAFTBUZZ #119

DRAFTBUZZ #120

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: MOOSE JAW (WHL)

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: MUSKEGON (USHL)

HEIGHT: 6'3.0''

DATE OF BIRTH: 11/5/1996

HEIGHT: 6'2.0''

DATE OF BIRTH: 3/17/1995

WEIGHT: 202 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: CESKE/CZECH REP

WEIGHT: 183 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: MI/USA

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 7M, 21D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 20Y, 3M, 9D

JIRI SMEJKAL was an escalating realization
over the season that his scoring and draft stock
[not listed on CSS final] were not aligned with
his actual skill level. At a first glance, he’s a big
boy at 6’3 202 and skates well enough now – an
area he worked hard on over the summer after
lagging behind in this area at the U18 last year.
With more glances, you would see he earned a
full slate of situational work by season’s finish
and looked much more seasoned than .44PPG
would suggest. If there was a comparison to
make, his scouting report may read similar to
Kevin Labanc’s last year as a player who had
that ‘it’ quality for no clear reason. The Czech
born Moose Jaw first round CHL import pick
showed an ability to take over shifts with top
line hands and NHL puck protection. Because
of his strength on the puck, he gets PK work
and is someone who has good instincts to go
along with his tools. For whatever reason, the
points didn’t show up and while that is a
concern, he does have a contradicting indicator
with 4G in 6GP as an underager in last year’s
U18. There is nothing wrong with trying to
steal the silently skilled Smejkal in the draft
and hope his low rookie #s have to do with slow
adjustment to hockey culture in NA.

CHRISTIAN WOLANIN is two years overage,
but may have been a 2014 pick had he not had
a poor start last year with Green Bay [USHL]
that took the shine off him. Son of ex-NHL’er
D Craig Wolanin, he ironically kept giving
flashes of a forward converted until researched
shows he actually WAS a forward up until 2012
when the Gamblers drafted him. This year he
has increased his PPG 55% to .73PPG, and
contributed to 22% of his team’s goals for in the
regular season and 25% in the postseason. Big,
and still raw, he is an energetic puck mover
who has great skating ability that isn’t done
getting better. He has good power and speed,
but can clean up his mechanics and get
smoother. He doesn’t nearly utilize his wheels
to rush the puck as much as he should, which
is something he should develop. His hands are
good, and he has confidence carrying the puck.
His frame will end up being a big asset, as he
already uses it to separate forwards from the
puck and support his quick stick work. He still
needs to add smaller details of defending in his
own zone, as he gives forwards too much room
to operate and doesn’t have any traditional stay
at home methods engrained. A North Dakota
recruit, Wolanin is a physical and skating treat
whose newness to the position and newfound
production bump his value greatly.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

72

12

20

32

-16

50

Regular

56

14

27

41

14

107

Playoffs

12

3

5

8

1

20

WJAC U19

4

0

4

4

N/A

4

DRAFTBUZZ #121

DRAFTBUZZ #122

POSITION: LEFT WING

TEAM: GENEVE (ELITE JR A)

POSITION: LEFT WING

TEAM: ROUYN-NORANDA (QMJHL)

HEIGHT: 5' 9.75"

DATE OF BIRTH: 6/18/1997

HEIGHT: 6'0.0''

DATE OF BIRTH: 2/25/1997

WEIGHT: 180 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: NE/SWITZERLAND

WEIGHT: 173 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: QC/CANADA

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 0M, 8D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 4M, 1D

AUGUSTE IMPOSE has Congo roots with
Swiss minor hockey upbringing giving him an
exotic background to match his bright skillset.
A top player in Elite Jr. A for the last two years,
he placed 17th in scoring in his pre draft year,
and
6th
this
year.
His
international
performances have mostly portrayed him as an
elite skater who hasn’t had much of an identity.
That is until the U18 where he broke through a
little bit coming up with 2 games of significant
impact. His speed impacted the ice, by getting
to loose pucks, pushing D’s back, and gaining
space to artfully passing the puck. It’s a toss up
whether interpretation of this is he’s truly
developing or just continuing to be streaky. Hit
or miss is his brand of hockey as he plays high
risk, not often reward, blind you with sexy
skating capacity. Being known as an up and
down competitor, he likes to play distant, and
goes after too many uncontrolled, precarious
plays. He will need to learn how to use his gifts
better, and round out his smarts. While he may
not be everyone’s cup of tea, Impose has the
kind of skating and nose for drama worth
taking a shot on.

ALEXANDRE FORTIN has underlying metrics
that point to a player who is on the verge of
becoming a coveted prospect. A forward who
could get lost amongst the clutter of nice
QMJHL players available this year, the views
and data paint a picture that is hard to not want
to reach for before it’s too late. Decent sized at
6’ 173, his game is characterized by hustle and
speed with a touch of flair and instincts.
Scoring 40PTS as a rookie who was just playing
QMAAA last year validates the fact that he was
a high QMJHL draft pick for Rouyn-Noranda
and could signify a steep growth potential.
Comfortable with the puck to gain the zone and
use his vision, he uses quick cuts and
stickhandling ability to hold possession like a
top 6 winger. He can drive to open space with
protection mechanics and find a way to thread
the pass. An intense backchecker and relentless
hound, he whacks and sticks guys on his way
barreling to the net. He has a sharklike
shadowing ability relying on his smarts to gain
the quickest route to the developing play. He
also shows good escapability along the boards,
avoiding pressure in a split second with the
rapid body movement to get a shot off. With
minimal flaw, Fortin just seems to have a
distinctive quality of always being around, and
always making the right play.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

36

14

31

45

N/A

65

Regular

67

11

29

40

-3

10

Playoffs

8

1

4

5

N/A

2

Playoffs

6

4

1

5

-5

0

WJC U18

7

2

2

4

1

2

DRAFTBUZZ #123

DRAFTBUZZ #124

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: MOORHEAD (USHS)

POSITION: GOALIE

TEAM: BRYNAS (SUPERELIT)

HEIGHT: 6'1.75''

DATE OF BIRTH: 12/19/1996

HEIGHT: 6' 2.0"

DATE OF BIRTH: 1/12/1997

WEIGHT: 189 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: MN/USA

WEIGHT: 191 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: GAV/SWEDEN

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 6M, 7D

CATCHES: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 5M, 14D

WILL BORGEN wasted no time getting
acclimated to USHL play straight out of playing
3 years of MN HS puck at Moorhead High. A
nice fit for the Lancers, he quickly assumed a
full slate in all situations and showed why he’s
considered a riser for the 2015 NHL Draft. In a
draft where you get bits and pieces in specialty,
he offers a full package of traits - granted a bit
lagging in experience. Though he had a few
games early on that were rough, he showed his
curve is steep by improving from those
mistakes. He is a really good skater who is
expressive in every way, from the huge checks
to the risky offensive zone work. He has no
problem jumping into the play, especially if an
opportunity arises while he mans the point. His
skillset is based on his ability to wheel and spur
movement as opposed to sick passes/shots. His
passing needs to be harder and more decisive.
In the last 8GP, he averaged 2.88 shots/game
with 2GP of 4 shots and 1GP of 6 pointing to a
trigger he likes to press [comparable Dennis
Gilbert had 1.73 s/g]. Defensively, he needs to
seal his assignments off completely and make
sure they don’t escape him. His coverage was
wide open at times. Borgen is a little further
along than most HS players, and should hit the
ground running in 2015 with the time he
already spent in USHL this year.
TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

24

3

16

19

-1

22

FELIX SANDSTROM is a bit of a mystery
having missed some time throughout the year
yet played in both regular season and playoff
action in 3 different leagues. One of the top
goaltenders at the Hlinka tournament, don’t be
fooled by the .894SVS% that looks below
average. By combination, he had the second
lowest GA [10] with the second most GP [10].
He is a remarkably tough goalie to beat along
the ice as he gets his pads down, shows no
daylight, and doesn’t budge. He struggles with
repositioning himself as his movement can be
slow, and lateral reactions diminished as a
result. His coverage off his blocker and glove is
an ongoing area of improvement as he has
shown he can be beaten in the middle third of
the net. Sandstrom will be drafted, but needs
to prove himself more before becoming a
serious long-term option in North America.

TYPE

GP

GAA

SVS%

Regular

14

2.63

0.907

Hlinka U18

3

3.35

0.894

WJC U18

4

3.31

0.909

DRAFTBUZZ #125

DRAFTBUZZ #126

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: KELOWNA (WHL)

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: BLUES (JR. A SM-LIIGA)

HEIGHT: 6'1.25''

DATE OF BIRTH: 1/2/1997

HEIGHT: 6' 1.75"

DATE OF BIRTH: 6/16/1997

WEIGHT: 171 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: BC/CANADA

WEIGHT: 169 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: ESP/FINLAND

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 5M, 24D

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 0M, 10D

DEVANTE STEPHENS deserves a round of
applause for sticking with a crowded D corps
and finding a way to give a different edge that
complimented Kelowna’s stars. His emergence
on the draft map is even more powerful
considering his midget season last year ended
on a broken leg. The stats aren’t there, but to
step in as a rookie after a significant minor
hockey injury and show the amount of promise
he has is mindboggling. The 4G he scored were
at ES, and his playoff production to date has
been a slight increase from the regular season
[.17 to .24]. With the 2nd lowest BMI at 21.2, his
potential for physical growth is through the
roof – a shocking thought if you consider he’s
already an extremely explosive skater. With
such a powerful skating arsenal, he really only
shows minor deficit in coordination that can be
attributed to varied PT and lack of reps from
his injury. He’s still behind in overall ability,
but does show hockey sense and recognition of
the right play. He’s a plus player who is already
a shutdown defender. He’s still very rigid with
the puck, and needs to soften all of his
offensive skills before he can make an impact as
a two way. Stephens is an unfinished prospect
who is in the midst of finding out who he is
and how much of his potential he can reach.
TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

64

4

7

11

17

33

Playoffs

17

0

4

4

4

8

Mem Cup

4

0

0

0

3

0

VEETI VAINIO is a pure puck rusher with a
thirst for the offensive zone. Seen in his
successful season as assistant captain with the
Blues in Jr. A and at the 5 Nations, scouts were
treated to a confident kid who could make skill
plays with the puck. With an interesting skating
style that may lose points for aesthetic, he gets
good linear speed when going and can really
rush the puck well with protection on the fly.
Once in the zone, he is the perfect point man
who can wheel the perimeter of the zone with
his head up and capable hands. The pure
upside is in his size at 6’2 170 – he’s skinny.
The near slow-mo crossovers, and general lack
of coordination, likely will massage into a
strong skating technique with more weight and
strength. The more pressing issue is toning
down his brash, flippant play with the puck and
light defensive work. The only reason he gets
away as a defender with low defending ability is
because he can exit the puck so well and relieve
pressure. Vainio is an afterthought now with
offensive traits that may have scouts kicking
themselves in the future for not taking more
seriously.
TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

42

13

31

44

22

42

Playoffs

5

2

5

7

1

4

Hlinka U18

4

0

1

1

0

14

DRAFTBUZZ #127

DRAFTBUZZ #128

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: OMSKIE YASTREBY (MHL)

POSITION: GOALIE

TEAM: TOPEKA (NAHL)

HEIGHT: 5'11.25''

DATE OF BIRTH: 3/24/1997

HEIGHT: 6' 2.5"

DATE OF BIRTH: 5/24/1997

WEIGHT: 169 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: OMSK/RUSSIA

WEIGHT: 180 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: BRAT/SLOVAKIA

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 3M, 2D

CATCHES: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 1M, 2D

DMITRI ZHUKENOV is a clear example of a
player who rises against international
competition and expands on his all around
skillset. After blitzing the U17 with 1.67PPG
last year, he scored 7G and 12A for 19PTS in
18GP internationally this year in tournaments
[Hlinka, WJAC, 5 Nations, U18]. Although his
MHL output was average [.54PPG], the rest of
his year was just too good to let that blemish
his value. A centerman with a good read of the
ice, he isn’t the greatest skater but doesn’t let
that affect him too much. He has this crouched
coast that makes him a predator, barely lifting
his skates off the ice while he follows the play.
A good two way player, he has a quick stick and
soft hands. He just seems to inject himself in
on plays despite not having noteworthy wheels.
A pure playmaker, he also is a really good
scoring threat around the net giving him added
value offensively. Zhukenov has the smarts and
skills to become a player even if the NHL
passes on him this year because of lack of
dynamic tools and size.

MATEJ TOMEK was a Slovakian King in net
overseas who spent this draft year as his first in
NA with a commitment in hand to North
Dakota for 2015-2016. With nearly 20% of his
regular season games as shutouts, he was a top
5 goaltender in the NAHL in all categories [W,
GAA, SVS%, SO] except saves. A very tall,
lanky goalie, he has an octopus like hold on the
net that allows him to cover space and corners
despite his slim physique. The raw tools are
fantastic, however, also set up a dichotomy with
the trajectory of his season in a lower level
league. He honestly fell off the map by pure
data starting in December. If you split the
season into thirds his goals against every 11
games kept going up: 13, 22, 24. It didn’t end
there as he faltered in the playoffs with
.876SVS, and 20 GA in only 7GP. A bit like a
low end Demko [for exciting tools, and shaky
finish], he needed to keep excellence at NAHL
and didn’t. Despite his poor finish, Tomek has
the package NHL scouts look for and will be a
coveted selection after the more stable names
are chosen.
TYPE

GP

GAA

SVS%

33

1.83

0.928

7

3.20

0.876

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

Regular

35

3

16

19

-1

42

Playoffs

Hlinka U18

4

1

4

5

-3

16

WJC U18

5

3

3

6

1

2

DRAFTBUZZ #129

DRAFTBUZZ #130

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: RED DEER (WHL)

POSITION: LEFT WING

TEAM: USA NTDP (USDP)

HEIGHT: 6' 2.75"

DATE OF BIRTH: 3/26/1997

HEIGHT: 6'0.25''

DATE OF BIRTH: 5/7/1997

WEIGHT: 202 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: ON/CANADA

WEIGHT: 191 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: MI/USA

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 3M, 0D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 1M, 19D

ADAM MUSIL was an advanced 2015 NHL
Draft prospect because of his lineage [uncle is
Bobby Holik] and size [6’2.75 203lbs], yet he
hasn’t progressed as expected. This sentiment
is only heightened with his last 1/3 PPG
decrease of 31% and fact that he has had ample
PP opportunity with 6G and still couldn’t make
more of an offensive impact. He is a strong
skater who is an ox to deal with in the tough
areas of the ice and has decent skill to keep up
on average. He’s agile for his size, but needs to
get quicker movement as he shows his weight
and lack of burst. He can make the easy,
telegraphed plays that make it hard to
determine why he hasn’t been more effective as
a scorer. Gritty, always hard on the forecheck,
and ready to throw a hit, he does have appeal
for ability to get near the net and disturb the
peace. Overall, a guy who still has some nice
traits, but should be valued adjusted as the low
ceiling grinder he now shows to be. As
predictable of a prospect as there is, Musil will
need to make it on translating his power game
to a bottom 6 role to make it in the NHL.

BRENDAN WARREN is a character forward
who offers versatility on the ice and blazing
speed. Committed to playing for Michigan next
year, he is the prototypical Wolverine who is
well rounded and competes hard on the puck.
Literally, his forechecking is a notable asset as
his speed builds momentum on the advance
and he is able to fluster defensemen with his
early, hurricane like arrival. With modest
USHL improvement, but better than modest
international play, he is an offensive projection
shrouded in a little bit of mystery. He’s not a
crazy dangerous threat, but can complement
top 6’ers with his style of game and baseline
skill. With spotlight on Matthews, White,
Tkachuk, Bracco, Greenway, et al, you have to
wonder if being in the background in terms of
opportunity capped his output. In short bursts
like tournaments, he has shown capability in
ramping up to varying degrees. Warren has
smart speed fueled by heart, which is a
combination that could propel his development
once at Michigan.
TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

USHL

20

7

6

13

5

33

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

66

15

24

39

-7

71

USDP

61

19

19

38

N/A

49

8

WJC U18

7

2

2

4

6

0

Hlinka U18

5

1

2

3

2

DRAFTBUZZ #131

DRAFTBUZZ #132

POSITION: RIGHT WING

TEAM: HK MVD (MHL)

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: SOUTH SHORE (USPHL)

HEIGHT: 6' 0.0"

DATE OF BIRTH: 8/1/1997

HEIGHT: 6'0.5''

DATE OF BIRTH: 5/21/1997

WEIGHT: 183 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: MOS/RUSSIA

WEIGHT: 171 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: MA/USA

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 17Y, 10M, 25D

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 1M, 5D

NIKOLAI CEBIKIN basically has no statistical
merit to be listed as a top 210 candidate for the
2015 NHL Draft, but he’s got a heck of a set of
tools to gamble on. A 6’4 power winger with
grace and shooting skill having no impact at
U18 and MHL levels raises serious flags.
There’s absolutely no reason the kid is well
below some of the worst Russian MHL
performers. A definite benefit of the doubt
player, it is imperative he earn more
responsibility in Russia and get to a positive
playing environment if he wasn’t in one, which
is a hunch. As someone who looked better than
Guryanov for stretches, he is a winger that can
make fans salivate with athleticism and puck
coordination. It’s pretty rare finding a huge
winger that can throw heavy hits as well as
attempt to undress D with first line moves. He’s
unproven, inconsistent, and doesn’t have the
complete trust of his coaches. Cebikin is still a
wild puzzle, but there’s an exuberant rawness
about him that screams homerun pick if it all
clicks.

JOHN MARINO opened the year with a lot of
hype only to lose some lustre simply matching
his rookie Premier production. On a losing
team whose flaws were exposed with only 5GF
in 5 playoff games, you can imagine he wasn’t
surrounded by a lot of talent. In fact, his 28PTS
put him 6th in team scoring and only 14 off of
the leader - all sub PPG. On pure talent alone,
he is a strong draft prospect who is athletic,
smart, and skilled in torrents. His stride is
commanding, with end-to-end speed and
mobility to perform all the defensive pivots and
angling towards the play. Pretty vocal at this
stage, he is a leader as assistant captain and can
log very long shifts with good endurance. A
nice point quarterback, his passing is crisp and
hits his teammates in stride, which is usually
set up by his A plus skating ability. That said,
his technique is still young looking as he’s
pigeon toed and has a bit of excess swing to his
stride as he lifts his skates off ice. His shot
needs work as he lacks the patience to
capitalize on the awesome work he does to get
the opportunity by rushing and telegraphing it.
In a process that requires some imagination, it
is hard not to be optimistic about Marino
possessing the three S’s in size, skating, skill.
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G

A
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TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

Regular

32

2

4

6

-2

55

Regular

49

4

24

28

N/A

42

Playoffs

6

0

0

0

-1

2

Playoffs

5

0

2

2

N/A

6

WJAC U19

5

2

1

3

N/A

4

DRAFTBUZZ #133

DRAFTBUZZ #134

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: HV71 (SUPERELIT)

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: PRINCE ALBERT (WHL)

HEIGHT: 6'0.0''

DATE OF BIRTH: 3/14/1997

HEIGHT: 6'2.25''

DATE OF BIRTH: 3/30/1997

WEIGHT: 175 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: JONK/SWEDEN

WEIGHT: 187 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: AB/CANADA

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 3M, 12D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 2M, 27D

ALEXANDER YOUNAN is a game plan black
ace in SuperElit as an offensive defenseman
who can rove and present different looks when
pressing. Not usually given much attention
because his name doesn’t end in –SON, he is
underappreciated as one of the best skilled
defenders from Sweden this year. A hybrid as a
rusher and mover, he can pull off any type of
pass as well as he can step up and slice his way
up ice. A progressive defender who shows an
open mind in creation, his fearlessness with the
puck is one of his best traits. Owning a lively
stride with round to his skating, he is able to
rely on his active stick when defending in
reverse. Because he is gifted with the puck, his
priority is on attacking and he can drift out of
proper defending position in anticipation.
Goals against aren’t scored because of a lack of
hockey sense, he just needs coaching to show
him how to stick to his assignment and use his
explosiveness to accelerate out of the stand.
Younan has the smarts and tools to open up his
offensive notebook a bit more and really
emerge as a relied upon blueliner offensively.

MATTEO GENNARO was 2015’s most
improved hockey player from a statistical point
of view this year. His leading 216% increase in
PPG in his last 1/3 of games revived his draft
stock from inevitable insignificance [6PTS in
first 40GP] to mid round worth [25PTS in last
32GP]. Coming into the year, he was one of the
more known WHL prospects because of his
size, all around game, and 2nd round WHL
Bantam Draft selection. A centerman who is at
his best with a good environment surrounding
him, he got going at the mid year by using his
complete game to impact both ends of the ice.
As someone who always keeps the play in front
of him, he has good instincts and capability on
the puck. Nothing about his skillset is earth
shattering at this point, but he is responsible
and finished the year with visions of a
consistent WHL 2C. Projecting him is fun if
you look at him finishing with 14ES goals with
that horrific start. Add in the SHG, and fact
that he didn’t get much PP time with 1G gives
him mounting upside to add onto his late
season surge. His ceiling doesn’t appear to be
too high, which is the question on him right
now. A forward who will give immediate return
post draft by the data, Gennaro finished really
well, and is a safer prospect than he’s being
viewed as.
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A

PTS
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Regular

34

3

17

20

-9

8

Regular

72

16

15

31

-9

44

Playoffs

6

1

2

3

-5

2

WJC U18

5

0

1

1

-3

4

DRAFTBUZZ #135

DRAFTBUZZ #136

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: CALGARY (WHL)

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: CUSHING (USHS)

HEIGHT: 6'2.5''

DATE OF BIRTH: 3/15/1997

HEIGHT: 6'2.5''

DATE OF BIRTH: 7/9/1997

WEIGHT: 194 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: MINSK/BELARUS

WEIGHT: 200 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: TX/USA

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 3M, 11D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 17Y, 11M, 17D

PAVEL KARNAUKHOV is similar to
teammate Fazleev for being a Euro import
[Belarussian] from the MHL who ended up 8th
in scoring for Calgary as a rookie. Interestingly
enough, his and Kirill Kaprizov's 2013 MHL
numbers were nearly identical, yet the Hitmen
center’s upside is seen as less than the dynamo
playing in the KHL. With a pro ready physique
already, he is a grounded, smooth skater. While
his pickup needs fine tuning, he is a powerful
guy on his skates and can get to tough areas as
a result. Scoring half of his 20 goals on the
power play shows he is already entrusted with
prime opportunity on the man advantage for
the Hitmen. An even split in goals and assists
shows he has equal ability to pass and shoot the
puck, which is confirmed by his unwavering
hockey sense and dual resourcefulness. He is a
guy who you can get behind because he knows
the game and plays a consistent, effective style
of hockey. Karnaukhov could slip on draft day
due to being 'Russian' and not overly exciting,
but that doesn’t diminish how much he is
worth to Calgary.

DAVID COTTON is USA’s number 1 high
school prospect who packed up and left Texas
to forge a Northeast trail in a quest to play for
Boston College in 2016. Property of the
USHL’s Dubuque Fighting Saints, he is a
versatile forward with an unblemished scouting
profile. The kid has size at 6’2.5 and a filled out
frame reporting in at 200lbs, and is a versatile
forward who was a superstar at Cushing this
past year. A right winger who was shifted at
center for key draws, he manhandled the ice
with above average hockey IQ, hands, and
skating ability. A fun player to watch, if he was
on the ice you wanted him to grab the puck and
go, and he often did regardless of the situation.
An exceptional passer who made plays because
of how much better he was than his opposition.
Working pretty hard for a top gun, he showed
bottom line efforts on the puck in tough areas.
Not expected to put on a crazy amount of
weight like some other tall players, his
conditioning [specifically leg drive] and
coordination still have room to iron out. He will
also have to prove he can play his game against
better players as speed increases and space
decreases. USHS kids are exciting for their raw
quotient and lack of exposure to better
competition, and Cotton is no different as an
oversized, overskilled US circuit destroying
teen.
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PTS
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Regular

69

20

22

42

-4

51

Regular

33

27

42

69

N/A

N/A

Playoffs

17

6

5

11

-1

10

DRAFTBUZZ #137

DRAFTBUZZ #138

POSITION: LEFT WING

TEAM: MEDICINE HAT (WHL)

POSITION: LEFT WING

TEAM: VAL-D'OR (QMJHL)

HEIGHT: 6'0.0''

DATE OF BIRTH: 11/24/1995

HEIGHT: 5' 9.5"

DATE OF BIRTH: 12/20/1996

WEIGHT: 199 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: BC/CANADA

WEIGHT: 163 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: QC/CANADA

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 19Y, 7M, 2D

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 6M, 6D

DRYDEN HUNT was DraftBuzz ranked 67th in
2014 with a scouting report that read, ‘gritty,
can skate, differentiating shot and has
something else in him offensively that we
haven’t seen in it’s entirety.’ He was listed as
one of 15 projected breakout players from 50120 in the 2014 final ranking, and breakout he
did. Not much has changed other by way of this
assessment other than earning 13th in WHL
scoring in 2014-2015. He’s a little heavier this
year, putting more zip on his superior shot. His
confidence has skyrocketed, no longer affected
by back-to-back concussions, and he really
owns the offensive zone with no inhibitions.
Though he can score from anywhere in the
offensive zone, he really grew as a proximal
threat to the cage where he had the size to take
abuse, psychology to be okay with it, and hands
to adjust to rebounds or shots that missed and
double up on chances with skilled quickness.
You want your overagers maintaining their
season’s output or increasing slightly because
they’re older, which is the only reason he isn’t
ranked higher. From the first 2/3 to the last 1/3,
he dropped 29% from 1.32PPG to .92PPG.
Hunt deserves to be drafted, plain and simple.

TYPE

GP

G

A

PTS

Regular

71

33

50

Playoffs

10

5

2

ANTHONY RICHARD has played three
seasons in the QMJHL and is a further along
prospect than most. Scoring .76PPG in 94GP as
a rookie last year, he followed that up with an
elite scoring draft year with 113PTS in 83GP. A
pure scorer, he was in the first round range in
terms of percent of team contribution for direct
GF [15%] and PTS [32%]. At his best when he is
on the prowl for opportunity, he is a great
skater who works in bursts and doesn’t run
around the ice showcasing his wheels. This can
make it hard to see how good of a skater he is.
However, when the puck is loose and he has a
chance, he turns on the jets and hits a top end
that is very fast. Along these lines, he likes to
follow the play and cut paths to the puck that
freeze D and give him space to shoot. His shot
is elite, as he showed with a nice ratio of ES
[27], PP [13], SH [3], GWG [4]. A guy who will
need to get by on his offensive skill, he doesn’t
fare well in physical contest. He gets thrown off
the puck easily when he meets contact, and gets
crowded out of making plays because his
opponents have bigger everything and push
him out. Comparably in between the Garland
of last year and this, Richard needs to exert his
offensive skill against contact more before
leaving the Q.

+/-

PIM
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G

A

PTS

+/-

PIM

83

8

50

Regular

66

43

48

91

-9

78

7

-1

6

Playoffs

17

12

10

22

-1

10

SSS

2

1

0

1

2

0

DRAFTBUZZ #139

DRAFTBUZZ #140

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: AK BARS (KHL)

POSITION: DEFENSE

TEAM: USA NTDP (USDP)

HEIGHT: 6'6.0''

DATE OF BIRTH: 2/8/1995

HEIGHT: 6'3.0''

DATE OF BIRTH: 1/1/1997

WEIGHT: 209 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: PENZA/RUSSIA

WEIGHT: 201 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: NY/USA

SHOOTS: LEFT

AGE AT DRAFT: 20Y, 4M, 18D

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 5M, 25D

ZIYAT PAIGIN is a mobile tower on defense
and classic double overage KHL’er who the
NHL will be licking their chops to draft in
June. Classified as mid project, his tools are
less dream and more developed into reality, as
he is fairly swift on his feet and can keep the
puck on his stick. He is not nasty, but a
respectful physical in how he handles his duties
like hitting and dealing with net lurkers. One of
his strengths is gaining/keeping possession
where he utilizes all 6’6 of his frame to fend off
forecheckers. Similarly, he has the rare ability
to engage multiple opponents defensively in
close proximity as he can get his massive frame
on one and reach for the other. With long
reach, you have a defender who can jumpstart
the transition quickly. He owns some puck
moving appeal as he can make a play even if he
is put in a bad position, pointing to some
hidden upside. It is phenomenal to see him
join the rush and think like a smaller puck
mover. One of his weak spots is general
quickness and reaction after he makes a
decision and is slow to react/catch up to the
progressing play. Paigin is still a tall work in
progress hitting a late development trajectory,
leaving scouts to have a lot fun projecting how
rapidly he is improving.

STEVEN
RUGGIERO
hopped
from
Youngstown last year to NTDP U18 this year,
and recently decommitted from Penn State to
set up his NCAA future in Providence College.
This volume of activity in such a short amount
of time adds up to one thing: he improved at an
unexpected rate and is now considered an
intriguing defensive prospect with NHL size
and skating. Night in and night out, he was a
secure bet for U18 to roll out with a simple
style that had layers to it. At first glance, he is a
big body who can move and bang and get the
puck to where it needs to go, though not in a
physically intimidating way. Under the surface
is a kid who can really skate and hold onto the
puck longer than you expect out of a reserved
6’3 guy. Throughout the year, it seemed as if
his movement were directed by an adherence to
role, lack of confidence, or even experience,
since his entries didn’t have plans and his nice
rushes ended up cornered. Since he’s not
explicitly shutdown and a low yielding offensive
D at the moment, he comes with risk. A four
year collegian, Ruggiero has the potential to
put together all of these tools and turn into a
mobile freak of a D that can staple down a
second pairing gig in the pros.
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33

1

1

2

3

2

USHL

25

0

7

Playoffs

2

0

0

0

0

0

USDP

66

1

14

7

16

16

15

N/A

42

SSS

5

0

0

0

0

0

WJC U18

7

0

0

0

4

2

DRAFTBUZZ #141

DRAFTBUZZ #142

POSITION: RIGHT WING

TEAM: SEATTLE (WHL)

HEIGHT: 6' 1.25"

DATE OF BIRTH: 4/8/1997

WEIGHT: 217 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: MB/CANADA

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 2M, 18D

KEEGAN KOLESAR pushes 220 pounds and
showed versatility in use, signifying he took
great strides this season to show he was worthy
of his 20th overall bantam draft selection back
in 2012. Thrust into a role not usually seen by
his type of draft eligible grinding forward, he is
already better than 2014's WHL PF 3rd round
duo of Iverson/Schoenborn. With Barzal out
for extended time, and True getting
international respite, he saw a bump in time
earlier in the year and formed a good two way
tandem with Gropp. He is a load to handle
physically, especially since he has decent
stickhandling and powerful skating for a guy
his size. He can also drive the play if needed,
although he needs to become more flexible
with the puck. At times, his possession of the
puck is hanging on by a thread because he
doesn't have the most natural skill. Making life
miserable for the opposition is easy as he hits
hard, often, and fights. Expect Kolesar to be
NHL coveted in the top half of the draft with
good probability of becoming a beast of a 3rd
line NHL winger.
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G
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Regular

64

19

19

38

-7

85

ANTHONY CIRELLI took his prospect status
from the regular season and multiplied it by 10
over the OHL playoffs. Statistically, he’s still
far from showing he’s NHL caliber, but to the
eye he invented in the spring that intangible
mojo you just can’t quantify on a website stat
column. Whatever praise he earned past April,
the kid got it by using elbow grease and
radiating sweat all over the ice. He’s honest, he
doesn’t have a creative plan to get from A to B,
but he just gets there. If there was one quality
to project some offense out of him, it’s his
passing
and
how
usual
he
makes
unconventional passes. He doesn’t have crazy
playmaking skills, but is always noticeable for
making unique passing scenarios even some
high-end guys don’t think of. You can’t say
enough about his battle, being first to the
boards, always willing to get hit, and driving
and stopping at the net. He’s still very skinny at
a low BMI of 22.4, and needs to iron out his
skating and skill game. Turning on a light bulb
for scouts who may have passed him over in
March, Cirelli is a gamble 10/10 GM’s make if
they care about character.

DRAFTBUZZ #143

DRAFTBUZZ #144

POSITION: CENTER

TEAM: SIOUX FALLS (USHL)

POSITION: LEFT WING

TEAM: QUEBEC (QMJHL)

HEIGHT: 6'0.25''

DATE OF BIRTH: 12/20/1996

HEIGHT: 5'9.5''

DATE OF BIRTH: 10/5/1995

WEIGHT: 173 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: MI/USA

WEIGHT: 144 LBS

BIRTHPLACE: OMSK/RUSSIA

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 18Y, 6M, 6D

SHOOTS: RIGHT

AGE AT DRAFT: 19Y, 8M, 21D

COOPER MARODY blew up after a trade from
Muskegon to Sioux Falls, registering 100%
increase in PPG over a significant amount of
games at that. The Michigan born, Wolverine
recruit formed a Yin and Yang tandem with
2016 sensation Keiffer Bellows. A more mellow,
cerebral player than his sparks flying teammate
Bellows, he is just a good hockey player who
plays the game with his mind and soft hands.
His playmaking is what makes him go [11/12
playoff PTS were assists], as he can stickhandle
very well and set the play up with advanced
vision and patience. He is well-rounded skater
who lacks top end, and plays with a slow pace.
He’s not an overwhelming off the puck
presence, but does battle, gets in there, and
comes away with pucks because of his hands.
His 74% of PTS at ES was the highest of USHL
players with the highest PPG not including
NTDP. Marody needs to pick up his overall
quickness to progress as an NHL prospect, but
the idea of success at Michigan makes things
interesting.

VLADIMIR TKACHEV was DraftBuzz ranked
#87 in the final rank for the 2014 NHL Draft
after defecting to Moncton and finishing the
season very strong with multiple highlights
[SSS, GPG playoffs]. Of course, with size and
nationality concerns, he went undrafted, but
that didn’t stop him from attending Oilers
camp, earning a contract, and having it rejected
to put him back eligible for 2015. Now showing
in the Memorial Cup why you shouldn’t take
the risk of passing up players in the draft to
sign them later on, he is controlling the play
with speed, elusiveness, and premium hands.
Building on last year’s effort of playing with
edge, he has shown he’s not afraid to travel in
between checks to make a play. His hands are
filthy, making these small puck movements that
ultimately leave his opponent picking his pants
up and behind the play. He’s a fast skater who
doesn’t always show his speed, opting to
employ a lot of shifts in pace and moving
alignments to beat defensemen. His passing is
top notch, his scoring is proven, he’s just
frightening electricity in a small bolt. Growing
a half inch and putting on 3 lbs in a year
according to CSS latest rankings unfortunately
puts him in Gaudreau’s still puny soaking wet
category. Because the risk of flight back is less a
year later and still in the Q, Tkachev has more
value a little bigger and more NA tested.
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Regular

52

22

36

58

1

32

Regular

46

16

33

49

9

26

Playoffs

12

1

11

12

6

10

Playoffs

21

6

10

16

8

11

Mem Cup

5

0

3

3

-1

0

DRAFTBUZZ #145

DRAFTBUZZ #146

ANDREW NIELSEN had a very good rookie
season stepping up as the Hurricanes number 2
option from the D corps. Likely misunderstood
because of his PTS and physique, he is a wellsized offensive blueliner who likes to play
physical [101PIMS] and will even throw down
[5 fights]. He took on all types of responsibility
as a result of having a very good stick and nice
attacking instincts. His passing is sharp and
quick, which is something that especially
stands out on the PP point. He has good vision
while in possession, and is more of a puck
mover than rusher. His skating is average, with
his footwork being a high priority to work on.
Defensively, he needs to tone down his interest
in joining the attack as he has a tendency to
prematurely bail on plays that aren’t exiting. He
also gets overwhelmed by forwards who can
close on him and fluster him as he doesn’t have
the quickness to escape just yet. His high PIM’s
are a result of a lot of physicality based minors
and obstruction penalties [speed related] – the
latter need to be minimized at the very least.
Nielsen is bound to be on some NHL brass’
wishlist for an offensively noticeable skillset
that will be leaned on heavily by his team in
2015.

RADOVAN BONDRA suited up for two
different teams with no more than 17GP for
each, making it obvious the more he got under
his belt the more his game evolved. A massive
winger whose game is part intellect and skill,
he showed to be an aggressive forechecker at
the WJC carving a PK role out for himself and
excelling. He showed veteran details on the PK
with good reads on the opponents transition in
open ice and stacking himself for blocked shots
in his own zone. Transitioning to the U18 in
April allowed him to show off his
underdeveloped top 6 talent and impact with a
larger role. As an average skater with heavy feet
missing fluidity, he showed more powerful
strides at the U18. His unity of skating and
stickhandling on the go hints of more upside.
Bondra is an intriguing finesse giant who could
turn out to be a load to handle when he’s fully
filled out and NHL instructed.

DRAFTBUZZ #147

DRAFTBUZZ #148

STEPHEN DESROCHER is an overage
defenseman who is just starting to cash in on a
unique combination of shutdown with
offensive punch. A wide stance, strapping
skater, he gives off an all-encompassing feel on
the ice with an impressive physique that is
coming together with age. Last year as a bottom
option for the Gens, he really wasn’t an
inspiring draft option 10lbs lighter with shallow
OHL production. Fast forward to this year, and
he really came on in the second half showing
more oomph in all parts of his game. He
doesn’t try to be a hero and wow fans, instead
sticking to his assignments and attempting to
support the offense with smart decisions. He
defends really well in reverse, and enjoys
stepping into forwards on the attack. His
transition passing is simple and effective, and
he has developed a timely, accurate shot on the
point. Every successive OHL bit of action
(rookie regular to rookie playoff to 2014-2015
regular to current playoff) has seen marked
increases in PPG, and still sharply improving.
As an older draft eligible who is still learning to
exploit his changing body, Desrocher is worth a
shot to see if he can continue on his upcurve.

LUKAS JASEK plays a style built on chance as
much as it is on skill so it was not a surprise to
see him endure erratic highs and lows over the
course of his season. With a low BMI of 22.7,
he is a late August birthday making his 27GP
with Czech’s HC Trinec a nice resume builder
even though he wasn’t a scoring factor. A
prolific Czech junior scorer, he tested out
Sweden’s circuit for a year last year and came
back to play against men. With an energetic
stride that can hit top speed quickly, he is a
threat when he has the desire to test the D with
the puck, which didn’t happen enough for the
amount of pure skill. He prefers to stay on the
periphery and strike with a great shot and
ability to dictate the play with crisp, opponent
beating passes. This makes it easy to
understand why his tournament PPG declined
from 1.4 [Hlinka] to 1 [5 Nations] to 0 [U18].
The zero is disturbing because the Czech’s
needed the secondary scoring and he couldn’t
step up at the U18. Jasek is shielded by his
youth and boys body, which tames the natural
instinct to be critical of a soft, inconsistent,
perimeter scorer.

DRAFTBUZZ #149

DRAFTBUZZ #150

GUSTAV BOURAMMAN is the epitome of a
puck-moving project whose spotty package has
kept him in the shadows of draft hype. Blessed
with razor sharp agility and footwork that
doesn’t stop no matter how fast his hands are
working, he uses this asset primarily to save
himself from getting crushed. He can stop on
dime, and enact knife like cut backs letting him
exhaust as much time before the checker
arrives to snap his pass. A good skater, he is not
strong on his skates and is pretty light for being
listed at 184. He is the type of smallish
defenseman you hold your breath when he’s
going to get checked. Considering the success
SSM had [342 GF], his team adjusted
contributions show his 44PTS may be
attributed to inflation. Not much of a shooting
threat, his passing and feet are his bread and
butter. Quite erratic at times, he dealt with
brain cramps and rushed plays that he needs to
solve next year. High risk, moderate reward as a
slick puckmover, Bouramman is a bottom half
of the draft type of debated pick he could erupt
with high profile departures.

CAMERON ASKEW is the rugged American
everyone wants to confirm isn’t good as made
out to be when chosen 11th in the QMJHL
Draft, but secretly knows he is still on a good
development path. Big guys take time, and he is
no different. In fact, he has been a ‘big’ who
has shown flashes of having the gumption to
pull off moves usually only small men create.
His hands are crafty, but the skill plays
sporadic, and need to be boosted with
confidence and more time with the puck. The
former Cushing Academy forward increased his
PPG 209% from last year to this year [.22 to .68],
and improved his PPG rate in the last 1/3 of the
season by 20% as well. His playoffs were a
glitch with only 3PTS in 16GP and exist as the
one data point that doesn’t quite add up,
especially because his game is tailored for the
postseason. Always getting from point A to
point B, his skating is good enough to keep him
around the play, but will need to add
dimension all the way around in terms of
coordination, acceleration, and top end. He is
physical and flexible playing both center and
wing. A useful power forward, there is no part
of the ice that he can’t work in. Askew plays
hard and still has some offensive growth in
him, giving him a bit more upside than the
comparable Adam Musil.

DRAFTBUZZ #151

DRAFTBUZZ #152

ROY RADKE didn’t have the OHL season
planned as an American product from the
revered Shattuck program. Going half periods
of play without touching the ice, you simply
can’t value him on his frightening rookie
season of 18PTS. He’s much more skilled and
effective than that. A good overall skater, his
most prominent qualities are the power he
gains in his stride and strangely quick feet.
Despite the stats, he is an offensive zone champ
with creative direction changes that help him
maintain control of the puck. With stoic hands
and feet, his mind for where to take the play
charges his game rather than explosiveness.
He’s a heavyweight in terms of puck protection
and defensive matchup. A clear demonstration
of diminished utilization can be seen in his
fluctuation in output from first 2/3 [.35PPG] to
last 1/3 [.14PPG] and then playoff increase back
up to .44PPG with 4 playoff goals. With
Blandisi and Hooey graduating, he will need to
step up, produce more, and get past always
feeling pressure to make an impact in limited
time. Barrie missed the boat in exploiting
Radke, who is the quintessential, unproven
power forward projection.

ZACH OSBURN was picked up 6th overall by
Chicago in the Indiana Ice dispersal draft and
spent the season staying under the radar with
output that doesn’t match his skillset. A
differentiating defenseman who didn’t get
nearly enough PT to let loose, he has a set of
wheels and hands that make him an exciting
USHL Vince Dunn. With speed to burn, he has
great agility, power, and acceleration that
launch him in the transition game. His hands
are very good, and allow him access to weave,
turn, and change direction all with the puck on
a string. He can attack, regroup, and attack
again if he wants to – he’s that dynamic. With 3
multi point games [out of 16PTS], he
demonstrated the offensive burst he possesses,
but hasn’t grasped yet consistently. His size
isn’t an issue at 5’11 in contact, but he fought
through some passiveness defensively as he
would allow his bigger partner to chase and he
would sit back. As he presses, he tends to get
tunnel vision and doesn’t create for others as
much as he can leading him to hold on to the
puck for too long. With through the roof
potential, Osburn will get a start on actualizing
his hidden offensive gifts at Michigan State U.
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LUCAS CARLSSON may as well have had 5
different names for the amount of variability he
showed in his game this year. A July DOB, he’s
a young D experiencing growing pains and
showing
differentiating
offensive
skills
sporadically. Even with the assessment that his
game seems to be all over the place, there is
something to be said about throwing this kid
amongst other high profile Swedish D’s and
seeing him struggle not because of skill, but
because he’s likely told they’re better.
Consistent as a modest scoring D in SuperElit
[.43PPG], he played in 16 SHL games with
Brynas more setting their eyes on molding him
for the future. He has edge and has great body
language with the puck as a capable offensive
defenseman. His skating shows fluidity, as he’s
agile especially with the puck, but overall is
slow, dull, and lacks any type of pickup and
speed. A little more explosiveness would have
completely changed things as far as his top end.
Part of being all over the place is he gets
himself into poor situations, but it’s almost as if
he’s not quick enough to execute them, not
because he makes poor decisions. Mistimed
hits, closed off rushes, and chased down passes
are plays gone wrong because of it. Carlsson
has offensive ability he hasn’t figured out how
to harness in the least making him high risk,
high reward.
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DMITRI YUDIN is a skilled defender with a
diverse shot collection that comes with insane
power. His point shot sticks out immediately as
it is heavy and scary for anyone he’s winding up
in front of. Amassing some points at the KHL
level over a full season is a testament to his
heady puck moving mannerisms. He is the
perfect point man for his agility with the puck,
crisp passing, and bomb of a shot. He has good
coordination and can hold the line while using
his feet to stop pucks or corral them to his
stick. Even though he is 185lbs and soon to be
20, he is light on his skates and gets thrown
around easily. This doesn’t stop him from
attempting to hit, however. Defensively, if he
can’t beat opponents to the puck, he needs to
rely on his stick work to jolt possession as he
lacks strength. He is not the most inspiring
backwards skater leaving some doubt as to how
steady of a defender he is. With a pretty poor
MHL draft year, Yudin seems to be reinventing
himself as an offensive tilted defenseman now
keeping up in the KHL.
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ARTEM ARTEMOV owns top 2 line ability
that may have been suppressed by both his
effort level and environment this season. What
is undoubtedly true is his draft stock would
have been better had he stayed with the
Chicago Steel where he would have built on his
pre draft year .59PPG. It just doesn’t add up
that a kid who did well in the USHL as an
underage, may now not even be a consideration
for some. He has very smooth stickhandling
and patience with the puck, pointing to a guy
who will be able to lead an offense with age.
His skating, while coordinated and smooth, is
average as it is heavy and lacking explosiveness.
Now, shifting with Blake Clarke is a buzzkill,
but the Russian import could have done better
with more effort. He had a whole year to take
leadership on a team kept afloat by small select
few and didn't. With a ton of skill and a
willingness to check, he always teetered on the
edge of taking over. He showed ineffectiveness
off the puck and distance in terms of competing
for it. Artemov is a thick mid rounder with very
slick hands who needs to become more
competitive to realize his talent.

JOHN DAHLSTROM is an unheralded pure
goal scorer who doesn’t need limelight to be a
difference maker for his team. With 16G in his
last 17GP, he outpaced higher ranked Swedish
forwards like Filip Ahl and was one of the
SuperElit’s most profilic 2015’s. A cloaked
threat who heats up when he steps into the
offensive zone, he doesn’t hide the fact that he
wants the puck on his stick. An ordinary skater
overall who needs to improve his first few
strides, he gets faster when the puck is on the
stick and he’s intent on creating a scoring
chance. One aspect of his skating that is a plus
is his footwork in possession, which is really
quick as in one stride he can close a lot of
distance if he’s attacking the net giving D no
time to react. He is gritty and often takes
physical, direct routes to the puck that catch
opponents off guard. He is a sneaky
forechecker with a great stick lift success rate.
He can be a bit behind the scenes and glide
around, but that’s just who he is and what
makes him a special sniper. If you pick up his
pace and make him chase you will strip him of
his ability to use his instincts. Dahlstrom is a
one-dimensional forward who may just have
enough of that dimension to make it.
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JACK SADEK has a pristine history as a
Minnesota bred defenseman with offensive
flair. Visibility has been low on this player thus
far with no major showcases, tournaments, and
just USHS action, but he is a 2015 U of
Minnesota recruit who will have the time and
resources to develop at the NCAA level. A wellrounded defender with size and skating ability,
he is a general in the offensive zone with an
ability to step up and take the right shot with
pressure in his face. He has highlight reel
ability in him, both with a head of steam
behind him on a rush or at a standstill. He has
shown an ability to rush the puck on his own
and deke successfully. All signs point to him
having raw intrigue to become a very good
offensive blueliner with a two-way conscience
at higher levels. Though his exact PT total from
last year to this year may concern some, his
2015 draft teammate Jack McNeely saw the
same happen to him, so it is likely a team effect
at the HS level and not indicative of stagnating
development. Sadek may lack sufficient
experience compared to other draft eligibles,
but that won’t stop a team from gambling on
his eye catching high school exploits.

MARCUS VELA is a 2nd year BCHL’er who
received good exposure at the WJAC
tournament in December as a big and solid
centerman. Quite skilled, he has above average
hands and ideas on how to move the puck. He’s
naturally gifted, and takes to the ice with an air
of confidence in himself. His skating is very
smooth, and effortless, but he makes it hard to
decipher if he’s lacking in top end or just
doesn’t want to reach his. He’s a very lax player
overall, who missed the self-starter gene of
wanting to step things up. He gets work in all
situations, and is a great shot blocker along
with using some other tricks and details, but
it’s hard to classify a guy like him as defensive.
He looks like he never forechecked a shift in
his life. Sometimes you think he’s in his own
world, and expects things to go according to
script, putting him at a disadvantage if they
don’t. Still with 46PTS in 50GP, and more than
doubling his output last year says he has
upside. You want the puck on his stick, and he
isn’t afraid to try different avenues in the
offensive zone. As long as he can be coached to
play with more pace and skate – do everything
harder - Vela’s natural talent will be too hard to
pass up at some point in this draft.
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CHRISTIAN JAROS is a ’96 born overager
who spent his time this year showing different
looks as a defender at different stages of
competition. The WJC player we saw was a
physical competitor with heavy open ice
hitting, boardwork, and sacrificed his body on
blocked shots. He was a commanding defender
near the net RE loose pucks and used a combo
of hard bodying with strong, steel handed stick
work. These are the elements that earned him
25 SHL GP. The SuperElit defender had 8PTS
in 10GP in his last 1/3 of GP, which was in
stark contrast to his 4PTS in 13GP in the first
2/3. After the WJC, he was energized to
become a two way defender who was hell bent
on proving offensive capability. There were
consecutive shifts this kid would rush the puck
like a mad man and stay deep in front of the
net, waiting for something to come his way. On
the point, he received passes with ease and
gave them with a hint of crispness. His skating
and processing have holes, notably first step
acceleration/quickness and puck decisions. He
has to clean up because this has a ripple effect
where he ends up taking poor penalties.
Nowhere near perfect and still behind the 8 ball
a bit, Jaros has a decent chance of getting
selected this year being visible at the right
moments.

LOIK LEVEILLE simply did not get enough
recognition for the year he had. The #4 scoring
defenseman in the QMJHL [54PTS in 68GP],
he kept pace with Alex Carrier and beat
Thomas Chabot in PPG production. Bringing a
physical, two way, competent game to the rink,
he is as good along the boards as he is in open
ice. A 50/50 passer, he really stands out with
intercepts that he loves to turn into zone exits
and neutral zone rushes. He loves to travel the
offensive zone, and usually gets to do so from
his zone entries. He also has shown to initiate
from the point if he sees a chance. He has a
firm grip on the puck, with good stickhandling
and navigation. At 5’11.5 223, his height is
average and weight more than enough, with
him potentially even needing to lose some
pounds. His skating is powered by legs that
don’t stop moving when he sees a chance,
rather than having notable technique or speed.
His 360 transitions from positions need
improvement, as his feet aren’t quick or
explosive enough to get back into tough plays.
His conditioning suffers because of his weight,
which magnifies his overall loss quickness with
fatigue. Leveille could have a massive draft
range as a top producing eligible who may be
seen as not having the tools of one.
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COLTON WHITE is a coach’s dream with a
structural devotion to system and fitting in.
With the mega talents around him such as
Nurse and DeAngelo, he saw a draft year of
paying dues and buying into the team concept
with a simple game. A good skating defensive
tilted defenseman, he takes a protective stance
towards his own zone and anticipatory lean for
transition. He likes to ready himself in case he
can make a quick jump on moving it out of his
zone, and even though he isn’t a natural, he
does like to sprinkle in some pressing attacks.
He’s willing to sacrifice his body in his own
zone, and has very good stick work. He keeps
his head up and tries his best to arrange proper
positioning as quickly as possible to pounce
and make his stands. For a guy not expected to
contribute much, he has good overall ability
and instinct that may emerge with graduation
of NHL talent ahead of him. A reliable bottom
pairing guy, White has the makeup to take a
deserving step forward and grab hold of a
bigger role with a safe and patient personality.

MATT LUFF is like your initial rough draft on a
napkin for that long project you are not sure
will ever materialize. A jack of all trades but
master of none, he stands out for executing
fundamental hockey basics that get lost in the
grandeur of prospect hyping. He has seen
action in all situations, and made a good
impression for his stickwork on both the
penalty kill and power play. He routinely gets
his stick on shots while killing penalties and
loves to park in front of the net connecting on
some tips and redirects. His vision of the ice is
okay, as are his offensive skills. His passing can
be rushed, and he is not the most comfortable
transporting the puck. A hard gauge on what
he will look like in the future, Luff will gain
interest because he is nowhere near a finished
product still pulling his budding skills together.
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CHRISTOPHER MASTOMAKI flew under the
radar as a very productive centerman with NHL
tools this past year. As Vasteras’ assistant
captain, he put up over a PPG playing a big
brother role down the middle where he
provided stability and comfort to his wingers.
With long strides that beam power, he isn’t
quick per say, but gets good cumulative speed
over the span of his accelerating strides. He
really covers a lot of ice with his wingspan and
pivoting legs, aiding him in his two way style.
He is a good hawk on the play in front of him,
always moving his legs and staying aware of the
play. Because of his reach and anticipation, he
was able to break up plays with his stick a good
amount. Interestingly enough, his pass
reception can improve as he is not the most
natural with the puck. He isn’t a top liner by
skill alone, but produced really well because of
his overall hockey athleticism and can hang in
an offensive role. A dead ringer for a further
along Christopher Ehn [2014 NHL Draft pick of
Detroit’s], Mastomaki is an unpretentious, get
the job done type with an overall skillset that
will take to higher levels of play.

KAMERON KIELLY is the type of rugged pivot
you can just set at third line center and walk
away knowing he will bring a playoff style down
the middle for you. Before the sexy import
Chlapik arrived, he had a good rep as a former
1st round utility pick who found his way back to
his hometown of Charlottetown. With 3 full
QMJHL seasons under his belt already, and
still steadily – not rapidly – improving, his
physical, two way brand of hockey is attractive.
His agility and quickness needs improvement,
which is visible when he can’t create separation
from the opposition on the attack. Though his
offensive skillset isn’t mind-blowing and he
isn’t expected to develop it out of nowhere, he
finds hard to describe ways to hang with
offensive players and produce. He isn’t flashy,
but he’ll fight (literally) for his team and earns
his letter. Kielly isn’t the most exciting
projection, but he may be the right one as a guy
who for no friggen reason wreaks of NHL.
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VEINI VEHVILAINEN had the tournament of
a lifetime backstopping Team Finland to silver
at the U18 with flair and resolve. Showing that
previous short events gave a clouded view [his
Hlinka and 5 Nations were average], he amped
up his game after a good finish to his Mestis
season and was the top goaltender by volume at
the U18. A decent sized, stockier goalie, he was
possessed and shut down teams dramatically
one after the other. Peppered, he found a way
to make the most ridiculous saves: by the
toenails, on his back, stretching out with his
glove. Not really all that technical, he’s compact
and does well absorbing shots and reducing
rebounds. Because he’s a little smaller than
desired, he has to constantly look above and
around traffic to get sightlines and uses more
push offs that are shorter to slide across the
crease when down. Carrying some risk if you
like your goalies above 6’1, Vehvilainen is an
attractive highlight reeler with a great resume.

NICK BOKA was a week away from being
eligible for next year’s draft meaning just like
Terry he played his entire draft year at no older
than 17 years old and 8 months [some play the
entire year at 18 years minimum]. At one point
looking like he could challenge for best
complete defenseman last year after Hanifin
and Werenski, his past season was a solid,
unspectacular contrast to expectations centered
on dynamic tools. Hard to say he was a
disappointment, it is possible his youth kept
him restricted from fully realizing his package
in 2014-2015. A physical, two-way blueliner, he
had moments where he showed puck rushing
spirit and a direct line to the net not really seen
in an O blunted guy like himself. A defender
you could always count on to keep forwards
honest, and retrieve the puck with strength, he
spent the year flashing glimpses around
regulated play. Certainly a bit of a faller, Boka’s
DOB keeps him in the long term picture on
hopes that he can distinguish himself on skill
more.
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MASON BERGH is a double overage USHL
forward leader from hockey factory Eden
Prairie in Minnesota. Not being much of a
USHL factor last year in his first overage year is
the reason he’s still available. PPG’ing and
leading the Steel as a very lanky body type is
the reason he has resurrected draft hope and is
now in consideration for the 2015 NHL Draft.
Not really an expressive, forceful type, he
prefers to operate in bursts when he gets the
puck and uses surveillance and positioning
when he doesn’t. He has good scoring instincts
and blending ability in the offensive zone. Still
listed at only 161 pounds, Bergh could just be
one of those slow cooking players who gets
better surrounded with more focused and
prepared staff (USHL/NCAA). Already 20,
Bergh is still nowhere near a serious prospect
as he doesn’t have the dominant qualities an
older player should, but the growth he had in
his game this year along with his upcoming
Colorado College pedigree makes him a worthy
late shot in the dark.

DAMIEN RIAT has found a way to make
himself relevant despite dealing with a subpar
2014-2105 team environment in SuperElit. A
nomadic kid, he spent his minor hockey
traversing Switzerland, Saskatchewan, and now
Sweden, showing dedication on his journey to
the NHL Draft. Playing for Team Switzerland
in major tournaments was a blessing
statistically for him as he had played his entire
year for a poor Malmo Redhawks team that
scored 87G in 45GP [SuperElit range was 130200GF]. A physical, biting forward, he is a jack
of all tools and master of none. He is a linear,
N-S, grinder whose offensive upside has shown
well at events [5PTS in 7GP at U18], but
remains in question and is not clear. Close
stylistically to 2014 2nd rounder Noah Rod, he is
a little smaller and a bit less impactful. He can
make plays on the puck, but more often than
not leaves some on the ice in terms of
completion of skill efforts. He competes hard
on the puck, crashes the net and the boards,
and has room to become softer in his skills.
Riat is one of those forwards will always find a
role because he has a championship winning
attitude.
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KEONI TEIXEIRA was drafted 26th overall by
Portland out of LA after an incredible minor
hockey season of 82PTS in 67GP. Now with 42
career PTS at the WHL level thus far in 136GP,
he’s not magically going to Tyson Barrie the
league anytime soon, but it is good to know he
has more in him if put in the right scenario. A
quarter inch shy of 6’ and plus 200, he is strong
on his skates and had no issue playing with
physical edge this year. A beefy guy, you don’t
expect him to have the skating fluidity and
smooth edge to his pickup that he has. He’s
capable all around, playing a smart baseline
game that has fit his low expectation role. With
an underwhelming statline, the most notable
accomplishment is his 8/8 goals at ES. With no
special teams scoring, he has a chance to add
serious totals provided the team dynamic shifts.
Even with his weak output, he was the third
highest scoring Winterhawk D with Vivieros
[43] and Henry [40] highlighting a favorable
point that the offensive responsibility is heavily
slanted towards their forwards [4 over 71PTS
up to 118]. No guarantee to add offensive
power, especially with Caleb Jones joining in
2015, Texeira may take the long route to
becoming a serious prospect.

CALLAHAN BURKE is a typical Notre Dame
recruit for his all around, gritty game that has
some question as to if he has enough offensive
skill. With 40PTS in 60GP, he scored 80% at
ES across the board in terms of goals, assists,
and total points. Equipped with just decent size
at 5’11, his speed and shot are his biggest skill
traits that really come alive on fast breaks. He’s
not outlandish, or physically expressive, but
you can see the fire he plays with as some of
the plays he makes are determined efforts that
are not common to see. He is a true heart and
soul forward. With minimal PP exposure
[5PTS], his 2 shorthanded goals and 1 assist are
indicative of a kid that will work his ass off to
contribute. He is a team-oriented player who
takes care of the puck and his assignments and
gives all that he has. He plays pretty linearly, so
there are some concerns if he can handle an
offensive load against higher competition.
Don’t expect Burke to become an overnight top
liner, but do expect him to translate a high
percentage of the PTS he gets to each level he
graduates to.
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VILI SAARIJARVI had a U18 performance
that cut right through the Swiss Alps and hit
presses in NA with thrill as a potential sleeping
giant. A very unique case of tournament
production [3G, 6A in 7GP at U18] not
matching his regular season’s [23PTS in 57GP]
in the USHL, scouts are debating which is a
more accurate line of measure. Going for a
PPG at Hlinka as well as .70PPG in his pre
draft year in Jr. A back in Finland adds
increasing evidence that maybe, just maybe, the
USHL isn’t the league for more offensive skill
guys to shine. He’s a small but decently filled
out [23.8 BMI] D who can flex as both a speedy
puck rusher and a tactical puck mover. His
skating is visually pleasing displaying all of the
ingredients of a great skater. His legs pop off
the ice with sharp movement and response, and
he looks very fluid in reverse. He may lack
some strength and power to his stride, but that
will come with age. He has a very good shot
that he wasn’t able to actualize much with a
shooting percentage of less than 6%. Though a
good passer in control, he did have some
difficulty hitting tape under pressure or in
quick action sequences. With signs pointing to
him heading to Karpat [Liiga] next year, he will
be getting a quicker introduction to pro hockey
than most D his age and should do well.

TATE OLSON is a tall and lanky raw defender
who has a promising offensive look to him that
he has barely tapped into. With second half
deals to bring in veteran defensemen Josh
Connolly and Tomas Andrlik, he fought a bit
more than you would like for PT just to make
an impression. This is seen in his 48% decrease
in production in the last 1/3 of the season.
Wanting to make an impact, he likes to rove
and push the play wherever he can. He has no
problem stepping up on a play in the neutral or
offensive zone, and can rush the puck from his
own end. He is naturally athletic and looks
powerful, though he needs to work on his
skating, as it is rough around the edges. In his
own zone, he has shown a high efficiency rate
at moving the puck to his partner cleanly and
springing his wings though his handle is
choppy. With intriguing physical tools and
point manning, Olsen will likely see slow
growth statistically until he gets more rope.
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GARRETT MCFADDEN had a pale draft year
season for most compared to the expectations
that come as an OHL First Round Priority
Selection [12th overall]. Not all his fault, he
fought with some odd lineup preferences that
threw him to the last pairing. He is a clever
defenseman who thrives on dotting his T’s and
crossing his I’s on both sides of the puck. He’s
sub 6’, and not pretty to watch go, but has
impressive showings that seriously trump his
output. His skating is above average because he
relishes making an impact and traveling for a
play, and just keeps his legs pumping. He
makes good reads for intercepts, and there isn’t
a pass he can’t make. If you look at his playoff
production [6PTS in 9GP], and factor in Zac
Leslie graduating and Phil Baltisberger leaving,
he will be taking prime ice and giving us way
more to talk about than 18PTS. McFadden
won’t be a draft priority as a small D with poor
production, but has upside in a changing
playing environment for 2015.

MATT SCHMALZ is a ’96 overage behemoth
who took a big step forward quintupling his last
season’s output. Better to arrive late than never
at all, he showed the skills that everyone looked
for out of him last year. Adjusting and taking to
OHL play, he is a massive winger who keeps an
eye on starting the rush from his own zone, and
has the skill to do so. His stickhandling is very
good for a player of his size, as is his skating
ability. An intimidating forward as he pushes
the play into the offensive zone, he can drive
wide and fend off defenders with his reach.
With 14% of Sudbury’s goals coming off his
stick, he showed well as one of the CHL’s top
goal scorers in this regard. Less intense in the
defensive zone, he spaces out a bit and misses
out on playing the puck hard. At his size he
should be dominating plays that come near him
and he doesn’t. Schmalz has more natural skill
than last year’s darling Hunter Smith, making
him
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SAMUEL DOVE-MCFALLS took an influential
role this year as assistant captain of a young
STJ squad showing his wisdom as a player.
Earning the AC off of a 10PT rookie season
shows the coaching staff really wanted him in
this position and thought he was a great fit.
Responding by playing critical minutes as a
shutdown two-way centerman, he improved his
PPG by 174%. Because the entire team was
under a PPG, he has room to grow offensively
and has above average skill for the responsible
leader tag he earns. Some of his goals were real
snipes and assists were slick, pointing to
offense that may come down the line. He draws
check marks for all of the details such as
faceoffs [54%], rugged [3 fights], and difficult to
play against [+12]. The only clear problem is the
crowd of 2015’s everyone else wants to hype
more than him. Dove-McFalls is a warrior with
NHL size already who has the personality and
mannerisms to take developing his game
seriously.

BRAYDEN BURKE missed time with a lower
body injury before being traded by Red Deer to
Lethbridge and settling in as a once overlooked
prospect to watch for the 2015 NHL Draft.
After playing only one game with Red Deer, he
took a few weeks to acclimate in his new home
with the Hurricanes, before emerging as a top 6
skilled forward who made a great tandem with
2015 Giorgio Estephan. Scoring only 1PT in his
first 7 games of the season, he went on a tear
after January to score 33PTS in 35GP. He is a
vision-centered player who has the smarts and
hands to take to being a centerman as well.
With great eye-stick-skate coordination, he can
carry the puck and execute high-end plays in
the offensive zone. A pronounced passer, the
Hurricanes were modest in exploiting his PP
ability as he usually took to the 2nd unit.
Anywhere on the ice, he can find his
teammates with accuracy through high traffic.
He has the instincts and hands to shoot more
and score, which is something that should
improve next year. Listed at a very light weight,
he doesn’t chase physical situations, but isn’t
affected by size as he sticks through making his
play. Burke has the potential to round out into
mixed playmaking threat next year as he gains
more time with the young, climbing
Hurricanes.
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VYACHESLAV LESCHENKO is a high flying,
ask questions later type of gritty double overage
winger. A high-energy forward on the attack,
he boasts acceleration and speed that can really
open up the ice in an instant. With a tenacious
spirit, his effectiveness comes from beating
opponents to the puck first and having enough
skill to set up his teammates. He is great at
shielding the puck and employing quick cuts to
shake defenders. If he doesn’t have the puck,
he takes a straight line to it ready to sacrifice
his body to get possession. With KHL action
under his belt, he is a draft candidate for
having decent skill, with great skating, and
threshold for contact. Off the puck, he will
need to take a more detailed approach to
defensive systems. He has shown mixed, loose
play when it comes to being available for outs
and assisting the defensive stand. Leschenko is
a favorite who may not get drafted at all, but
has developed into a reputable international
prospect despite the fact.

BRENNAN MENELL is a Minnesota kid who
tried out for the Vancouver Giants as a free
agent invitee and hasn’t looked out of place.
For an offensively starved team [lowest GF at
189], he has provided a semblance of a future as
a skilled player that will help carry the torch
with Tyler Benson in the coming years. A
rookie who placed 3rd on the team in scoring
[21PTS in 57GP], he was able to get his feet
underneath him and show precision as a puck
mover with smooth skating. His stickhandling
and hands are pure and elicit visions of putting
up scary points with experience. A smart kid,
he picks the right decisions on the puck and
takes care of it even though he has the skill to
go off script. He’s not big, and opts to get after
opponents with his stick if he can rather than
distract himself with rough stuff. That said, he
will not hesitate to step into a forward his size
to stop him and will not shy away from the
boards no matter who’s in on him. With no
transition from HPHL U16 play with CYA, this
year was a stepping stone year for Menell who
may light up scoreboard in 2015 as long as his
supporting cast develops as well.
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YEGOR RYKOV is a minute muncher similar
to Gavrikov who may go undrafted even though
he is a fundamentally sound hockey player.
First standing out at last year’s U17, it was clear
he was Russia’s top defensive prospect
replacing the more hyped Platonov. In the last
year and a half, he has exponentially grown his
leadership qualities taking the A in MHL play
and C at the U18 for Team Russia. Collected,
unshakable you have confidence in him every
time he’s near the puck. He has a great
assortment of qualities that allows him to lead
by example, skate with substance, and not feel
the need to be showy. He leans on his passing
in all three zones, and is the perfect point man
for his footwork and mobility. He shines on the
line as the type of skater who can pick up speed
with basic footwork without trying. A neutered
threat, he’ll step up and pinch to keep the
attack going, but always keeps gas in the tank to
retreat. At .50PPG and consistent during all
parts of the year, he needs to develop his PP
ability to add dimension to his simple game.
Rykov is a battle tested whose Russian
nationality and penchant for safety may hurt
him short term, but if he wants to reach the
NHL he’ll get there in time.

HENRIK TORNQVIST went undrafted last
year after having a subpar SuperElit season and
WJC U18 that hinted towards him breaking
out. A year later, he has 59 SHL games under
his belt and SuperElit action demonstrating
mastery. About 3 weeks shy of being draft
eligible for 2015, he’s one of the youngest, most
experienced overagers. Blessed with great
speed, he has a workman like attitude and
exhibition. His strides are short and choppy,
but manifest as fantastic top end. Because of
this, he is a forward who can exert himself in
both zones. He has a good shot as evidenced by
5G in 5GP in the playoffs for Linkoping J20. A
good in between the checks guy, it is no
surprise why he was able to shift with men as
he can manage oncoming traffic well. His
hands are likely as is, and will never win
awards, but as long as he can keep the flow
moving with short, smart passes he will excel in
NA. Tornqvist will not even be 19 yet at the
draft, and is a great pickup for his speed, effort,
and resume.
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JESPER LINDGREN’s draft year nose-dived
after an extremely impressive first half that had
him rocketing to the first round on some lists.
With 24PTS in his first 23GP, he only amassed
9PTS in his last 16GP. More important than his
statistical drop was the concurrent drop in play.
He was buried at the 5 Nations tournament
looking like a soft, decent handling, average
puck mover. He showed more of the same at
the U18 in April. He’s a tough rank because his
tournament viewings won’t entirely define him.
He actually does have a solid, pro grip
stickhandling with a slick touch as a passer, but
just lacked pop and lost any that he had over
the year. It seemed his coaches internationally
didn’t feel compelled to go with him, limiting
his exposure and ability to sync in a rhythm.
Lindgren’s downtrend is concerning, as were
his mediocre showings, leaving him a potential
faller on draft day.

ADAM WERNER is the goaltender who
occupied fellow 2015 Swede Felix Sandstrom’s
shadows, and had to put up with some of
Oliver Kylington’s net stressing antics. When
he got international action, he kept pace with
Sandstrom’s [10G in 3GP] Hlinka allowing 7G
in 2GP, and had .941SVS% in the 1GP in the 5
Nations tournament. Although every goalie
prospect’s profile reads as ‘massive,’ he truly is
at 6’4.75 and a very lean, but not noticeable
185lbs. One of the most striking attributes he
possesses is his ability to stay square to the
shooter. Because he’s usually in position, it
normally takes a phenomenal shot to beat him.
He also is one of the better goalies at eating his
rebounds and not allowing follow up scoring
chances. Like most goalies, he is susceptible up
high with traffic in front and doesn’t have good
reaction time to pucks that fortuitously hit him
allowing nearby forwards opportunity. He
needs more coaching on learning technique in
getting his pads down properly when moving
across the crease. Werner shows promise for a
monotonous style that shows he has the
makeup to become a leader in net.
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CONNOR INGRAM may not have great size
[6’0.5], he may not have CSS behind him [19th
ranked NA goalie], and he may not be flashy,
but there is something about this guy that says
he
deserves
placement.
Technicality
schmechnicality, raw tools schmools, this guy
just stops the puck in ways the other draft
goalies just don’t. As a rookie With a ton of
focus and battle, he sees each puck out and
fights to deny it. He’s really good down low,
like trademark of his game good. He competes
to get any part of his body necessary on pucks if
he needs to, and has a good glove that can go
top down. Most of the goals that you will see
him let in are correctable either by defensive
cueing or stance adjustment. He gets really low
to suck in shots and this affects him on high
shots that he can’t see and react to. Getting a
bit more athletic will help him manage his
crease better, as his lateral movement suffers
on fast direction shades to the left or right.
Think about this – he was as a rookie fresh out
of Midget AAA who maintained .904SVS% and
2.96GA playing in 72% of his WHL’s regular
season games. With the amount of picks that
are invested in goalies year after year it will be a
travesty if Ingram isn’t one of them.

BAILEY WEBSTER is a future bet with coveted
size as a defenseman who missed being a 2016
NHL Draft eligible by a week. 6’5 with mobility
and good speed, he was an afterthought in a
stacked STJ lineup that had scouts lining up to
see his teammates, not him. With non-existent
stats, his role was simple and he executed it
perfectly night in and night out. You can’t
really read into his production too much
because he’s very young and there’s only so
much one can extract if the limit is already set.
The offense from defense was funneled
through Zboril, Chabot, and Green, and was
never a priority to get him reps and develop his
skillset. It is clear he has very good hockey
sense and management of his own strengths
and weaknesses. He is a defensive treat to
watch, as he is a progressive D who wins a good
majority of his workload. If he’s in on a play, he
usually comes out on top. It may not be pretty,
but just like some other massive D’s like Carlo
and Carlsson, he’s effective. Showing similarity
to late bloomer like Ryan Graves, Webster is a
late round value who could get snapped up
earlier because of his size and the unknown.
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JACKSON KEANE is Mike Keane’s son who
was born in Colorado and minor hockey raised
in Winnipeg. One of the draft’s smallest at
5’8.25 and 150 lbs, he scored 61PTS in 50GP
for the Winnipeg Blues in the less than
desirable draft year league of MJHL. Brought
along with Canada West for the WJAC back in
December, he’s North Dakota committed as a
bloodlined, highly skilled, competent center. A
difference maker who is highly creative, he is a
forward whose team gameplans around him. A
fast, shifty skater with a threshold to deliver
high end passes, he excels as a playmaker who
can carry the puck across every inch of the ice.
Picking up his dad’s work ethic, he is tough to
intimidate with physicality and sticks with plays
even when he should have been knocked off
the puck. More than feeling the effects of his
size disadvantage, are the awkward times he
feels a little privileged and will pull up lax on a
play or yap at the refs for a call he didn’t like.
It’s not a huge concern, but does play into the
evaluation that he could have dominated that
league even more with his pure skillset. Behind
the curve in size and resume, Keane will have
resources available to him every step of the way
to figure out how to adapt to bigger and better
competition.

OLIVIER GALIPEAU made great strides in his
game from last year to the end of this year.
Previously showing as a smooth skating hit
machine with not much more to give, he
developed his skillset tremendously on the
Foreurs backend. Wearing an A, now he looks
like a future captain who has a strong two way
game with shutdown traits. While his regular
season numbers weren’t much to talk about
[.34PPG], though consistent [only 6% increase
in last 1/3 of the season], the excitement in his
data comes from his increase on last year’s
.07PPG. His playoff PPG this year also doubled
last year’s. A commanding D, he can take
control of his shift with a combination of
skating, physicality, and chance diminishing
habits. Effective in transition, you can see his
hockey sense in his first passes, which always
put his recipients in good positions. Already
having a leadership role, he will be given more
opportunity and should grow his offensive skill,
especially on the PP [2G]. A reliable
centerpiece, Galipeau the type of chance
suppressing revelation that will earn his
minutes regardless of what his stats look like.
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KIRILL PILIPENKO went dark after having top
60 caliber tournaments last year in his PRE
DRAFT YEAR. Playing only MHL hockey and
scoring a PPG isn’t nearly the end of the world,
but it kind of is when your name ends in –
ENKO. He is a damn skilled hockey player who
likely is going to feel the effects of his gapped
portfolio this June. A sturdy skater with really
good east to west coordination, he has the
ability to carry the puck and make defensemen
eat ice. His hands are Tkachev/Garland good,
it’s just his feet aren’t at their level. With good
agility that he relies on to get around, he masks
the fact that his acceleration and straight-line
speed aren’t very good for a small skill player.
He can handle checks against him, it’s just he
doesn’t really compete enough without the
puck to endure them much. His consistency off
the puck has been poor up until the point. He
is a receptive target who does a good job
loitering around the net, especially on the PP,
and making himself a short range, back door,
slam-dunk shot. Pilipenko is a flashy winger
who could use a change of scenery, even if it’s
just to the KHL, to continue working on his
weak spots.

GUSTAV AHNELOV is an overage (2014 draft
eligible) puck rushing defenseman with a
beautiful, pro skating ability. The most striking
quality about him is the ease with which he
accelerates with power, crosses over with grace,
and pivots to reverse with fluidity. A rover who
can take flight as the first attacker, he is at his
best when he can rely on his wheels and exit
his zone using his strength in skating. His puck
movement can be spotty at times, and if he's
not barreling and firing, may seem as if he's not
sure where to drive the play he created. While
he may not be matured yet fully in terms of
defensive smarts and technique, an NHL team
may be able to draw shutdown out of his
reverse ability which can stifle opponents.
Ahnelov presents as a hard to grasp hail mary
projection, albeit with potentially dominant
rushing qualities.
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ANDREW MANGIAPANE unfortunately went
undrafted in 2014 after being ranked 89th last
year by DraftBuzz. Fast forward a year, and he
now sits as a 100PT getter at the OHL level
reinforcing the skill that rose quickly at the end
of 2014. In a scouting report sense, not much
has changed except for an additional 10lbs of
mass and production potency. Dealing with
physicality is still an issue with him, as just like
last year, he is still affected by not being able to
withstand traffic. He always had energy and
fire, and now is atleast a bit more successful
dishing out hits and putting his body on guys
in defending efforts. Growing up with both
Joseph Blandisi and Kevin Labanc who
exploded as well distorts who was driving the
improvement, but he showed enough pure skill
last year to atleast get a portion of the credit.
He needs to keep adding weight and getting
coached on how to handle physical areas of the
ice. A feisty waterbug who should have been
drafted last year, Mangiapane gave scouts a
second draft eligible season to back up their
recommendations for a selection in a deeper
2015 draft class.

JACK MCNEELY conjures images of a big boy
patrolling the blue line and giving his
teammates confidence he will be back there as
support. Auditioning in primetime at the CCM
TPG, he looked solid and unspectacular
amongst better players. With 20A in 25GP, he
is a competent stay at homer who can handle
the puck well in the offensive zone. His
mobility is very good, as his footwork, which
enables him to man the point with the deftness
of a smaller player. His first few steps are
lethargic and need to improve to be able to
keep up at the college level. Not much of a
shooter, he’s a facilitator who likes to button up
in the defensive zone and will hit and push his
way towards getting an exit. He’s a safe
personality who manages the game well and
within his strengths. A late DOB takes some of
the shine off his value, but McNeely plays a
style bound to be coveted at the draft.
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FREDRIK BLOM is off the grid – not ranked
by CSS – but is visible due to his full rink
tenacity and penchant for scoring diversity. As
a Grade A gnat, he shows up every game with
the same direct approach that is rare and
appreciated in athletes this young. An August
DOB, he seems to be in the middle of growth
in his game right now, as towards the end of
the year you could see offensive flair emerge
from the gritty style he typically plays. For
instance, he was sniping and deking with more
regularity. Going deep in the defensive zone,
and straight at the net on the attack, he is a
coach’s dream for executing the small details
many forget once the puck is dropped. He loves
contact and will attempt the huge open ice hit
as much as he will drive to an area he knows he
will get drilled. A quick thinker who has some
touch and a lot of sandpaper, Blom is a favorite
who will take some time to materialize into a
known prospect.

CALVIN THURKAUF is a pitbull SOB who
grinds the souls out of his team’s opponents
with grease and sweat. He doesn’t have an
impressive resume, at well below PPG at Elite
Jr. A in SUI, but has shown to be a bottom 6
projection for his work rate. He’s a good skater
who doesn’t think about where he’s going – he
just goes. The type of forward who contributes
by getting to deep pucks, takes abuse, spins off
getting hit, and has enough skill to pass to the
open teammate [he created] while getting
mugged. Thriving on contact, he’s a fun
underdog to invest in as he carries the risk of
not having enough talent to rise. He has shown
well internationally as a fierce worker who
comes at you every shift, and for that reason
will
likely
improve
his
game.
An
understandably huge questionmark and
forecast, Thurkauf has that it-factor that could
carry him from barely being draftable to being
a playoff competitor on the big stage.
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ALEXANDER SHAROV is one of those
immovable centermen who always get to just
the right position or make just the right play. A
true 2014 eligible, he is one of the youngest
overagers from Russia, but plays like one of the
most mature. His skating is a little sketchy, his
stickhandling a little rough; literally there is no
sex appeal with this guy at all. However, there
is some underlying magnetic attraction to the
puck with him. He is fantastic defensively, as a
hounding center who backs his D up so much
you would think he is one of them. In the
offensive zone, he just finds ways to get
between the puck and opponent and fend them
off with strength. Think of all this and then
having 3G in 3GP in the WJC playoff round,
and you have a guy with a special, clutch gene.
Whatever unexplainable thing it may be,
Sharov knows the game and there’s no denying
he has upside going straight to the KHL with
barely any transition step.

BRAYLON SHMYR started the year as a no
name offensive winger and ended it having one
of the best CHL finishes in the last 1/3 of the
year [11th]. With 11PTS in his last 9GP in
March, he capped off an emerging season
showing high end offensive delivery in a small
frame. Everything about him is quick: his
instincts, his skating, hands, and his puck
movement. Towards the end of the year, if
Brandon had possession in the offensive zone
and he could gain a bit of space, you wanted
him to have the puck. That is no small feat for
the stacked lineup he was mixed in with. 16 out
of his 18G were at even strength, pointing to a
potential 30G scorer next year if he gets more
PP time. Cutting to the chase, he is a smaller
guy affected by his size and getting marked
down isn’t unreasonable. His skating is good,
but it is choppy, and has quick cadence, which
isn’t a bad thing unless it’s accompanied by low
power/strength, which it is. He’s not soft, but
he keeps his distance at times, and goes down a
lot when touched. Essentially an Andrew
Mangiapane clone with a really nice skillset, he
is limited in rank unlike the Barrie star because
Brandon is deep, which may affect his growth if
he doesn’t get proper ice.
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MARTINS DZIERKALS had his coming out
party at the recent U18’s showing as one of
Latvia’s top scoring threats. Placing 10th in
scoring amongst a bunch of first round rated
draft picks for this year and next, he opened
eyes that may not have been atune to his MHL
body of work this year. Not rated by CSS, his
size is modest but not terrible at 5’11 170 as he
is able to operate his skill game with speed,
vision, and above average hands. Effective at
high speeds or stationed on the PP, he is the
type of player who can create his own blueprint
and impact as a scorer or facilitator. He has
great acceleration and top end speed, as well as
wiggle with the puck as he has good possession
ability. His nearly PPG output at the MHL level
[.88] gives great support behind his tournament
outburst showing scouts something may be
there. Dzierkals is a pick for an optimistically
brave scout who likes to roll the dice on pure
skill no matter what the odds are.

TAGGART
CORRIVEAU
showed
improvement every year at Westminster Prep
ending with 1.46PPG this year. Opening the
year playing in the CCM TPG with the rest of
USA’s top players, he looked green and
different, but wasn’t all that bad. In zone carry
tracking, he showed 1 full exit to entry, 4 total
entries, and 2 exits. His game is summed up
best as an active forward with strong skating
that has more straight than side to side. He can
handle the puck, though not a stickhandling
possessor. He can shoot the puck, though not a
sniper. And can pass the puck, though not a
playmaker. His game is high energy, and still
very young because of his lack of experience
and thin build [22.1 BMI], but as the TPG
numbers show he was involved in subtle ways
and kept pace against some behemoth USA
stars. Corriveau is property of Waterloo and
Rouyn-Noranda, in case he feels like he has
exhausted his resources at Westminster and
wants a change before heading to St. Lawrence.
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PHILIPPE MYERS shouldn’t be part of this
discussion with only 8PTS in 60GP, but he’s
6’4.75 and 198 lbs with a skillset that wears on
you over time. He’s tall, he’s long, he’s a good
skater with nice mobility for his size and can
even step up and create with speed on his own.
Scouting him, his development has come in
waves as he adjusts to his physical growth. His
most impressive experience on his resume
stands as his Midget AAA playoffs in 2013
when he scored 8PTS in 9GP - likely fueling
his 58th overall selection in the QMJHL draft.
Underweight for his size, everything you saw on
the ice will come with different impact as he
gains weight. He’s a decent puck rusher, puck
mover, hitter, and defender who has his wits
about him and is open to being inventive. He’s
an all around guy with reach and range who got
it done in a light manner. He may never come
with gaudy stats, but you can be sure he will be
a distinguishable figure in the Q next year.
Myers is a tough read as a defender the NHL
usually loves to gamble on, but may be scared
off and deem him irrelevant until he makes
more of a contribution offensively.

SIMON BOURQUE is a role filling defenseman
entrusted with big minutes as a young player
on the President’s Cup winning Rimouski
team. Already an assistant captain, he plays
with an almost too collected demeanor that
speaks to his leadership position. A solid skater
with above average hands, he can be an
effective passer with precision and velocity
when he’s paying attention. Always being just
okay, and never great, his game off the puck
needs a lot of work and his offensive
personality was bland until the playoffs. He has
made it a point to push the on button a bit
more while in the offensive zone, taking more
shots and stepping up with more bite. Even
with a small spark in attack, he has managed to
drop his PPG from .56 to .29. With
ineffectiveness permeating his game in taking
care of the front of the net, reacting slowly to
plays, misjudging his pinches, and showing
poor strength along the walls to name a few, it
is really hard to get into his skill tools that are
actually nice. He really was a guy forwards
feasted on throughout the year. A one
dimensional CHL defenseman who lacks top
end in his supposed one dimension, he may not
have enough superior emphasis on his game to
make it.
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LUC DESCHENES is the type of draft year
prospect who may have not even been noticed
at all on game sheets this year. As a
straightforward puck manager, he’s smart,
efficient, smooth – he does all the simple things
that no one cares about. Although his offensive
ability has been tamed due to opportunity and
confidence, he has room to grow. He is well
rounded, though lacking in firepower in
individual traits, and is able to think as
pressure converges. He won’t turn into a junior
star overnight, but the steadiness that he
turned in day in and day out is valuable. He is
the type of post draft year defenseman that will
turn into a more serious option as others
graduate. When the glitter falls off of the
higher rated prospects from this draft, expect
Deschenes to keep advancing with just enough
skill and a head game that professional coaches
will respect.

GUSTAV OLHAVER! saw limited minutes all
year, teasing scouts with enormous size,
coordinated skating for his body, and decent
puck skill. With a comparable J18 Allsvenskan
resume to WHL’s 95DOB Axel Blomqvist, he is
a luxury pick for a team optimistic he would
have been more effective given more playing
time. A physical energy drainer, not
intimidating centerman, he is hard to handle
near the crease and boards. He loves to inhabit
the front of the net and screens the goalie like
it’s part of his shift checklist. You will see him
have the power and dexterity to jump out of the
way of shots while he’s shuffling side to side in
front of the goalie. Not just all limbs, he has
shown good reaction and flexibility in his stick
to put home rebounds. Because of his lack of
ice time, you generally saw him exhaust himself
and give forth great effort forechecking. A mix
between a pick made just because of his size
and actually having developmental upside,
Olhaver is not a bad hail mary at all with good
character.!!
!
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NICK MCBRIDE came into the season a top
prospect and suffered a fractured dream season
by enduring a time-share not tilted in his favor.
Coming off of a season where he pitched a
.908SVS% as a rookie and excited scouts with
his size and tools, he faltered starting late Oct
and couldn’t recover until late in the season.
After hitting rock bottom in Jan [.797SVS% and
6.39 GAA in 4GP], he revived his draft stock
over the last 12GP by pitching a SO in Feb,
.922SVS% in Mar, and having 2 monster back
to back efforts of 52 and 55 save games in the
final month. Hurt by an inability to right the
ship sooner, his competition being 2015 eligible
and just as capable muddies the waters. With a
dominating control over the lower portion of
the net he shows quickness in the crease. He is
skilled at merging his pads with ice and
managing his rapidly smooth slide across the
crease. His low positioning leaves him
susceptible up high, and compromised if his
reaction time is poor. There were instances
where he simply wasn’t ready to react to puck
movement opponents had and misjudged his
lateral slide. McBride can become a starting
goalie with a full slate, more confidence, and a

LUCAS MICHAUD was a top ten scorer in
USPHL Premier as the only ’97 born in the top
30 of scoring. The top player on his team, the
young centerman scored 55PTS in 49GP,
contributing directly to 41.7% of his team’s
goals for. A league not known for it’s younger
talent, he was an all around leader for Portland
delivering with puck poise and vision. His
above average hands allowed him to act as a
third defenseman in his own zone, where he
would simply swoop in, say ‘I’m better than
you,’ and start the rush up ice. He’s a good
skater who has that special quality of
maintaining speed while handling the puck and
setting the play in motion. At 5’10 205 he’s
built like a truck, and looks normal amongst his
peers meaning the league is much smaller than
other more reputable junior leagues. Because of
this, even though he finishes his checks he will
need to get better in a tighter atmosphere
because he will be shell-shocked at a higher
level. A U of Maine recruit slated to graduate to
the USHL’s Chicago Steel next year, he does
have USA Select 17’s for evidence he can PPG
games amongst better action. Michaud is an
American product who is a ‘relatively’ highly
skilled wild guess in a low level league.

refinement of current techniques.
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SERGEY ZBOROVSKIY makes it so easy to fall
in love with his style yet is a mystery as to if his
intriguing parts will ever come together with
higher game impact. With huge physical
potential, he could easily pack on 30 more
pounds to his 6’4 skeleton and keep his
smoothness and agility – clearly the welltrained Russian in him. His game is basic, and
that is partly what is so interesting about him.
He can do it all at NHL size and speed, which is
why he stood out immediately in the fall.
However, the rest of the year he flatlined or just
stayed below average, whichever way you want
to look at it. He didn’t really expand on any of
his attributes, probably because the more
dynamic Connor Hobbs joined the team and
drew more focus. With minimal history to see
progress over time, he could use as much PT as
possible, which may not be a guarantee with a
stacked returning Pats D core. He could go
either way: he could become an all around
monster who can skate or simply stay leveled
off as a fringe player. Zborovskiy has a nice set
of tools that erring on the side of caution could
turn into a nice bottom pairing D who can do a
bit of everything on a small scale.

JAKE BARTER is a project pick that offers
unique prediction because of his rookie status
and decent skillset. 20PTS in 62GP in the Q
from a defenseman is not usually draft worthy,
but the fact that this was his first season right
off playing CAHS hockey may mean he could
enact a sharp uptrend. Being a 6’2 defenseman
with mobility and workable offensive skills, he
has the makings of a player who could lead a D
unit. In the second half of the season, he
showed he had hockey sense to navigate
himself out of tough situations and ability to
step up once the play went to attack. His
conditioning needs to improve (and will since
this is his first year of major junior), which
could make him look like a different player
come next year. Barter is nice investment later
in the draft as a D with a package to wait
around for and see if it takes off with
experience and honing.
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JARETT MEYER has come a long way from NC
and LI just to barely play half of a rookie
season with the Attack in his pure draft eligible
season. A breathtaking hockey player, plain and
simple. Extremely unproven, with no regional
[OHL] history, Jarett Meyer is a treasure who
may not even know his capability himself at the
moment. What scouts see is a 6'9'' blueliner
who can move with agility and grace and snaps
very efficient, simple passes. No highlights, and
even with some hesitation, Meyer's play is
clearly that of a new jack with no footing and
experience. He is beyond a man amongst boys
and can throw opponents around like ragdolls,
but does give effort to stick with them through
skill and skating. For the few footraces he
understandably loses to smaller players, he
makes up with a suffocating, knife stabbing
reach. His potential is a wild guess formed on a
belief that he hasn't even done any true
'developing' yet. The stats are ugly and
damning, but the tape is not that bad, thus
making him the perfect size obsessed late
round flier.

MARTIN SUNDBERG is Gabriel Carlsson’s
teammate who only played 25 games this
season for Linkoping J20 as a hard to catch
forward. He is a gigantic stretch of a rank, but a
fun one to make because of his eye-popping
tools. He is a 6’1 power winger who has
unbelievable, and wildly frenzied jets. The
games he skated he literally flew on the ice as if
he was still working the summer kinks out – at
max speed. He is physical, and with all that
speed behind him can really scare the snot out
of the opponent’s he’s lining up. Part of the
mystery is how much he can expand on the
flashes of work with the puck he had. He had
fits of dominating cycling, gripping puck
control that wowed scouts with explosive turns
that could shake NHL D today. As easy as he
made those efforts look, his puck possession
isn’t always reliable as he has some stick jitters
to get over. With 10PTS in 18GP in the regular
season, Sundberg is a long term, long shot who
first needs to start with becoming a top junior
player.

DRAFTBUZZ #207

DRAFTBUZZ #208

SHAWN OUELLETTE ST. AMANT played
himself into a late round addition after a strong
finish showing well in Val-d’Or’s playoff run. Q
forwards are very hard to predict once outside
of the elite, so he was in a mid level pack until
proving himself further with 9PTS in 17GP in
the postseason. Increasing his playoff PPG by
308 % from last year to this year has validated
his growth offensively. A thick N-S winger, he
profiles a bit like 2014 Alex Schoenborn with
less nastiness. His hands can be encouraging at
times with simple playmaking that speaks to
him having upside and not just being a grinder.
Not the type of skater to spark the pace of the
game, he applies his weight into his turns and
digs his edges in. His cadence and turnover is
low, and overall quickness needs to be
addressed. He’s a willing forechecker and with
his size and skating is a nice winger to add
some depth offense. St. Amant - as listed on his
jersey - needs to outpace his late DOB and
show that not so offensive forwards can grow
post draft unlike others who have stagnated.

BRANDON LINDBERG is another 2015 who
got his OHL slow start with Saginaw and was
later traded to Sarnia. If it weren’t for the
multiple years of views on him, he likely would
not have made the cut for the final ranking this
year. Dating back to the last half of 2013-2014,
he has offered glimpses of being a tough
forward to play against who was extremely far
off from expressing himself offensively. He is a
load to handle basically anywhere on the ice
when he’s on, and is able to truck through
checks with ease. A fantastic PK’er, he has a
powerful stride and work ethic that ticks off
opponents who fail to set their PP formation
because of his aggressiveness. He has a pretty
nice shot that is hard, as seen in the scoring
streaks he went on this year. Projecting off of
his November stretch of 8PTS in 12GP, he is
capable of giving more and can turn into a
complimentary physical guy for the stars of
Sarnia. The doubt is in his hands and the fact
that top end skill may not be there. Dropping
off late isn’t ideal [44% decrease in last 1/3],
especially for a late DOB, but Lindberg makes
rank because has the ingredients that fuel kids
who improve post draft.

DRAFTBUZZ #209

CAMERON LIZOTTE is a rink favorite who
has no problem getting down and dirty to help
his team win. A glue guy, he didn’t have a
statistically relevant season, but still ended up
with a favorable outlook because of his
strengths. It used to be finding a mean,
dedicated, physical draft eligible was easy in
scouting the draft, but the game has shifted a
bit and now a player like himself is unique and
stands out more. To get praise with less than
10PTS, that has to be the case. A shot blocking,
body-launching beast, he brings misery to
forwards who don’t have outs for the paths they
take near him. Loving rough stuff, he will never
turn down the opportunity to hit. A guy who
sacrifices his body, he is a nice PK option who
will do whatever it takes to stop shots and clear
pucks. His passing needs to improve in terms of
recognizing coverage and hitting tape with
more control. His lack of creativity can be
astounding sometimes when he Hulks the puck
out of his zone, and ices it without even looking
for another option. The candid Lizotte is
endearing for his positives, but will have a
tough time in pro hockey if he doesn’t grow his
game.

DRAFTBUZZ #210

TOM MARCHIN made the most of his post
draft year after being undrafted in 2014 and
turned himself into a rugged PF with some skill
and a fighting chance of being selected in 2015.
Admittedly, no one is going to invest in an
18PT USHL’er with no standout skills. Now an
overager by only a year to his advantage, his
PPG shot up to .82 from .35 and he is heading
into next year as Brown University freshman. A
6’3 power forward who is in control of his body
and has good speed, he moves with an even
pace that is effective, but not exciting. His
hands are very soft for his size and historical
production, and give some upside to his career
at the collegiate level. He works the boards
well, taking on contact and keeping it moving.
A capable passer and shooter, he is a
complimentary forward who can mix with a
variety of teammates playing different styles.
His skating needs to improve, and at some
point coaches are going to want him to play
harder and bite more offensively. He may be
passed over again, but that doesn’t change the
fact that Marchin is one of those guys who you
just like for no quantifiable reason.

NHL MOCK DRAFT

1. EDMONTON – CONNOR MCDAVID, C
2. BUFFALO – JACK EICHEL, C
3. ARIZONA – NOAH HANIFIN, D
4. TORONTO – MITCHELL MARNER, RW
5. CAROLINA – DYLAN STROME, C
6. NEW JERSEY – MATHEW BARZAL, C
7. PHILADELPHIA – LAWSON CROUSE, LW
8. COLUMBUS – ZACH WERENSKI, D
9. SAN JOSE – IVAN PROVOROV, D
10. COLORADO – MIKKO RANTANEN, RW
11. FLORIDA – TRAVIS KONECNY, RW
12. DALLAS – PAVEL ZACHA, C
13. LOS ANGELES – JEREMY ROY, D
14. BOSTON – NICHOLAS MERKLEY, RW
15. CALGARY – THOMAS CHABOT, D
16. EDMONTON – OLIVER KYLINGTON, D
17. WINNIPEG – KYLE CONNOR, RW
18. OTTAWA – EVGENY SVECHNIKOV, RW
19. DETROIT – COLIN WHITE, C
20. MINNESOTA – TIMO MEIER, RW
21. BUFFALO – JEREMY BRACCO, RW
22. WASHINGTON – DENIS GURYANOV, RW
23. VANCOUVER – DANIEL SPRONG, RW
24. TORONTO – JOEL EK-ERIKSSON, C
25. WINNIPEG – BROCK BOESER, RW
26. MONTREAL – JACK ROSLOVIC, C
27. ARIZONA – PAUL BITTNER, LW
28. TAMPA – ANTHONY BEAUVILLIER, C
29. PHILADELPHIA – JAKE DEBRUSK, RW
30. ANAHEIM – JANSEN HARKINS, C

31. BUFFALO – VINCE DUNN, D
32. ARIZONA – JORDAN GREENWAY, LW
33. EDMONTON – JACOB LARSSON, D
34. COLUMBUS – M. BLACKWOOD, G
35. CAROLINA – THOMAS NOVAK, C
36. NEW JERSEY – MITCHELL STEPHENS, C
37. BOSTON – BRANDON CARLO, D
38. COLUMBUS – JENS LOOKE, RW
39. SAN JOSE – NICOLAS ROY, C
40. COLORADO – GABRIEL CARLSSON, D
41. NEW JERSEY – ILYA SAMSONOV, G
42. OTTAWA – NOAH JUULSEN, D
43. LOS ANGELES – FILIP CHLAPIK, C
44. TAMPA BAY – NICOLAS MELOCHE, D
45. CALGARY – ZACH SENYSHYN, RW
46. PITTSBURGH – FILIP AHL, LW
47. WINNIPEG – PARKER WOTHERSPOON, D
48. OTTAWA – MITCHELL VANDE SOMPEL, D
49. DALLAS – CHRISTIAN FISCHER, RW
50. MINNESOTA – MICHAEL SPACEK, C
51. BUFFALO – RASMUS ANDERSSON, D
52. CALGARY – TRAVIS DERMOTT, D
53. CALGARY – JEREMY LAUZON, D
54. CHICAGO – J FORSBACKA-KARLSSON, C
55. NASHVILLE – A. DERGACHYOV, C
56. SAINT LOUIS – G. BRISEBOIS, D
57. EDMONTON – CALLUM BOOTH, G
58. PHILADELPHIA – ERIK CERNAK, D
59. ARIZONA – DANIEL VLADAR, G
60. NEW YORK RANGERS – CALEB JONES, D
61. COLUMBUS – JONAS SIEGENTHALER, D

2016 PRELIMINARY [60]

1. Auston Matthews, C, 6’2’’ 194 lbs, USNTDP U18, USHL
Report: Has one leg up on Jack Eichel already as US/Euro mega forward.
2. Jakob Chychrun, D, 6’2’’ 194 lbs, Sarnia Sting, OHL
Report: More explosive than Ekblad, with as much offensive maturity in his stick.
3. Jesse Puljujarvi, RW, 6’3’’ 196 lbs, Karpat, LIIGA
Report: Dominant outside threat is a shot machine. At risk for a fall if comp figures his speed out.
4. Matthew Tkachuk, LW, 6’1’’ 187 lbs, USNTDP U18, USHL
Report: Beast with booksmarts and street fight can do it all.
5. Clayton Keller, C, 5’9’’ 165 lbs, USNTDP U17, USHL
Report: Pure skill is Marner-like; could rise to top 3, waiting for physical growth.
6. Dmitri Sokolov, LW, 6’2’’ 212 lbs, Omskie Yastreby, MHL
Report: Russian sniper rips twine off iron he shoots so much.
7. Alexander Nylander, RW, 5’10’’ 157 lbs, AIK, SUPERELIT
Report: That legend of traits skipping generations doesn’t exist in this family. Possession King just
like his bro.
8. Tyler Benson, LW, 6’0’’ 196 lbs, Vancouver Giants, WHL
Report: Dominant shooter handles and carries team like a top pick.
9. Chad Krys, D, 5’11’’ 183 lbs, USNTDP U18, USHL
Report: Could compete in figure skating with no problem; executes hockey plays with 3D vision.
10. Sam Steel, C, 5’11’’ 172 lbs, Regina Pats, WHL
Report: Right up there with Keller for shorty with dynamite in his skates and hands.
11. Sean Day, D, 6’2’’ 229 lbs, Mississauga Steelheads, OHL
Report: Finally earned exceptional status. Needs to sink teeth more and erase IQ worries.
12. Logan Brown, C, 6’6’’ 216 lbs, Windsor Spitfires, OHL
Report: 6’6 dribbler manages the ice like a small forward.
13. Max Jones, LW, 6’2’’ 190 lbs, USNTDP U17, USHL
Report: PF fell off late, but was a man ragdolling boys at U17. Likely next Lawson Crouse – hot
debate and all.
14. Jordan Kyrou, C, 6’0’’ 165 lbs, Sarnia Sting, OHL
Report: Mini-Barzal was Sarnia’s only pulse late in season and in POs.
15. Patrik Laine, RW, 6’4’’ 209 lbs, Leki, MESTIS
Report: Mammoth Resurrected and now runs offensive zones wherever he goes.

16. Tyson Jost, C, 6’0’’ 194 lbs, Penticton Vees, BCHL
Report: Dominating playmaking visionary with the puck should raise level of competition.
17. Dillon Dube, C, 5’10’’ 174 lbs, Kelowna Rockets, WHL
Report: Gritty, nose for the net, emanates winner who can produce.
18. Kieffer Bellows, W, 6’0’’ 185 lbs, Sioux Fall Stampede, USHL
Report: Was intimidating USHL blazer in his predraft year with rockets off stick.
19. Kale Clague, D, 6’0’’ 194 lbs, Brandon Wheat Kings, WHL
Report: Dainty for size, only 32GP this year, has ability to better Provorov’s draft year.
20. Brett Howden, C, 6’1’’ 190 lbs, Moose Jaw Warriors, WHL
Report: Big, skilled, grounded and reliable pivot always shows up.
21. Charlie MacAvoy, D, 6’0’’ 205 lbs, USNTDP U18, USHL
Report: Strapped, explosive skater may excite scouts more than Krys.
22. Jake Bean, D, 6’0’’ 174 lbs, Calgary Hitmen, WHL
Report: Crisp D in many facets is rising underdog.
23. Julien Gauthier, RW, 6’4’’ 212 lbs, Val-d’Or Foreurs, QMJHL
Report: Physical freak is an older DOB who shouldn’t fall off that much with a dash of small man’s
game.
24. Rasmus Asplund, C, 5’11’’ 174 lbs, Farjestad, SHL
Report: Battle tested, has always been one of Sweden’s top 2016s, loses out to AN based on top end.
25. Luke Green, D, 5’11’’ 174 lbs, Saint John Sea Dogs, QMJHL
Report: Mobile, 6’, can rush the puck well needs to prove STJ crowd won’t hinder growth.
26. Dante Fabbro, D, 6’1’’ 185 lbs, Penticton Vees, BCHL
Report: Canadian general will be an NHL’er; he’ll just take forever by avoiding the WHL.
27. Ryan Lindgren, D, 5’11’’ 194 lbs, USNTDP U17, USHL
Report: Ryan McDonagh clone needs to prove himself offensively.
28. Lucas Johansen, D, 6’2’’ 170 lbs, Kelowna Rockets, WHL
Report: Next Johansen to blow up with unbelievable read of ice.
29. Carl Grundstrom, LW, 6’0’’ 190 lbs, MODO, SHL
Report: Swedish speedster with edge has already shown at SHL level.
30. Olli Joulevi, D, 6’2’’ 185 lbs, Jokerit U20, JR. A SM-LIIGA
Report: Cerebral smooth skating D can handle the puck and pinpoint passes.

31. Pierre-Luc Dubois, LW, 6’1’’ 181 lbs, Cape Breton Screaming Eagles, QMJHL
Report: Assistant captain broke out last summer at U17 camp with raw skating power/puck control.
32. Tye Felhaber, C, 5’10’’ 174 lbs, Saginaw Spirit, OHL
Report: Average sized, nothing else average about little tank that could and will.
33. Vitaly Abramov, LW, 5’9’’ 159 lbs, Belye Medvedi Chelyabinsk, MHL
Report: Low center of gravity propels speedster who came harder than Sokolov at tournaments.
34. Max Lajoie, D, 6’1’’ 172 lbs, Swift Current Broncos, WHL
Report: 5th round bantam pick had a 1st round rookie season with poise.
35. Jonathan Ang, C, 5’10’’ 150 lbs, Peterborough Petes, OHL
Report: Electric globetrotter whose range could span top pick to mid rounder.
36. Mikhail Sergachyov, D, 6’2’’ 201 lbs, Irbis Kazan, MHL
Report: Rounded D has size, bite, and point manning game.
37. Tobias Eder, C, 5’11’’ 165 lbs, EC Bad Tolz U19, DNL
Report: Flashy, super skilled, super shot, super German.
38. Pascal Laberge, C, 6’1’’ 161 lbs, Gatineau Olympiques, QMJHL
Report: 2014 #2 pick was ignited after trade to Victoriaville. Physique and talent are impressively on
path to impact collision.
39. William Bitten, C, 5’9’’ 154 lbs, Plymouth Whalers, OHL
Report: Physical, skilled, fast – nothing to dislike unless the points stop coming.
40. Simon Stransky, LW, 5’11’’ 170 lbs, Prince Albert Raiders, WHL
Report: Slick U17 chief got NA adjustment out of way and is now ready to lead PA.
41. Victor Mete, D, 5’10’’ 165 lbs, London Knights, OHL
Report: Short hybrid looked like a real #1 towards the end of the year.
42. Jesper Bratt, W, 5’9’’ 170 lbs, AIK J20, SUPERELIT
Report: Led at U17, ended up with same #s as Nylander in 3 less GP. Smaller, needs to get out of
shadow.
43. Nick Pastujov, LW, 6’0’’ 194 lbs, USNTDP U17, USHL
Report: Has a mixed game that works both in the trenches and open ice.
44. Jacob Moverare, D, 6’1’’ 185 lbs, HV71 J20, SUPERELIT
Report: Sultry skater pulls your eye off the play because of fluidity. High reward, some risk D as of
now.
45. Michael McLeod, C, 6’1’’ 183 lbs, Mississauga Steelheads, OHL
Report: Skinny jersey flapper reset at half year and took off as breakaway threat.

46. Filip Gustavsson, G, 6’2’’ 172 lbs, Lulea J20, SUPERELIT
Report: Unreal U17 performance put him on map with size and shutdown ability.
47. Travis Barron, LW, 6’1’’ 198 lbs, Ottawa 67’s, OHL
Report: Heavy competitor with touch that can top 6 hang.
48. Zach Sawchenko, G, 6’0’’ 168 lbs, Moose Jaw Warriors, WHL
Report: Great international resume, avg size, steady, late DOB. Needs to keep evolving as MJ backup
aint bad himself.
49. Adam Mascherin, C, 5’9’’ 172 lbs, Kitchener Rangers, OHL
Report: Short tank is rugged and has a little bit of dangle with a nice release.
50. Libor Hajek, D, 6’2’’ 196 lbs, HC Kometa Brno, CZECH
Report: Skating ability and sense allowed him pre draft experience with men.
51. German Rubtsov, C, 6’1’’ 174 lbs, Russkie Vityazi Chekhov, MHL
Report: A little bit of skilled with a lot of bit of utility. Very effective, forceful C.
52. Jake Kryski, C, 5’11’’ 170 lbs, Kamloops Blazers, WHL
Report: Okay rookie season, owns intense potential fueled by Burnaby Bantam output.
53. Josh Mahura, D, 6’0’’ 165 lbs, Red Deer Rebels, WHL
Report: Full length D can soar through transition - breakout potential.
54. Linus Weissbach, RW, 5’9’’ 148 lbs, Frolunda J20, SUPERELIT
Report: Elite wheels, highlight reel ability and likes to be on the edge creating.
55. Evan Fitzpatrick, G, 6’4’’ 203 lbs, Sherbrooke Phoenix, QMJHL
Report: Perfect sized already, has upside and long been hyped.
56. Luke Kunin, C, 5’11’’ 187 lbs, USNTDP U18, USHL
Report: Steady eddy down the middle may take the most shots in the entire class.
57. Samuel Girard, D, 5’9’’ 154 lbs, Shawinigan Cataractes, QMJHL
Report: Small, mobile, agile. Has confidence to elude and loves to rush the puck.
58. Maxime Fortier, C, 5’10’’ 170 lbs, Halifax Mooseheads, QMJHL
Report: High energy, decent skill, skating is offputting but he gets there quick and hard.
59. Brandon Saigeon, C, 6’1’’ 185 lbs, Belleville Bulls, OHL
Report: Hockey nerd did well with first year. Has sense and shot to climb.
60. Alex DeBrincat, LW, 5’7’’ 161 lbs, Erie Otters, OHL
Report: Beyond tiny, but meaty, and has fire in his eyes. Should do fine without 97.
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